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THE DEFERRED PAYMENTS SCHEME FOR MECCANO
AND HORNBY TRAINS NOW DISCONTINUED

Greater gger Thrills

eccano parts interchanges engineering
GREAT

in miniature. They build a never-endjng succession of superb models

—

bridges, block-setting cranes, great towers with lifts, aeroplanes and

reds of others. You can't start Meccano too soon? and you'll never

lose interest—there is always something new to make.

Any Meccano dealer will show you the new models. Go and see

them to-day.

This 72-page catalogue tells you all about Meccano

and other Meccano products. It is packed full of

illustrations and absorbing details, Send us your name

and address—-and those of three friends who'd like

a
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SEND REAL MORSE MESSAGES
BY CODE

HERE'S

MATCH

WINNER

It's grem fuo op&r&iing this Posi Office Telegraph
Set There zt& two electric morse tapping keys with

Interna liono I Code, and a length of ytfra joining ihe

two instiurnents. (r coste only C/
complex with battery, cable forms, etc Post 6a **

MOBILE ANTI-AIRCRAFT UNIT
*

This realistic -Skybirds* outfit includes a service lorry. &rtfi*aircrdft QUn and nailer. Complete with
r

A.A. flun crew, lorry driver and mate, it costs only C/O
Post 6d J a

*

It's a grand leciing to nt a ball with this vj

Dimlgp hotkey Stick- Hade to stand up to

ii is tmi value at OfQ
Pest 6d.

POST ORDER
YOU BY RETURN POST.

sprung

hard play

Weights

16, 17. 18 and 19 oz.

It WILL REACH

...

TRY YOUR

SKILL

SHOOTING

Soccer's a grand game

Hera's a foot-

ball Ihat can

IPLANES

and a steady

down In this fascinating Aeroplane

It takes a
straight eye

hand to bring 'planes

Shooting Game- U*s a

bargain at OM 1
Poo Ad * *

take all the

kicks Going It

is made of

quality hide,

hand *ewn# end a bargain at

Match Size 5. Post 6d.
8'3

EXCITING

NEW

A.R.P. GAME

Here's a now dice garnt

with all the thrill of

aeroplane* and air raids

You'll learn a lot about

A.R.P. too!

PRICE OM1
Post 6d, * P '

200-202
»

Our tmfo address
-

STREET, LONDON W.I

Telephone: RKCENT 3161

MI going strong*I

MODEL STEAM ENGINES

We are pleased to inform you

our famous "MAMOD Model
Engines are still available d

the War. As you probably
know these are perfect

reproductions of 'the real

thing'

.

. efficient, reliable

and long fasting. Leading

stores sell them, or in case

writeof dtfficu

makers. Owing
_

present increase i

of metal and other

the

our
els will now

be as foliows

4*+ *

M.M.2 10'-
12'6

'6

S.E.I

512

S.E.4 36'6
*•*•

•

p-iced Engine of high
(Postage 6d )

performance! Packed in strong cardboard box with filler funnel and instructions.

BUY Now TO BE SURE OF DELIVERY!

MAMOD MODELS ARE EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED AND MADE BY

MALINS (Engineers) Ltd. Incorporating Geoffrey H. Malins, A.M.I.Mech.E.

First Class board of Trade Engineer, St. Mary's Row, Birmingham 4
-** +*mJSL

W
"- » -

1
*

.

# .*.- »..

NOW THAT BRIGHT LIGHTS ON CYCLE LAMPS, AND
TORCHES, ARE NOT PERMISSIBLE, AND SUPPLIES OF
BATTERIES ARE SCARCE, THE ADVANTAGES OF VITALITY

BULBS WILL BE STILL MORE APPRECIATED.

THE VITA BATTERY SAVER BULBS
GIVE YOU FROM EACH BATTERY THE LIFE OF 10 LARGE TWIN
CELL BATTERIES—each Bulb, therefore, pays for itself more than TEN times
with the first battery used. Then, remember the bulb is still good, and ready
to continue making more and more batteries each give you the life of TEN
BATTERIES—Consider this saving and freedom from the worry of
your battery failing you.
For Use With Large Twin Cell or Other Types of 2 Cell Batteries*

Ref\ I24, 2,5v, with 11
J
mm. Bfall Balloon 3rd fi.E.S. Cnp for use eirhe r

for Head or for Rear *.. .. ... ... .** ..- ... 7d.
Ref. G247. 3.8v. with 11 [ mm- Ball Balloon and M.E,S. Cap for use either

for Head or fgr Rear ... *„ /« ... 7id#
m

TRE VITA ECONOMY BULBS for Dugouts or Home Use
For Cycle Lamps, Battery Saver Bulbs give alt the light required, but

4The
Economy Range'* has been specially prepared for use in those districts where
brighter light is permitted, and particularly for Dug-outs and Home Use*

The current consumption is between Battery Saver and Pre-War Normal
Consumption, and each Battery usex* will easily last as long « FIVE batteries,

when normally

For Use With Large Twin Cell or Other Types of 2 Cell Batteries,
ftef. G246. 2.Sv. with 11 J

mm. Ball Balloon and ME.5. Cap for use either
for Head or for Rear ... *.. ... , + « ... M * »»* 7 d.

For Use With All Types of 3 Cell Batteries.
Rof, G248- 3-8v. with 11} mm. Bill Balloon and M.E.S. Cap for use either

for Head or for Rear t ... ?id.

BATTERY CYCLE LAMP REAR BULBS
Rcf. GI2S.

For Use With Single Unit Cells.
1.5v. with 1 1 i mm. Ball Balloon and fi.E.S. Cap... 71d.

* P 1 ' 7 ?, d

.

For Use With All Types of 2 Cell Batteries.
Ref. 124. 2.5v, with 11

J
mm. Ball Balloon and M.E.S. Cap

Send for Price List. Individual bulbs supplied. No charge for postage

FOURTEEN DAYS
. _

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CANCELLATION
AFTER PUBLICATION.

VITALITY BULBS LTD,
NEVILLE PLACE, WOOD GREEN, LONDON N.22
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BRITAIN'S BIGGEST STOCKISTS OF
M ANO OUTFITS and SPARE PARTS

and HORNBY TRAINS

IF UNABLE TO VISIT OUR HUGE DISPLAY, ORDER THROUGH OUR EXPERT POST ORDER SERVICE *

valve,

STEAM ENGINES
Outstanding value in these
ever-popular models.

with w e.

andfiller

Mounted on colour

i;

P*

ed metal base.

6 \ in. by 5 in. Height
to too of chimney

f
i

i

10J in.

THE GAMAGE

POPULAR FOOTBALL
The finest value obtainable tn

popular priced boys* foot*
balls. Best leather. Hand
sewn, twelve panels. Supplied
complete with lace and
best quality —m _
red rubber C. m
bladder, ^ W
Match Si

Size 4, 4/9*
Po$l6d. on tach

Post thL

ELECTRIC MAINS
ILLUMINATED EPISCOPES

Reproduces on Screen Enlargements of

your Snapshots, etc.

Gives a distortionless, bright picture, site
54 in. by 36 in. Opaque objects such as

cigarette cards.

coins, photo-stamps,
graphs/etc, up to 4} in,

by 3 1 in, in size can a

be reproduced without
special preparation. For
A.C. or D +C. mains
200-220,. and 230-250
volts. Complete with
two print carriers, lamp
and flex.

Post 8d.

UNBEATABLE VALUE
FOLDING, REINFORCED
TABLE TENNIS TOPS

(deal for the home as it folds in two sections

when not required—no storage difficulties.

Not to be confused with cheap plywood tops

offered at similar prices. Welt made from selected

reinforced Birch, ensuring a perfect

THE GAMAGE SET OF BOYS'

surface out ••dead

spots/* The under battening
is of 1 A in. by I in* material,

practically obviating warping.
8ft. by 4ft,

Trestle (folds flat) 17/6

Carriage {outside our extensive delivery area) 1

England or Wales,

SEND FOR COPY OF GAMAGES
BILLIARDS AND TABLE TENNIS LIST

GLOVES AND
PUNCHBALL

ide from
has

The Punch ball is mai

superior quality hide, and
six panels. Fitted with heavy
swivels, | inch moulded resilient

rubber strands. § inch adjust-

able leather straps, with nickel

ring at each end* floor

ceiling hooks. Complete with
rubber bladder.

The Boxing Gloves have covers of

selected tan sheepskin. Well padded,
taccd leather palms and side pads,

Punchball and set
of Four
Gloves

Boxing

Post //-

or separately, Purvchball 8/ It. Posted.
Set of Four Boxing Gloves 8/6. Posted.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON E.C.1. 'Phone your ordcr-HOLborn 8484. City Branch: 107, Cheapmic, E.C.2

Nothing like a Fretwork Set to keep

really happy doing something

useful in your spare time. Lots of

fellows are doing it now—so why

not you>

*
*

Just a few Fretwork Tools and you can make almost anything you
like In wood—to use, to give away, even to sell for pocket money
No hard work or expensive kit. You can start right away with any
Hobbies Fretwork Outfit costing anything from upwards.

smne

#

There's no catch In it. With a Hobbies
Fretwork Outfit you can make all sorts of

useful articles to sell to the people at home
or to friends. Some fellows even work up a

big and profitable little spare-time business

selling to s. Things like calendars,

trays, stools, clocks, mystery boxes, galleons,

Jig-saws, puzzles, etc,—all sell quite easily

and you enjoy making them* too, Large free

patterns are given with Hobbies Wee
2d. every Wednesday) and there are nearly

500 things you can make {as well as gift

design sheets for building a large model of

Buckingham Palace and an electrically driven

model of H.M.S. Hood, worth 2/-) f
in the

284-page Hobbies Handbook, obtainable

for 6d. from any newsagent or Hobbies

Branch,

BRITISH
"*

FRETWORK

Obtainable from any ironmonger, stores, or

or Hobbies Branch. Orders by post or free

leaflets and specimen Hobbies from

Dept. 96, Hobbies Ltd*, Dereham,
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During the black-out your favourite hobby becomes much more important to you. Make the most of the dark

evenings your new
-

:

now. There's no need for previous m aeroplane building
;

the FROG kits will enable you to scale-models that would do credit to the expert. The skill

of the FROG designers and the ex cit instructions ensure successful models. FROG so

models for the WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO LINES BROS . (DEPT.

PENGUIN NON-FLYING SCALE MODELS

Exact replicas designed to the scale of
i in. to 6 ft. All parts correctly shaped,

All kits include full-scale drawings
cement3 etc. NO TOOLS REQUIRED.
Airspeed Envoy
Avro 504 K
Bristol Blenheim
D. H. Diana

Empire Flying Boat
Battle

-

G foster Gladiator

Hawker Hurricane
Hawker Osprey

Monospar Ambulance
Percival Gull

Rota Aucogiro

Shore Singapore HI

Supermarino Spitfire

VickersWelfesley

Vkkers Wellington

Wcscland Lysandcr

Hanger Kit, etc

FROG FLYING MODELS

•
All parts ready stamped out,

material, cement, elastic, full-scale

working drawings and instructions are

included. NO TOOLS REQUIRED.
Heston Phcemx
Hawker Hurricane

Supermarme Spitfire

Wickers Weffesley

D.H. Leopard Moth

B.A. Swallow

D.H, Hornet Moth
Hawker Demon

Also many
eligible for S.M.A.E.

Fafrey HfF

Miles Hawk Major

including models

competitions.

AIRCRAFT
Covered by World Patents
granted and pending.

Made in England by Inter*
national Model Aircraft Ltd.

OBTAINABLE AT ALL QOOD TOYSHOPS AND STOHES Sole Concessionmresv

LINES BROS. LTD
f MERTON

f S.W.I 9
Trade

SOMETHING

Mark
Rcgd.

gliding scale-model i

new
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START
COLLECTING

PERFECT
V

SCALE MODELS

Nowadays everybody is interested in the Mechanised Units of the British Army,
*

,

and among the most popular Dinky Toys models are the two Royal Tank Corps

Sets, which have been great favourites since their introduction into the Dinky

Toys range in 1937. They have recently been followed by an accurately modelled

Mobile Anti-Aircraft Unit, an 18-pounder Quick-Firing Field Gun Unit and Royal

Artillery Personnel.

ROYAL TANK CORPS MEDIUM TANK SET

151A 151D 150D

Dinky Toys No. 151

151C

ROYAL TANK CORPS PERSONNEL
No.
No.
No.

No.
No,

15 J3 Medium Tank ... a < each 1*9

151b Transport Wagon *• ..
1*2

151c Cooker Trailer ... P->fr „ 7d,
T51d Water Tank Trailer •*• „ 5d.

150d Driver. . #*t „ 2d.

151B Price of complete set 4'

ROYAL TANK CORPS LIGHT TANK SET
150a 150b 150c 150*

No.
No
No

150a
150b

Otficei

Toys No. 150

•#«

Private, sitting (two in set}

Private, standing (two in set)

No. 150* NCO.
150c

*4t *•
•ft

each

» .. •*«

2Jd.
2d.
2d.
2d.

t52a I50d t52b

Dinky Tovs No, 152

152c Pjiee of complete set \*

No. 152a Light

No. 152b

ll-f

nee Car

each 1*2
1*2<

No. 152c Austin

No. 150d Driver

Seven Car

I I f

each 5d MOBILE ANTI-AIRCRAFT UNIT

Price of complete set 2M1

18-POUNDER QUICK-FIRING FIELD GUN UNIT

Dink/ Toys No. 161

omprtses scale

and "Light Dragon" Motor Tractor.

Dinky Toys No. 162

s of an 18-pounder Quick-Fifing Field Gun, Trailei

Price 2,6 per set
r

Comprises scale models of a Quick-firing Anti-aircraft Gun
mounted on a mobile platform and a Searchlight mounted
on a lorry. Both Gun and Searchlight have elevating and
traversing movements. Price 3 '6 per set

ROYAL
Dinky Toys No. 160

For us© with Dinky Toys No, 161, Mobile Anti-Aircraft

Unit and No, 162, IS pounder Quick-Firino Field
Gun Unit.

each 2Vd.
No. 160b Gunner, sitting [two in set)

No. 160c G unlayer
f 2d.

2d.
2d.

I
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A FASCINATING
COLLECTING HOBBY

300
VARIETIES

PRICES
Owing to

• •

costs of production, it

in
K

e prices o

new

a Din s

as een oun

rom

.

is now ready. Ask your

necessary to

ember 1939

ealer for a

»

t.

EMPIRE FLYING BOAT

Dink/ Toys No. 60r

Sea!© ffioctels of (he famous Imperial Airway*
Liners. Twetvo models available, named
"Caledonia," "Cambria," "CampM,"
"Corsair," "Cordelia," '-Camilla:'
"CapelUS* "Ceres," '-Ciio,"
"Calypso," "Corinnn" and '-Cheviot."

• •

Price 1/2 each

Simi

Ass

ATLANTIC FLYING BOAT
Dinky Toys No. 60x

in type lo Empire Flying Boat [No 60r)

colours, names and registrations.

Price 1/2 each

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"ENSIGN" AIR LINER

i

Dinky Toys No. 62

p

Scale model of the largest British air liner. Si*—H* available, named "Ensign/' "Eljiii*i -

erci "Explorer," Cf

**d "ENsirtn.
J*

M ,t
Ettricfc

M

Price 1/3 ©ach

BRITISH 4Q-SEATER AIR LINER

Dinky Toys No. 62s

Similar in type to the Arms! ring Whitworth
"Ensign" air liner.

Price t/3 each

Assorted colours

PRESENTATION AEROPLANE SET

Dinky Toys No. 64
,

MECHANISED ARMY

Dinky Toy* No, 156

This fine set contains the principal units of a modern mechanised army.

It includes the following items:

Royal Tank Corps Medium Tank Set (Dinky Toys No, 151) without driver

Tank Set (Dinky Toys No, 152) without driver.

Mobile Anti'Aircraft Unit (Dinky Toys No. 161),

IfrPounder Qutck-Firing Field Gun Unit (Dinky Toys No, 162}.

Price 12/6

RACING CARS

Assorted colour s

23 E

Dinky Toys No. 23

Fitted with drivers and detachable rubber racing lyres.

No,
No,
No,

23c
23d
23e

Morcedes-Berct Racing Car
Auto-Union Racing Car
"Speed of the Wind" Racing Car

4*P *

* m. «. " - -

• »«

* + »

>>

each 10d.

„ lOd,

Price of complete set 2 13

SHIPS OF THE BRITISH NAVY

^

50A

*
f * i v WbYlr

SOB

This Aeroplane Set, in presentation box. consists

one each of the following Dinky Toys:

No. 60fl D.R 'Comet" Aeroplane

No. 62h Hawker "Hurricane" Srngle-Seator Fighter
(Camcuffeged)

No. 62k The King's Aeroplane—Airspeed "Envoy"

No, 62m Airspeed "Envoy

of

No.
No.

No,
No.
No.

No.

No.

No
No

50a
50b
50c
506
50e
50*

50g
50h
5Dk

50C

Battle Cruiser "Hood
Battleships. "Nelson" Class |Two in set)

Cruiser "Effingham"
Cruiser "York"
Cruiser "Delhi"

Destroyers, "Broke" Class (3)

"K" Class

5CE

%#

*¥
t *

#4*

4*4

•p»

• •*

* *

«

Destroyers, "Amazon" Class (Three in seij.„

Submarine* "X" • .* *» #**

Price of complete set 3/6

BOEING 'FLYING

each 7d,
., Gcf.

5 if.

Sd.
4d.
lid.
lid.
lid.
tid.

*t

a

%*

r#

r*

*w

ane
No, 62s Hawter "Hurricane" Single-Soater Fighter

(Aluminium Finish)

No, 63b

Price 4/-

ESS 11 MONOPLANE

Dinky Toys No, 623
model of a famous

American long-range
bomber.

Price 1,2 each

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"WHITLEY" BOMBER

Sea* *:*

i fr

Dinky Toys No. 60v
\ of the "Whirle/ 1 tang-range

mbof adopted by the R.A.F

Price lid. each

h«v>

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"WHITLEY BOMBER

(Camouflaged)
Dinky Toys No. 62t

Similar to Dinky Toys No 60v but with An
Ministry Camouflage* Price 1f- each

MAYO COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

Dinky Toys No. 63

Scale model of the Mayo Composite Aircraft

Price 2/4 each
The components of the above can'be purchase

separately

No. 63a Flying Boat "Maid"
No, 63b Seaplane "Mercury 1 *

ftf

1/6 each
1 d. oaci

PRESENTATION AEROPLANE SET

Dinky Toys No. 65

This Aeroplane Sot, ifi presentation box, consists <A

the following Dinky Toys:

r Jo. 6Gr
No. 60t

No
No

60v
60w

Empire Flying Boat

Douglas DC-3 Air Liner

Armstrong Whiiwoflh "Whitley" Bomber
"Clipper 111" Flying Boat

Junkers Ju 90 Air Liner

Armstrong Whitworth " Ensign'* Air Liner

De Havilland "Albatross" Air Liner

No. 62w Imperial Airways ''Frobisher" Class Air Lin«r

Price 8,6

No. 62n
No, 62p
No 62r

LIMITED BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL
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GYRO CYCLE*

TRI-ANG
Obtainable from all good
toy shops and stores*

TRI-ANG GYRO CYCLE
British Patent 479430

The gay little figure astrtde the saddle appears to balance

himself as he pedals merrily all over the place, and with his

flexible arms creates the Illusion in the most realistic

NOW READY.
TOY LEAFLET
dealer for one.

m
The new TRI-ANG
colour. Ask your

way that he is steering the Gyro Cycle by the Handlebars.

Everybody, young and old alike, will want to play this exciting
new game* Few will be able to resist the fascinating com-
bination of "GEO-ME-TRICKS," and, being suitable for

any number of players, it is ideal for parties.

"GEO-ME-TRICKS" consists of twelve sets of seven "magic
shapes" and twelve recessed background cards, packed in

an attractive and distinctive box f
complete with instructions

for playing this exciting magic skill game.
Each box contains 64 Magic Shapes and 12 intriguing cards.

ROAD TRANSPORT TRUE TO SCALE TRI-ANG AIRSTREAM
New Model. Stee I y with ope ide door

Here's a fascinating new hobby, collecting real true-to-scnle models of every form of

transport, with perfect replicas of garages, petrol stations, etc. If you arc already a model railway

enthusiast become a transport enthusiast as well—or start with a hobby by becoming a model
transport collector. Almost every type of road transport is represented. Each model is strongly

constructed and fitted with long running mechanism and some are even fitted with electric lights.

Adjustable wind screen znd direction indicators,

wheels with malleable hubs, £ i«

Suitable for ages 4 to 7,

lyre*

, upholstered scat.

9 in* new type easy-clean

brake. Length 44 ins.

MfNIC Traffic Control
LENGTH 5 ins.

Car. MINIC Log Lorry. LENGTH Sins.

Ml NIC Coal Lorry
LENGTH 6 ins.

I

TRI-ANG TRICYCLE* N*£6
(rXECO TftAOf WAJtfrt

MINIC Canvas THt Lorry
LENGTH Sfcins,

TRI-ANG TRICYCLE No. SB Trade Mark)

There are over seventy different models to choose from.

Ask your denier to show you the range.

Cycle chain drive with free-wheel. Frnme and Forks best quality weldless

cycle tubing. 16 in. front and rear wheels, 1£ in, jointless sponge-rubber

tyres. Rim brake, Bait bearings throughout. Coil spring saddle.

CHROMIUM FITTINGS, Black, blue or maroon.

Made by
a ana Works *
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Editorial Office:

Binns Road, Liverpool 13

England

Vol. XXIV. No. 11

November 1939

Editor

Splendid Spirit of Readers

I expected a considerable response
to the appeal for letters I made last

•1 *

I, but I have been
amazed at the number of letters that
have come in. The variety of these is

rdinary and
pleasant feature is

of them come from readers who have
taken the Magazine regularly for

but have never before sent

me a line.

Turning over the pile of letters

before me,
is that of the splendid
by the writers. Many of them have
had their normal pleasant lives torn

up as it were by the roots, and yet

grumbling. Indeed, the

strongest

there is

only complaints come from those

who have been of necessity separated
•in most

from their model-building
their beloved model railways!

All but my very youngest readers

and even some of these are

what they can to help things along
Some have been digging trendies

—

into themand occasionally

and getting very wet and frightfully

serving as messen-
gers connected with various local

organisations and the Scouts Nation-
al Service, and older readers have

c m earnA.R.P. worl
many of them as Auxiliary Firemen.

Laughs in the Blackout
There are lots of amusing passages

in the letters, many of

ing comical encounters in the dark-
ness. Funniest of all are the accounts
of the first efforts to black

paint that cracked
it was drv, wooden

contraptions that to

up, and paper which, in

of an abundance of drawing
persisted in showing streaks of light

at the edge. By the way,
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley Pound, G.C.B., G.C.V.O..

First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff.

621

to be a widespread opinion
that drawing pins dclibera

out
get

the woodwork and spread
theon the floor

business end up!

Order Your "M.M."
readers who do not place

a regular order for their "M.M."
(

their

lifru ulty last month in securing
W .lac . ^^L ^H

I n times of

emergency this difficulty is

to increase. I therefore earnestly ask
all readers who have not already

e so to place a regular order
for the

ltMM" with their dealer or
newsagent. By doing this they will

not only make sure of their copies

but at the same time will

me considerably,

Last month also transport delays,

inevitable in

certain

circumstances
and

l

to receive their su ics
nMM" a few days late. I am

arrangements to have the
magazines des

lan

such
9

even earlier

am afraid that

delays cannot 'ays be

Leaders in the War
i

II. Sir Dudley Pound
Admiral of

Pound has had a varied

tinguished career. At the Battle of

Jutland he was Captain of the

1932 tobattleship

1935 he was Second Sea Lord, an
appointment that involves responsi-

bility for the manning of the Navy
and the welfare of officers and men. In
March 1938 he became Commander-
in-Chief of the Mediterranean Fleet,

and held this appointment during
the di civil war
in am
In June of this year Sir Dudley

Sea Lord and Chiefbecame
of Naval
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The motor L,ife-bo:<t "Violet Armstrong/' 46- ft* Watson cabin type, stationed at Appledorc, North Devon. The illus-

trations to this article are reproduced by courtesy of the Royal National Life-boat Institution.

that is

WHEN the Royal National Life-

boat Institution was founded
m m •

1 15 years ago it was laid down "that
the subjects of all nations be equal
objects of the Institution as well in

war as in peace." In that spirit it has
J 1

worked throughout the years, always
fully mobilised for the saving of life

at any point around the shores

the British The difficulties

with which the Life-boat crews have
to contend are great enough in peace,

but in war they are vastly increased.

Long before the end of the last war,
the young men had all been called up
to serve

•

in mmes\
er menand drifters, leaving

to carry on. And carry on they did,

answering every call for help, no
matter how great the danger. On one
occasion, of a crew of 18 men, 12
were o\ 50 years of age, and
of these 12 were aged 72.

From
signing of peace on 28th June 1919

gust 1914 to the

-boats were 1 .808

5,322 lives were rescued.

Manv of these rescues were
J m a <

the
ordinary perils of the sea, but the
boats were launched 552 times to

or aircraft of thethe help of

Xavv, or to merchant vessels wreck-
&

theed or m distress on account
war. In the great majority of cases

they had been disabled by torpedoes
or mines. Besides these 5,322 lives,

the Life-boats saved 186 boats

boat in

Mobili

vessels. To estimate the full value of

such services one to

that nearly all the lives saved were
those of men

nurses) in

women,
pome, en-

gaged on war service, and that these

186 Vessels meant thousands of tons

of shipping for the carrying of food

and raw s critical

time when there was real danger
that the supplies of the Allies would
fail before the attack of the German
submarines.
One of the finest Life-boat ser-

vices in the last war was the service

rendered to the steamship **Rokilla/

'

7,400 tons, of the British India Line,

on Friday, 30th October 1914 when
at Saltwick Nab,e was wr

near Whitby. The "RohUla" had been
requisitioned for service as a

ip, and at the e

hos-

tile

disaster was bound from Oueens-
back
o<29

to Dunkirk to

wounded soldiers. She carried

persons, including the medical staff

nurses.

five o'clock on the mornin
October the vessel was driven on to

the rocks by a terrific -gale. Pounded

four and

r mountainous seas she quickly
began to .break up <

in the after

were at once washed
*t of

away
drowned. Signals of distress were
sent up, but with such a sen nothing
could be done while darkness lasted.

As soon as day broke, in face of the

utmost difficulty, involving the lift-

ing of boat over a sea wall 8 ft.

in height, the Whitby No. 2 Life-boat

was launched, and"1°
after a terrific struggle reached the

wreck, took off 12 men and the live

nurses, and brought as e

The boat was launched again, and
after another desperate struggle,

durinxr which it was filled time after

time by the heavy seas, 18 more
s were

for further service

boat was unfit

and
other Life-boats were summoned,
One of them, the Upgang boat, was
lowered by means of ropes down the
almost precipitous cliffs, but could

not at first be launched against the
tremendous seas crashing in on the

shore, and when she was launched,

could not reach the wreck, although
she tried again and again until her

crew were utterly

Scarborough Life-boat

Whitby No. 1 botl

bv

r 1

The
the

i out

steam trawlers, but found it

impossible approach the wreck;

Teesmout hwh i 1 e

damaged and forced

n

was

In s

four pulling

ailed

to put
efforts, these

Life-boats

a
Life-boat could have any chance of

savin er the "Rohilla's" survivors.

The nearest was at Tynemouth, the

"Henry Vernon " and she was there-

fore summoned. Withiu a quarter-

of-an-hour of the receipt of the call

she was manned and under way.
After a ous journey of 44 miles

through the wild night storm, with
li It'll!

all coast lights

account of the

Whitby in small hours

Sunday morning. r hours later
-

the "Henry Vernon- left harbour for

the wreck, taking a supply of oil to

si.il nine the 'es. When was
near the wreck the oil was discharged
;i Life-boat raced at full

stern of the vessel.

skill and

the

past 1

wi 1 1 i

courage, she got under the lee of the
wreck and remained alongside until,

enor-i wwi 1

1

mous waves swept over the wreck,
all on board. 50 in number, who

survived the ordeal of 50 hours,

were safely taken off. On her return

journey the "Henry Vernoti' was
struck broadside on by a great wave
that threatened to throw her on her

am ends, but she gallantly with-

stood the shock and safely made the

our with the lives she had-
rescued.

unately, no doubtTh is,

f
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that during the present war many
will be made upon the

boats of the R.N.L.I.; and
there is no doubt that these calls will

be responded to as noblv as in the

past. a few davs er e

outbreak of war a Life-boat rescued

74 persons from

the capsizing point was reached it

had to cut itself off automatically,

for it" the boat were of the sell-

righting type she would right herself

and be carried away by her engine,

leaving the crew
in

aft, instead of a Hat deck, to throw
off the water,

has been
a er

the engine-room; i his

to cover
lias .been

strength

ship ur

ritish steam-
thein

North Sea. During the first six weeks
of the war Life-boats were launched

water. In

dition to all

this the engine

must not inter-

on 84 occasions 199 lives

were saved
makes it

*

either with

righting

of e

lm-
full particulars of

rescues, or even to state the stations

of the Life-boats concerned.
whatever the public may hear of its

Life-boat Sendee is

bout or with its

sailing powers.
Such was the

it

s been solved.

operations, The
. Many more

calls are being made upon it, and its

crews are rescuing life in face of far

greater difficulties and clangers than

first

to be con-

to motor

in times of peace.

was corn-

in 1904

and sent to
pi eted

greatest <

R.N.L.L w of tb
evelopment of

** p; 60 years

Tyne m o u t h

.

Now,
has been the introduction of the

motor Life-boat, The first experi-

The two 40 h.p.

ments were made in The

later,

stitution has
over 140 motor Life-boats in its fleet.

_ _

Diesel engines of the "Violet Armstrong." The big black pipes are
the exhausts extending up to the funnel.

to meet the blow of the seas and
was to an engine

strin-that should comply with
gent requirements of the Service.

Such an en sine had to be water-
able to

Our cover, reproduced from a

by the

motor

mbe.

photograph
R.N.L.L, shows

stationed at

tight but not

r o

er quic
given a strong stern

frame below the rudder to protect

what is known as the

ir

46 ft.

it from
strike

damage if she -

run in all conditions of <" type
e the Bar, and the steering

storm without attention. It had to

have controls not onlv simple, but
modifications made to

i cer

suit

an
her

for working over the dangerous

gear is prov
tiller, which can be quickly shipped
if the should damaged.

easy to distinguish

that they could be
darkness; it had to run and to

lubricate itself with certainty at

anv

alCombe She is of lighter
-

She has twin screws and is driven

draft, but owing to her modifications two 40 h.p. nes.

she weighs 211 tons, that is 1 1.
1
2

is a watertight corn-

angle. At the same time, when
tons more than the stain bird type.

She has whale-backs forward and
partment, and each engine is itself

( so that it can continue
. I -

running even if the endneroom
were Hooded Her
knots.

8 1XL tter^ speed is 8g
she carries enough fuel

to travel 200 miles at full

without refuelling. The boat carries

can take ona crew of ei

people
ited by

line-throwing
electric searchlight.

There is a

weather.
ant!

an

larger Life-boat.

the 51-ft. Barnett type. With crew
and gear on board she weighs
tons, and afloat. She is driven
by two 60 h.p. Diesel engines, a

of nearly 9 knots, and a range
300 miles without refuelling.

outbreak of war thrAt the

R.N.L.L had under construction IB
motor Life-boats, due to be
pieted this year or next
for English stations,

Eight
four

are

for

View of the after cockpit of the Whitby motor Life-boat (41-ft. Watson type), showinq the coxwain's back rest, which
prevents him from being washed out of the cockpit, and the control board of the engines.

Scottish, one for Males, one for

Ireland, one for the Isle of Man and
one unallocated. The Institution

hope to complete these Life-boats
and send them to the coast.
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/
loneer Lighting

Lif o Service to James Watt
%

WILLIAM MURDOCK was born on 21st August I

at a hamlet in Ayrshire, near Old Cumnock, his

of considerablebeing a farmer right

mechanical skill. The boy was brought up in his father's

, and soon showed his practical ability and in-tra

ventiveness. At about the age o! 20 he was employed to

build a stone bridge across the River Nith, near Dumfries,

and carried out the work successfully. The neighbourhood
offered little scope for his talents, however, and when he

was 23 he set out for Birmingham to try to get a job with

alreadv famous firm of Boulton and Watt. At the

Boulton,Works he was interviewed by
who at first refused to engage him. During the con-

versation Boulton noticed the peculiar hat that Murdock

$ model oscillating engine, built about 1785. The illustrations to this article are
reproduced by courtesy of the Director and Secretary, Science Museum, London.

was nervously turning in his hands, and asked to examine
it. To his astonishment he found that it was made of

wood, and was told that the young man had turned it on a
lathe of his own construction. Such a job required a lathe

thai could turn an oval shape, and Boulton realised that
of a machine of this kindthe ing and

showed quite remarkable skill. So, to his great joy
was enga

Murdock threw himself heart and soul into his new iob,

and quickly established himself as a skilful and reliable

workman. In 1779 he was sent to Cornwall to superintend

the erection of James Watt's pumping engines in the

mines. Watt himself had alreadv spent a .good deal of

time in that count v. but
spent a goo< 1

got on well with the
" who, besides being of a rough and ready

type, were prejudiced against the engines, and considered

m in e

e charges made for * use unduly liigh. A further

c ulty was that there was a rival engine manufacturer,
Hornblower, already in the held. was just the

man for the job. His great physical strength, and capacity

to use his fists to good purpose when necessary, made a
strong appeal to the mine captains, and they soon learned

also to appreciate his straightforwardness and honest
dealing. From this time to the end of his career Murdock
displayed unswerving
that was not altogether deserved bv Watt.

to his firm, a loyalty

Murdock toiled
1

nes and
and late to install his firm's

them running, and often aw;
hours at night turning over in his some problem or

other that had worried him during the day. An amusing
story is told of this period. The people of the house where
Murdock lodged were sudden 1\

sotfnd a great

one night by the

.

overhead. Consic

alarmed, they rushed up to Murdock's room, and
found him heaving away in his sleep at one of the bedposts
and shouting: "Now she goes, lads! Now she goes!"

About this time Murdock's attention was turned to the
ma S a engine capable of driving
he began the construction of a worldng

I [is locomotive had two large driving wheels in

rear a and smaller w at front

on a swivel and used for steering. Each of the
wheels had eight strong wire spokes and was fitted with a
small tubular rim. The body of the locomotive consisted

of a long narrow platform, on the rear part of which the
steam engine was mounted, while at the other end was the

g handle that passed down through the platform
to the swivel. On the platform and in front of the steering

mechanism was a tall vertical pole, to the top of which
one end of the engine beam was attached. The other end
of this beam was connected to the cylinder piston rod
that canted it up and down when the engine was working.
Close to the piston rod was another rod extended
down the beam, passing through the platform to a crank
on the axle of the driving wheels. was raised in the
boiler by a small spirit lamp beneath it, the chimney of

the extending& through the boiler.

The model locomotive worked successfully when tried

out in a room, and Murdock then decided to make a
longer and more severe test in the open. He decided that it

out the engine during the day,would be risky to

because it might create alarm among -the townspeople;
and therefore he selected a dark night for his trial. He
took the locomotive to a narrow lane screened on
side by high hedges, and lit the spirit lamp. In a short
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Bust of William Murdock, born 21sl August 1754, died 15th November 1839.

the necessary steam was raised, and with the

flame shooting out of the short chimney the locomotive
moved off. It gained speed so rapidly that soon M
was in full chase after it. The story goes that the rector of

the parish on his way home encountered the
puffing and hissing along in an alarming and

trine

unearthly manner, and at first believed it to be
the Evil One!

i t he

i mam at ion

was naturally delig

speed and power by model,

packing it carefully he set off with it to London in

the hope of securing a patent for it, and later

persuading Boulton and Watt to start manu-
Boulton happe

to meet him at Exeter, however, and as he was
alarmed at the possibility <>[ the firm losing their

rdo

engineer

urc

in this manner,
return. When

persuaded

of

illuminant. He heated coal in a closed iron pot fitted with
a pipe through which passed the gas given off in the pro-
cess. To the pipe he connected a short tube that led to a
bladder, and thus collected the gas. When the bladder was
full it was disconnected and a thimble with a e

through it was fitted on to the free end of the short tube.
The gas passed out through the hole in the thimble, and
was there lighted, giving a flame greatly superior to

oil ii t> .fits

Murdock
us er

tllimbic and pipe
through a hole cut in the bottom of a lantern, and fastened
it securely; and with this curious contrivance he lighted

his way home across the Cornish moors during the dark
winter evenings. By attaching a long pipe to his iron pot

ants, who turned up every night to

hadNo one
unu

Murdock was able to lead the gas into his house and use it

for illumination, to the amazement of the local inhabit-

see the astonishing

.

ieved it possible that an
could be obtained without using a

wick, and as the news of his achievement spread, people
began to come from great distances to see for themselves
thi

simply the
principle of Murdock's contrivances can be carried out by

s new
An interesting experiment

any "At. reader. Take a clay pipe and fill the bowl
with some very small pieces of bright coal. Plug the bowl
with a piece of clay, and then place the bowl in a hot part

lire, or hold it over a gas burner, with the stem
upwards. Soon greenish-brown smokeslightly

will begin to come out of the stem;
and if lighted it will burn.
At Birmingham some years later Murdock successfully

built a plant for manufacturing and purifying coal gas in

large quantities. A great event was his brilliant illumin-
ation of the front of Boulton and Watt's works at Soho in

1S02, to celebrate the signing of the Peace Treaty between
Britain and Napoleon at Amiens on 27th March of that
year. In 1812 or 1813 the first gas company was formed
and a gasworks erected in Westminster,
Murdock subsequently became a

1 *J

i

firm of Boulton and * In

the

and
on 15th November 1839 he died at his home at Sycamore

not far from the works.

Murdock's experimenting he was annoyed, for he

regarded steam carriages as impracticable.

Eventually Murdock abandoned his work on the

lotive and turned his attention to devising
-

improvements Watt's engine M.

Important as were Murdock's contributions to

the steam engine, his in-the

vention of lighting with coal gas was his greatest
_ _

i a
coal fire we see a small jet of smoke emerge from
the side of a lump of coal and burst into flame; in

that tiny jet there is coal gas. In 1794 Murdock
began to expcriment with coal gas Replica of the model locomotive built by Murdock in 1786.
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T'HE ships of

British Navv are

a source
'

interest
(i 'i

of keen
to every
reader in

peace
the present time this

interest is vastly in-

creased.

Cutis and control tower of a bank-ship,

have
: for

:

information regard-

ing Naval vessels and the special purpose for which they
designed, and the of this articu- is to give a

brief survey of the various tvpes.

First of all comes the battleship, the most powerful unit
^i.- ^--^ -m-- *—*• -ii t--

s ] tjp was tj)e "Dread-of the The first all-big-gun

nought," com in and from s vessel le

i has been developed. The chief

characteristics of a battleship are a liberal equipment of

the heaviest guns, and armoured protection sufficient to

enable her to stand up to the most severe punishment she
-L J.

is likelj

'including

receive from
i own

vessels of

tVt

kind,

one time it was
confidently said in some quarters that the development
of the submarine end of the
-

ship's

ere of usefulness, and in recent years the coming of

air bomber has given rise to similar doleful pre-

dictions. Whatever may be the future of the battleship,

however, this magnificent type of vessel still forms the
*

backbone of the fleet. The great guns of a large battleship

are capable of firing shells weighing over a ton to a

distance of 15 to 17 miles; and during the course of their

these rise to a height of three miles or

more. The force of the explosion that takes place when a
man standing on deckbig gun is fixed is such that a

within a few feet of the
concussion

.

would be
the gun turret the shock

they in War

discharge is damped by the thick steel armour. The guns
are not aimed and fired from the turrets in which they are

housed, but from a director tower placed high up in

the ship.

Next in size and power to the battleship is the
t

cruiser, which dates from 1911 and owes its origin to the
desire to produce a heavily-armoured cruiser of the
all-big-gun ty ] >e She may be reg as a batti

in which armour and gun power are reduced to the extent

am
The term "cruiser" represents such a variety of ships

that it is difficult to give a 'definition of the e. A
cruiser mav be a lu.000-ton ship with Sin. guns, or at

mi JL %J

Motor torpedo boats at speed,

the other
er, which is merelv a

to carrv out an enormous
their design, therefore, must be to some

gger than a flotilla

er. Cruisers have
of duties at sea, and

nt a com-
promise, which explains w e latest cruiser is always
wrong according to

most
the ideas of some of the

tasks of British cruisers is

routes i ensu
hips th:iT r;UT\ ' food

supplies. For this work they require high
o t her

The battleship is the backbone of the fleet
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A fascinating type of warship; Ibe destroyer, the greyhound of the ikei.

sufficient to commerce than other warship.

Other important functions of the cruiser are to destroy

enemy commerce and prevent troop movements at sea;

to carry out blockade work, and to give warning to the
battle fleet of the approach of enemy ships. The cruiser

* Mr J J' *

tapering towards the
is well known.

le cylindrical appearance,
of these undersea ships

deck extends for about one half of

m may be regarded as a descendant of the
frigate of Nelson's day.

The destroyer, the greyhound of the fleet, is in many
respects the most interesting and valuable tvpe of ship

length of the vessel, and this carries

tower, which houses the navigating bridge
struments,

the

rm.ir

b'-

conning
in-

Projecting >ve

conning tower is the upper end of the

in the Service. When the torpedo became a
weapon, high-speed boats of a new type were constructed

which is the

e periscope

the vessel is

of the submarine; the lower
down to the control room. When

running

to make use of it. These vessels were known as torpedo
of ship had to be designed toThen some

attack the torpedo boats, and a vessel of a similar type,

but of still greater speed, was produced under the name
of torpedo catcher. These catchers proved so useful

'

that they also were fitted with torpedo

cannot be used,

vided
and

emerged the deck equipment
therefore a duplicate of it is pro-

The control room is situated amidships,

are accommodated the steering gear and t he-

very important

\

ane gear that contra
which the required depth of the

is maintained. For propulsion on the surface

jes and, growing rapidly in

developed

size

ey
torpedo boat destroyer ul

e gners of the earliest

crs wen* afflicted with

mania to such an that

produced w
uncomfortable incl very

actually too fragile in struc-

ture to withstand heavy seas. The
destroyer of to-day represents a vast

improvement in these respects, and
IS of keeping the sea in all

weathers. Destroyers are organised

m
a

led

larger

a flotilla leader

vessel of the same type
The cruiser is a direct descendant of the frigate of Nelson's day.

carryiu

his sta

e cer the flotilla a submarine uses Diesel engines; for running submerged

The functions of the destroyer are extraordinarily

these engines are

from batten* - are

out and electric motors driven
batteries are charged

varied. They
from hos

the screening of the battl

destroyers and submarines; the

s

e fleet

of larger v
destroyers by gunfire, and the

I A J*" 1 V .1 **
'

ecus further verv essential

torpedo; the sinking of hostile

smoke
of con-

voying merchant vessels. During
convoy system played an extremely

during the periods when the submarine is on the surface.

submarine carries out its deadly work mainly
ohj ect

ex-

with

by means of torpedoes. A torpedo is a
shaped about 110 ft.

war the
.

osive

any solid

in bringing to an end the menace of submarine attack,

at one time seriously tlireatened the food supplies

by its own
torpedo is not, as

same way as a shell from a gun

when
rivance is pro
driving screw

un (
I cr

people fired

is merely ejected

nation. again we i1

gaged in convoy duty.

submarines to nu an
it

rers en- from a tube by means of compressed air, or by a small

The submarine is at present more in the public eye

charge
to

engines

of powder. In either case the object is sim
into the water; once its own
running. Torpedoes {Contmt«a on page ezoi

-
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News

Shunting Engine with Motor Bonnet
similar to those used for road vehicles. The

During the past few years several railway

vehicles using internal combustion engines

as their power units have been produced by
road-vehicle builders, and of these the

streamlined rail-cars constructed for the

G.W.R. by the Associated Equipment Co.

Ltd., Southall, Middlesex, are probably the

best known. The makers of these cars have
-

i

now entered on a further sphere of railway

work by the introduction of a neat 0-4-0

shunting locomotive, designed for service

on sidings and goods yards, and in large

s. The locomotive has rather a novel

springs are of the leaf e , an .1 are

arranged to take torque reaction in a very
efficient manner. This is a necessary feature

on a locomotive used for shunting service.

The brakes are operated by a screw and
hand wheel, with a link adjustment between
the column and the cross shaft to provide
for wear take-up. Sanding gear is fitted to

the four wheels, and the controls for this,

as well as for the clutch and accelerator, are
. . _

duplicated in the cab to allow the loco-

motive to be handled easily from either side.

lever and the reverseThe change

appearance, for it has a radiator and bonnet
identical with those used on the A.E.C.

coaches. The wheel arrangement is 0-4-0,

the spacing between the leading and trailing

and similar types of motor

lever are placed centrally, and are also easy
to reach, The wide windows at both the

front and tear of the cab are interesting,

to minimise "blind-

ive the

axles

The
somewhat wider than usual.

wheels have a diameter of 37 in

The main are constructed from

f-in. steel plates, reinforced by channels and
angles to give strength to resist shunting

shocks. The plates forming the buffer-

beams are. of considerable depth, and are

spots" as far as possible, and to
driver a wide view of his own and the
adjoining tracks.

Hand-rails, step-irons, and other features

tar on locomotives are embodied in

the fittinsjs of the vehicle, and its design has
been arranged to proAide large easily

cleaned surfaces and

The track walker at work. Photograph by G. E. Slonc,
Ncwcastle-on-Tyne.

accessibility.

The fuel tank is carried between the engine

The Track Walker •

illustration shows a track
.

walker at work near Kirkby Stephen in
JL

The

united with other frame members to give a and the cab. and the sand-boxes are located Westmorland. During the course of a day's

structure of
are of the standard railway type.

rigidity. The butters

fhe lar.^ a
e,

power unit is

A.E.C. oil engine of the four-cylinder

with a bore of 120 mm. and a stroke of

146 mm., and develops 78 brake horse-

power at

standard

-

on each side of the radiator at frame level

Provision has been made for the fitting" of

lamps, current for these being obtained
where necessary from the dynamo driven

work he walks several miles in all weathers
ong many

kevs, tightening
are securing
loose fishplate bolts

and keeping a sharp look out for fractured

1,700 r.p.m. A plate clutch of

engine to the
four

type
gear-box, which

and a countershaft assembly for

the transmission of power to the leading

and trailing axles.

incorporated,
and four reverse

n

A reverse gear is

gives four forward
and renders the

locomotive particularly mobile.

The location of the gear-box is between
the axles, and the countershaft assembly
in the box is independently coupled to the

join ted sha ftstwo by untve

by the engine.

As it is proposed to supply the locomotive
with an alternative six-cylinder engine

giving approximately 50 per cent, more
tractive effort, all the parts have
designed accordingly, and are very sturdy.

With an overall length of 18 feet 1£ inches,

and a height of 1 1 feet 4 inches, the loco-

should prove one of the most
powerful and compact shunting units yet
built. Up to the present, it has been
employee! on the Associated Equipment
Companv's own sidings. In service

it has proved very satisfactory.

chairs or ates. He also oils

report
and repairs broken fences.

The track walker makes a
on lus section and so helps to make British
railways the safest in the world.

New American Mechanical Stoker

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad of
America will start shortly to equip 40 more

there

of its locomotives with mechanical stokers
of a new design. All American locomotive
stokers now in use in the United States feed
coal into the fire-box from the back end.
ei ough an opening just above the

T. R. KOBINSON. lire grates, or through the fire-box door
o

*

ening. In contrast to this conventional
type, the newly-developed mechanism will

coal from the front end of theefeed th
fire-box, and is therefore called the '"front

end
The new design was introduced primarily

with the idea of reducing losses of coal
through the chimney. When coal is fed into
the fire-box from the area of the door, the
pulverized parts have almost direct passage
over the arch through the flues into the
front end stack, without beinjr burned.
These unconsumed particles also have a
tendency to cut the flues at the back end.
and cause uent repairs or renewals

A.EX. four-cylinder 0-4-0 engine. Photograph by courtesy of the :ed Equipment Co. Ltd., Southall

\\ lth the front end type of stoker, the
coal is fed into the fire-box at its hottest
point under the arch, and a very large part
of the pulverised content is consumed, thus

and power that otherwise
would be wasted. Extensive testing of the
new stoker shows that it gives a consider-

incteased fire-box temperature.
The new stoker also has other ad

over previous types, It can
without extensive changes in the fire-box
The entire mechanism is removed from the
cab, and the door of the fire-box is left free

for inspection and for the preparation of
the fire and attention to it.
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borough, 7(-5.4 miles from King's Cross was
passed in 74 A inin. Stoke Bank was mount-
ed steadily at an average of over 50 m.p.h.

i miles between Grantham and
needed only mm., as com-

pared with a fast booking of 47 min. Selby
was passed at the usual much reduced
speed. The 6 miles from passing
Hatfield, including one severe and several
lesser sen ice slacks, had been covered in

min. at an average of 64.7 m.p.h. The
schedule allows 149

A

m i n a
mean rate of 62,8 m.p.h. for that fast stage.

Through York, and on past Darlington,
sman" was 2 to 4 min.17"Ttic flyin

behind "booked times, and so far had
suffered nothing but a slight signal check,
notwi ding intense traffic. The Bridge
House semaphores, south of Durham,
unfortunately pulled the train up for about
half a minute, however, and this resulted
in the loss of about 4 min.
Durham and

Hastings to Charing Cross express hauled by "Schools" 4-4-0 No. 937, "Epsom." Note the double chimnev and
extended smoke-box. Photograph by J. P. Wilson, Nottingham.

Coaches as «iRest Rooms i

»

at

Junction Stations

With a view to providing as much
comfort as possible for members of il.S

Forces making train journeys that entail a
OF -1 *r

change of trains at provincial junctions, the
railway companies are arranging for them
to use empty carriages as

a
rest rooms.

! P

The arrang provide that wherever
sible empty carriages will be set aside at

. These will be
utilised for cither rest or sleep by members
of H.M. Forces who may have some con-
siderable time to wait for their connections.

There will be no fear of oversleeping, as the
station staff will inform the men in good
time when connecting trains are due.

Restaurant Car Services Restored

After being completely withdrawn from
service "owint; to war difficulties, limited

restaurant car facilities were provided last

month on over 130 of the principal long-

distance trains. The re-instated services

cater for the important towns on the four

main line systems between which there

is a heavy business traffic.

Hospitals on Wheels

T
the cor

British Railways are engaged in

iStructicai of ambulance trains for

at home and
ha ilread been

able fu

pid

erseas. Several

, and to
placed into

different sections

being carried out at seve"n different rail

wav wor througl

Each train is fully equipped with kitchen

and cars for travelling staffs

doctors, as £ cars

1 1 s

pro

Casualty evacuation trains also have

been built for immediate use in the event of

casualties occurring as a result of Air Raids.

Their purpose is to assist in the distribution

of injured civilians to hospitals throughout
the country.

L.N.E.R. Locomotive Notes

"Green Arrow" locomotives Nos. 4798,

482S, 48'M and 4832 are now stationed at

Gorton. Several "Pacifies" have visited

Gorton Locomotive Works, and these

No. 2554 "Woolmindei" and No.
4478 "Hermit:* No. 2558 "Tracery," which
used to work between Manchester (London
Road) and Marvlebone, has been trans-

C. H. S. Owen.fe from Manchester.

er ci'

reac

A "Flying Scotsman 71 Run
As readers will be aware, the L.N.E.R.

summer schedule, as operated in 1938 and
during this season up to the -outbreak of
war, provided a non- seven -hour run
over the 392.7 miles between King's Cross
and Edinburgh each way daily, including—

~ ay and June last thisSundci

oyerall time was unaltered with the addition
of the Newcastle stop, although the train

lighter

holiday season.

were passed 8
min. late, and a punctual arrival at Edin-
burgh now seemed out of
Fortunately there were no
and a fine recovery ensued.
Berwick 6 min. had been won back, leaving
only 2 min. in the wrong column; at Dunbar
and Drem "The Flying Scotsman" was

punctual, while the arrival at
Waverley station, Edinburgh, was 2 min.
early, concluding a 131 -min. run over the
more difficult final 124 J miles from the
dead -slow passage of Newcastle, Thus the
actual overall time was only 6 hr, 52 £ min.
and lint more than 6 hr. 4Sh min

was than in the height the
R, A. H. Weight.

On
August

one of the busy Saturdays during
The Flying Scotsman" put up a

notable run, following the most exceptional

South African Miniature Railway

Details

feature of a 51-min. late start from King's
Cross. The train consisted of 13 coaches.

?en received of a very
15in.-gaugc miniature failway

that is operated at Durban in South Africa.
The accompanying illustration shows a
scene on the line, which is half a mile long

ting South African 15 in.-gauge miniature railway. The engine is a 4-8-0 capable of hauling 90 passe

a new triplet restaurant car set
and a buffet car. and weighed 4H1 tons tare
or
train was streamlined Pacific No.

tons full. The engine in charge of the
* . _ . _

i*
Golden Eagle" of Haymarket shed,
Ed in burgh .

'A I-ondon d ri ver and fireman
were on the footplate as far as the half-way

near Tollerton, Yorks., and an
Edinburgh crew completed the journey.
Once over the gradients of the first 25

and is operated daily throughout the year.
engine is a 4-8-0 with cylinders of

3 in, dia.-and 4 in. stroke. It is I0 ft. 6 in.

long and is capable of hauling a six-coach
accommodating 60 adult pasi

and 30 children. The engine has Walschaerts
valve gear and a boiler pressed at 100 lb.

stations on the line are
i

miles, very fast travelling ensued; Hunting-
don 58.9 miles being passed in 59£ min.
and, following a burst of 85 m.p.h., Peter-

per sq. in,

named after far away places in Africa and
this is a source of delight to the children.
We are to Mr. Cowen

,

Durban, South Africa, for the details and
photograph of this interesting line.

t
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By ney

Making
ouse, F.R.G.S.

ER.Y few of us realise when we see the

perfect grass surfaces at Wimbled
the leading golf courses, and on the lawn

front of such fine residences as Buekingh
Palace, that the ideal lawn is now a prod

of the con
and experin
A visit to

biued wrork < > f g \< per

Resear
Yorksli

Sta

Board
at St

of Greenkeeping
,

Ives.

the Iv one of its kind in

Suropc, therefore would pre urprise

to have hitherto imaffined

:urf assumes the

green keepers and garde
t>J

•-

urf

ral methods. At St. Ive

hi tilde of 600 ft. above sea level, :

all

by
at

of over six acres in exten
plots of

laboratoru^ v.

are constantly

ing facts about
of scientih

as we 11 as

nd botanists

The main cpcrimcnlal ground of the Board of Grecnkecpinfi Research Station* where there are over 1,000 plots on
each of which a

i
r

wu means

The Main Experimental Ground has well

where the effect of mowing once a
and ree times a week at 4 in,

| in. height can all be studied in com-
bination. On even* occasion the yield of the

000 s ering

about 10 sq. ft and each is tl

some interesting experiment.

the ground one is amazed to see a col

of what an- obviously weeds growing

area of

of

is collected and

i i n entering

ler, and to note with surprise

being well cared for. This is

these

clippings from
weighed, and an estimation of the dry

matter carried out.

Successful manuring has a great i

do with the making of the

surface, as also has

is being carried out,

Moles, too, are enemies of those engaged
in lawn cultivation. At one time the death
of this animal was brought about by soaking
pieces of darning wool in strychnine and
then threading them through earthworms.
The worms when introduced into the moles*

i with fatal

to res

ows were soon
This method is no longer

use of fertilisers.

lawn Not onlv has the controlled sale of strych-
h k -* m M t " *

1
"

nine prohibited its extensive use, but it was
p *

*?

Many of the weeds are allowed
eed In one place an area of 896 sq. yds. of turf found that this method of poisoning was

llower and produce seed l th

has been divided into 128 equal
influence of

becomes the object of experiment :
t the

most of which is to find

urn, iron, compost
. The layout of this

methods of exterminating the weeds
Not every be discouraged urn

hov Such pi M Sea,

Matweed and Sea Lyme Grass are ex

pt
ge

ful for binding sand-d
I 'a discover\r that lias been

to those engaged in the preparat
f

.spiking may be
section permits each one of these to be
studied alone, as well as in

with each or all of the others. Labels show
which of the six factors is being used for

each plot, :md it will probably be found

that nitrogen 1- tVd to tlu- must velvety

extremely cruel, and that the poor creatures

suffered unbelievable* agonies before tliev

died. Scientific experiment has yielded a

gas that gives much better results. This is

pumped into the burrows, and as the mole
communities have no A.R.P. schemes, the

soon filled with gasvarious passages are

and the mole population can
out in a very short time.

be uiped

One of the most interesting sections of the

plots t and also that the grasses that look Main Experimental Ground is that devoted
least a re

suffering from want
of this element.

Finding the
means of getting

sts i s an
tire

work
Tves. Ml
growers are familiar

with the leather-

jacket, as the lava of

the daddy-long-legs
is called, win h is

• ^^ . 11

one of the biggest

to sample plots from different places. One
of these is a section of camomile lawn from
Buckingham Palace, In appearance, camo-
mile shoots are not unlike an extremely
small form of yarrow, and a pleasant
fragrance is exuded as one walks across

the lawn. Although camomile lawns are a
rarity to-day, Drake is said to have played

famous game of bowls on Plymouth
Hoe on a green composed of camomile turf.

The work at St. Ives can be divided into

two separate classes, research and advisory.

Officials of golf and sports clubs from all

parts of the British Isles write for advice

nuisances of all.

ing their turf probleius often

More trial plots. Even weeds are grown at the Station

to get rid of them.

of golf courses at the seaside resorts.

Beyond the "Museum" we come to the
actual plots, and in front of us is laid out a

patchwork quilt composed of

grass of every shade and kind of green.

Onlv- when ' we remember

in order to discover how best

This creature, which
grows to a length of

one inch, is par-
ticiilarly fond of the

submit samples for experiments, and the
Director of the station and his assistants

annually travel many hundreds of miles to

visit golf courses and give advice on their

be maintenance. Carefulk arrange3d

young s 1 k >o t s of flags on a map in the entrance hall show

more than I.UO0 plots, all bein? treated in

some special fashion, do we understand
how grass can be grown with so many
different shades. One section is devoted to.

"nlots undergoing different kinds of surface

treatment, and there are 64 experimental

grass, and it will be
that its ravages at Lords

Cricket Ground a few seasons ago created

consternation. Lead arsenite has long been
considered as the best killer for these pests,

but detailed experiments have .shown that

while wholesale slaughter is the result for a
single season, applications are not very

successful beyond

ere these visits have taken place, and
there a re few
unmarked*

in Britain left

period. The St.

Ives ex]Kirts have now perfected an
emulsion by which the pests can be brought

surface Of the ground and then

The United States of America can claim
to be the pioneers of investigational work
into turf culture, and experimental work of

this nature now is undertaken at most of

the leading Colleges there. The St. Ives
station, founded in 1929, remains the only
one of its kind in but there are

stal inns undertaking similar work m
to

destroyed.

South Africa ;w Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland and Victoria.
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Singl

driving an exploratory drift a short

distance they gave
idl e for

The claims

then
-__

years

mi<]t resumed work in the drift.

Alter going only 40 ft. he struck ore

of commercial value, but it was
" "em

FT I CR 32 years of solitary labour

William H. Schmidt in Septem-
r 1938 completed the driving of a

he sharpened by
•

smelting ore

transportation arose,

he decided to

through the

of

solve it,

of steel he used
ery piece

2,000-ft. mining tunnel through a
County, Cali-

at his com-

The rock penetrated by the tunnel
artiallv dis-

Throughout the 32 years Schmidt,
a bachelor, lived in a small shack,

is a we;.

m< m Integra

and
granite.

with no neighbours nn seve

t is

The onh enough to stand up well,

-t;ii>le

no

miles. He was in the tunnel at work
sunrise, and usually it

dark when he returned

soon
was

mand was that of his own muscles,

at any time.

Schmidt's feat

as a one-

mining achievement it is probably
without parallel. He Iial no money
when he started

the 32 years he
Iland in the

d urinff of

as a ranc

the

enng was required to support
opening. At the same time it is

soft enough to shatter well when
blasted. As a result, alter tiring a
shot, Schmidt was able to knock
down by means of a bar, a pick and
a hammer a good deal of loos

to

were
o

of which he has
two or more at all times. These
animals drew his buck-board wagon
on the t ri

J
>s he e to

the outside world to obtain food and

or projecting material before drilling

ther e.

of the Kern River every sum-
mer. His pay, meagre though it was,

of the s

supplies. He claims that he has been
too busy to be lonely. He completed
the tunnel with only one mishap.

was a ^ears

ced to see- him; through
I. J the

onous and time-consumimr o

1 II €T
i

s tunnelling opera
tings. Six years ago he sold one of

lab

tion. Schmidt laid rails on the tunnel
floor and procured a ore car.

He this hand, pushed it

mining claims, and the money out to the dump, and pushed it in

he received

e\ his

the tunnel.

him afterwards

driv ing
again. A lantern furnished his o

Assuming that

some loose roc

causing painful

not serious injuries. It is estimated
that Schmidt could have comp
his tunnel in under five years

compressed air rock
eMil!

Schmidt was 36 years old when
he started the bore, and 68 when he

completed it. He is bent and stooped
from the work, but in

health.

his optimum has never waned, and
he believes financial independence

J.

no overbreak of rock, Schmidt
We are indebted to the Editor of the

tl f* l J 4 ' If • JlCi* X __iJ_«j._..«_ j ji_. r _ _ r w _r r

hand led approximat
of spoil, meas

,500 cu. yd.

the

Air Mag
mission this article and

o all true mining men,

< ) w ; i r < 1 s

of the v

length

e

of

will be his lot.

Schmidt's claims are on the inside

of a range of mountains. In order to

the

the face

dump and back

from
the

was
fifth

four-

a mile.

ship out ore m
it would

build

Schmidt is a

mi
ssary

of roads over difficult

native o f

country. The alternative was to

drive a tunnel straight through the

hill, emerging at a point overlooking

R h od c I s 1 a n d

and became
interested in

mining when
eth

Schmidt chose to do
have Desert to the south.

r m

he visited

, and
actual mining until the

was done. In the first three months
after the tunnel was finished lie took
out 20 tons of ore, the average value

i . qt j

of winch in gold, silver, copper, and
1 ead

California in the
nineties. r

working there
year*s for a

was about £12 per ton. He is

Tl

wo rk i ng si ilgle- 1 ian t 1 e< 1

.

company,
he returned to

his home, but
he camein

ic

section

5 ft. ft. in back. II e

hmidt drilled it all

with a four-pound single jack
hammer Hiss drill was

size he could

in diameter
from # in. to 1 in. Altltouch he had
never had anv

XTience, Schmidt
minmg
as

J. *

went along, and during the 32 years

located some
claims in

Black Moun-
tains. They
showed promise,

and a syndicate

them for

development,
__

but after
William Schmidt taking down loose rock with a pick when starting a crosscut inside his

tunnel. In the foreground is Ihc lantern that furnished his only illumination, and behind

it is the car in which he removed spoil.
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A fine photograph of the "Golden Hind," the 3 1 i -toll flying boat, on the slipway. Photograph reproduced by courtesy of Imperial Airways Ltd.

Air News
The "Starliner" takes the Air

An air liner with two engines but only
one propeller has completed successful trial

flights in the United States. It is a

Autogiro Mail Service in United States

iro postal service introduced

isla of N
i

sway, the n

six-

The
between Camden Airport, New Jersev, and
the Philadelphia Post Office has proved a

great success. The Autogiro employed takes

off from the flat roof of the Post Office
cylinder Mcnasco engines of 260 h.p. each. after a run of less than 150 ft., and accom-
which are mounted side by side and are plisbes the short flight to the airport in five
equipped to drive the single airscrew. This or six min., as compared with the 25 min.
assembly forms what is called the Unitwin required to convey
power plant, which has the great advantage

northedv of the Orkney Islands. D
ter months island

seater low wing monoplane called the
'Stariiner" and is fitted with two six-

the mails
the Post Office

from Scottish

by surface transp
e

often in-

and when
xcessivelv

ays also
have been conveyed there in this way
when prolonged storms have cut off

port

that it Offers much resistance to
passage through the air than radial engines.
The entities are controlled separately, and
if one should fail an automatic clutch comes
into play to disengage it, leaving the
propeller to be driven by the other.

e first product of
a Airplane Company, a subsidiary

of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. With
its full gross weight of about three tons it is

expected to be able to climb to the height
of 23,500 ft.,

iner is

regions Be 1ow
m.p.h.stratosphere. Its top

at a height of 7,500 ft

200 m.p.h, with the engines giving
quarters of their full power. The landing Jacobs 225 h.p. en-
speed is 63 m.p.h. and the aircraft, has a eriue. which gives

mails by sur-

face transport. Up
to 1501b. of mail

can be carried, and
five trips in each
direction with
load are made daily.

This unique service
is operated under
contract by Eastern
Air Lines.

The K e 1 1 e 1

1

KIM 13 Autogiro
used has a three

-

l.iladed rotor and is

fitted with a

is 63 m.p.h. and the aircraft

undercarriage.

An Arctic Airline Survey

aen
d Iceland

ippin ey of Greenland
g the taking of 6,000

photographs has been completed by the

„ , ..,.™ gives
the machine a
speed of 108 m.p,h.

Air Mail in Orkney
Islands

The General
Danish Geograpl I nst Heinkel_ _

of the Dutch Air Arm were used by
the survey party. The information obtained
by the survey will be of very great import-

Cilice

ance- whe air an
States by the Arctic ro

organised.

to the United
begins to be

carriage of

air be-

i

ha ve
Scottish

Airways a contract
for the
mails
tween the Orkney

ConlroI caWn o{ lhc "Golden Hind." This flying boat was described in last month's
mainland and "M.M." Photograph bv couTtesy of Short Bros, i Rochester and Bedford) Ltd.
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A New American Bomber

The lower illustration on this page shows
the latest Douglas aircraft, the DB-7
high-speed bomber, ft is claimed that this

all-metal, twin-engined monoplane is faster

e in service to-da\\

superior range and
Iuls a tricvele uinier-

than anything of its

and that it

striking power.
carriage with retractable nose wheel. The
engines are a Pratt and AVhitnev
rated at 90n h.p. at 12,000 ft, and
drive threc-bladed, constant-speed

screws. The new bomber is expected to

have a speed far in excess of 300 m.p.h.

of over 24,000 ft. when
flying with full load.

Another Byrd Antarctic Expedition

The famous American explorer, Admiral
« - --« * « a h « ft

a

Richard has been com missioned bv

the United States Government to lead an
Antarctic expedition. The purpose of this is

to claim for the United States unspecified

territory within the western hemisphere
that is considered as likely to be valuable

as a site for air bases. The expedition is due
to start this month, and it is expec
it will be away about five years, rt

probably total about 70 men, and three

United States Coast Guard aircraft have

be

3*

en aced at the disposal of Admiral
iByrd for use in mapping the

explored-
Admiral Byrd is an experienced Polar

explorer who gained the distinction of

being the first to fly over the
South Poles. His flight over the North Pole

was made in May 192ti in a 1'okker hi

wing monoplane, and in 1929, when he was
leader of a large American expedition to

the Antarctic, he made several great flights

over the Ross Barrier and on one of these

reached the Pole itself. This flight was made
in a Ford all-metal monoplane that had
two Wright "Whirlwinds'' fitted under
the wings and a 525 h.p. Wright "Cyclone"
in the nose. The machine was fitted with

The Russian Giant Air Liner

Ato re details now available, ab
giant Russian air liner that has been built

re ce the "Maxim Garb lost i n

935. The "Maxim Gorky'* was the large

world at that time.

a six-en n ined mono-
aerop 1

The
plane with a wing span of 201. rt ft. a.nd

1 when fully loa
"

of 4

It can carry (>4 passengers

4 of them in a com cabin in tin-

forward part of the fuselage, and the others

in two large and one small cabin 1 arther aft.

Insult

cabin
the g wings t here a re

«1 with fo

fo ur

Ping
t o i Ie t

•it-The "I
called, is man net!

consisting of two pi

Operator, two stcwar

S.K. L-760," as this air Itn r is

of eight,

. radio
a crew

i and two engineers

wj i < occupy special cabins, one in each
wing, behind the engines. There is also a

f I V

irator. theparate cabin for the radio op
con I c ibi is

and ni^rht

full

flvinjf

v ecq uipped for

elop

The sjx engi

of "7,000 to 8,000 h.p.

More Lockheed 14 Transports

o Lockheed 14 liners be

the Linea Aeropostal Venc-
Government subsidised air lim

lpany
n use
main

ordered
zolana, t

company of Venezuela
already has six smaller Lockheed
on passenger services be
cities of the

the
When the new

pletcd they will be delivered

air, flying over Mexico, Central Am
and the Panama Canal Zone before crossing

the Carribbean Sea to Caracas. The Lock-

b\

14 is a t\ gin middle-wing
monoplane with a top speed of 243 m.p.h.

and a range of 1,590 miles with full load

passengers and

Fly Continuously for a Fortnight

A record
ently in the United S

flight was ach d
by two

Flving a "Tayl

Fairey "Batllc" Bomber shows ils powers. Photograph
by courtesy of "FUghL."

New Seaplane Height Record

new altitude record sea

planes, of 40,700 ft., has been set up by
an Italian airman, Col. Nicolas Mauro,

ft.

—

The previous record was 38.

* * - * -:

The stea increase in the number of
•

private aircraft in the Unit ill States

continues. Recent figures for the first half

of show 1,162 civil aircraft for

priyate use were produced in that country

during the period, as compared with SS3

A Douglas DB-7 high-speed bomber. Photograph reproduced hy courtesy of the Douglas Aircraft Company, U.S.A.

kis in order
snow-covered ground

to rise from craft" U high wing monopl for the same period

* * * *

fitted with a 55 h.p. Lycoming engine they

remained in the air for 343 hrs. 46 min., or

* * « I

In Italy the keenly developed sense of

hearing of blind men is being utilised by the

Italian Air Force. The men art? employed
as operators of listening apparatus.

just over 14 s. plane was
refuelled every three hours, two gallons

time, the fuel being hauled up into the

aeronlane from a motor vehicle.

Plans are well advanced for a regular

Danish air service between Denmark and
England. The Danish terminus will be

Copenhagen, and the service will operate by

way of Aalborg, in the north of Jutland.
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Out Welding
•

air Squa

Emergency Work i Strang Conditions

By C W. Brett

N this country alone there tire* tens of
thousands of people whose chief job in

life is to deal with an emergency whenever
it may arise, whether by day or night It is

interesting to consider the extent of such
need, and although it is doubtful if welding

will be included in a list of
»

there iW i

11 tins that constant
emergency services, mere are weicung

hold operators in

readiness so that they can go with portable
welding equipment 'to deal with
downs without the loss of precious hours.

It may surprise

"Mi/." that such
some readers of the
speedy
yon a

attention is

nery
breakage. Obviously this is not always the
case, but many instances could be quoted
in which a key unit of a factory has broken

entirely.

)S inv
if there is a delay in delivery.

down , thus
large orders are in hand,

pen;

it will be realised that a loss of hundreds oi

pounds a • day can quite easily arise.

Naturally manufacturers seek to duplicate

such important items of equipment, but for

various reasons it is not always possi

to do s

* year i emergency ing repair

squad set off for PeumaejimawT and found
their job 1,500 ft above sea-level on the
mountain, well known to tourists

holiday makers, and at the base of which
is one of the most famous motor roads in

North Wales. It was found that the largest

of a battery of crushers in the great granite

quarry on the mountain was badly smashed.
This crusher, which is probably the biggest

of its type in the country, can reduce blocks

of granite weighing five tons to a size

suitable for road -making purposes almost Welder repairing housings inside a gear-box. Photographs reproduced by courtesy of "The Daily Sketch."

as quickly as these words can be read.

Examination showed that one side of this

machine, a single casting weighing 25 tons,

was badly fractured through metal several

a minches in

one instance, of 12 ft.

It would have taken a year to make and
fit a replacement, but it was not for this

reason that the owners deci that the
cracks must be welded, They wished to

make quite sure that they would not have to

face the same problem a second time, and
therefore told the repair engineers that the
broken part must not only be made good,

must have increased strength,

to be guaran-

task was com The
touches were given on the day promised.
The crusher was set to work immediately,
and for some time afterwards it was kept
going night and day until arrears were

A view from the air of Pcnmnenmawr mountain, on the summit of which a damaged stone crusher was re

strengthened by the mobile welding repair squad.
and

wiped out.

The welding is done, by means of feed

rods which, in the ease of heavy work, are
usually from about | in. to f in. in diameter.
These are melted by means of the oxy-
acetylene flame or the electric arc, depend

-

1

but
Furthermore, the result

teed and the work completed quickly.

Welding is one of the speediest means for

repair, but in tins instance the trouble was
so extensive that it required six weeks of

almost continuous labour in relays before
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London, the built-in tank, containing many
tons of fuel for the .central heating system.
commenced to leak along a seam. To have

mer a reremoved the
laced it with a new one would have cost

undreds of pounds, mainly on account of

the large amount of brickwork that it

would have been necessary to remove and
to replace. The advice of welding

engineers was sought, and after the tank
was emptied a examination was
made. It was then, found that a
factory fusive repair was not only feasible*

but likely to make the tank infinitely

stronger.
The danger arose on account of the

confined space in which the operator
"

to work, combined with the possibility of

gassing from the fumes generated by the

heat of welding. For these reasons members
of the emergency squad were allowed to

intervals, and were
by a life-line, at the other end

of which was a watcher who could haul the

man to safety in the event of his being
overcome suddenly.

work only for s

By way of contrast to these^big under-
weld ing

mg which system is better for the
called upon to

hand. When the rods become
are skilfully amalgamated

and it is by no
means unusual for a ton or so of thfm to be
used upon a big repair.

Sometimes a fusive operator is

A 15-ton tasting, Ihe head of a powerful hydraulic press,

that had split in two pieces, and was repaired and
strengthened by welding* The upper illustration shows
the casting before welding, and below it is seen on

completion of the work.

are ofteu
engines and

other small parts. Some time ago a beauti-

fully-made steam engine, measuring a
few inches in height, was sent to a firm

of scientific welding engineers for attention.

The owner explained that he had made it

upon to don a diving suit and undertake
work in water. This is an interesting sight

that few people have witnessed, although
occa at large ind ex 1 1 i hitions

demonstrations are given in tanks with
glass windows so that sightseers can watch
what is going on. Very little repair work is

carried out under these conditions, although
there are some notable exceptions in ships

that have received welding attention under
water withoutdocking—stern posts, rudders
and propellers sometimes being in need of

such aid. For the most part the oxy-
acetylene flame, which can even be lighted

under water, is used for destructive

purposes, and divers often find the cutting
fla

cutting
mc * as it is termed, mvnhiahle for

away the wreckage on sunken
^w

for ing to a

*

ships, or pernaps
strong room in order to recover bullion or
other material of value, the presence of

which does not permit the use ofexplosives
At one time the erection of steelwork

was invariably noisy on account of riveting,

but some of the most modern steel frame
par-buildings rise almost silently.

tieuUrly important example is ihe Bank of

England, for the steelwork of this mag-
nificent new building was welded almost
entirely and is one of the finest examples of

this class of work so far undertaken. Even
in shipyards noise is tending to rease

the event of delay. The part that fractured

, which is a single casting
the same in

most instances a combination of riveting

welding is favoured byand
tects. Welding is bein

naval archi-

to such an
increasing extent, however, thii it seems
reasonable to suppose that rivets will be

•4- J-

superseded even in one of the

was the
measuring (5 ft. by 6 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

weighing 15 tons. The break was a clean
one across the centre, and through metal
varying from 3 m. to 5 in. in thickness,

set to work to put
matters right and continued night and da\

emeraei

years before and now wanted to put it into

for his son. Parts of the
cylinder were broken, but it took only a
few minutes to make good the
A number of lathe

amateur -engineers have
successfully, while model aircraft motors
are by no menus infrequently in need of

being a considerable decrease
in the weight of the hull.

When an electric cable core is completed,
huge presses squeeze the lead covering in

position as the cable travels slowly along.

With fairly large cable the hydraulic presses
used can exert a pressure of 1 ,000

Not long ago the misfortune of a broken

until their task was completed. At the fusive attention. Welding work on the

same time they reinforced the fractured
casting so that further failure would be

The greatest care had
to be taken to ensure that the broken parts
were aligned to a hair's breadth, work

cylinders is usuallv simp>le, and the same
reinark applies to provided

they are made of aluminium. If they are

die castings, in which an alloy with a zinc

base is sometimes then w
for skill and

concentration on the part of the operator
be difficult. In any event, whether the job

be large or small, scientific welding

engineers are ready to tackle any d i fificulty.

press was suffered by an important firm Welding work is sometimes carried out in We are indebted to Bavimar Ltd,, London,
of cable manufacturers that had govern- conditions that are definitely dangerous. In for the information contained in this article

The result absolutely successful

m s in hand, with penalties in a large block of Hats recently erected in and for our illustrations.
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Liquid Fuel from Natural Gas

Liquid fuel is now being produced in

Canada from waste natural gaW 1 The
employed is to heat the gas in

a furnace of special design, and it is found
that from 1/JUO cu. ft, of it from three to
four Rnltons of liquid fuel of the benzole

e can he produced. The gas remaining
after this treatment is used for the? pro-
duction of carbon black.

Drilling for Oil in the Arctic

A party of 100 Russian experts recently

sailed from Krasnoyarsk to a point at feho

mouth of the River Yenisei, Siberia, where
thev are to undertake oil drilling to a depth
of 5,000 ft. on the fringe of the Arctic.

This is the first time that deep oil drilling

has been attempted in these regions, and
the expedition is to
continue its work for two years. A furtherJ

party of 300 engineers and other personnel
be sent to the scene of

in due course.

ope r

lubricants

An Oil-blending Machine

machine that automatically blends
in a ny d i ITerent corn-from

ponent stocks to exact specifications has
been developed. The apparatus is con-
nected to the various storage tank pipe
lines and is set to produce oil of the correct

formula by means of a series

Within a few minutes of setting the
machine in motion lubricant of the desired
blend is ready for delivery. The machine

gallons ofwill produce about 50,

correctly blended lubricants per day.

The VVtstinghouse flood-control dam dthLvibed on this page, showing the gates raised. This photograph and the lower
one on the opposite page are reproduced by courtesy of the Westtnghoiise Electric and Manufacturing' Co., East Pittsburgh*

A without a Shuttle

A new type of loom that does not require
a shuttle to carry the bobbin been

a Large Works from Floods

The upper illustration on this page and
lower one on the page show-

features of a flood prevention scheme that
has been installed at East Pittsburgh, in

Turtle Creek Vallev in the United States

of America. In this valley are situated the
great works of the YVestinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co.,

been several times Hooded by the overllow-

The propeller pumps then spin the water
upwards through vertical wells, from which
it is deflected into horizontal chambers
permit the How to expand gradually and
reduce its velocity before it is emptied from
the grille controlled outlets situated on the
downstream side of the dam.

invented by two Soviet engineers. The new
loom is said to be simpler in construction
than the types now in use, as the elimina

of the shuttle does away with the necessity
for motion and other auxiliary
parts; Another advantage claimed for the
new loom is that exhausted bobbins can be

and the area has

ing of Turtle Creek. re, however,
when flood water from the river threatens
the valley, two huge steel gates will be
lowered into position to provide a barrier

against the rising water, which will then be
pumped through three large tunnels and
carried around the gates to be discharged
farther down the valley in the Ohio River.
The gates are installed near a viaduct

that carries the main tracks of the Penn-
across

*

JMow the chief works of the Westinghous*-
Electric and .Manufacturing Company. One
of the gates is SO ft. long by 30 ft; high, and
forms a dam across Turtle Creek, while the
other, whu h is 40 ft. long and 20 ft. high,

closes a main street that runs parallel with
the river. When not in use the gates are
raised about 20 ft. above the street lev. I

The three pumps installed are of the
propeller type and have a total combined
capacity oi mure than '*,300

(
00n ;^alK>ns a

minute. They are driven at 112 r.p.m, by
three 5,000 h.p. electric motors each 23 ft.

in diameter. The motors are connected bv*
30 ft. steel shafts with the propellers of the

This I cu* yd- Ruston-Bueyrus excavator, seen being delivered from the maker's works, Is the l (000th machine of
its type that has been constructed during the last five years by Ruston*Bucyru5 Ltd., Lincoln, to whom we are indebted

for our photograph.

the first of the Westinghouse

pumps, which are placed 10 ft

the flood statfe of the creek.

bdQW

From the creek above the dam the Hood
\vater into three entrance tunnels
and rushes down a sharp incline to pumping
pits 1 1 ft, below the creek's normal surface,
1

workshops are 738£ ft. above sea level,

yet in a severe flood in 1907 some floors

were covered with water to a depth of over
4 ft. In 1924 about two feet of wa
wished over the floors and in a flood in

ai>le was buried

replaced while the machine is in motion.
and owing to simple design of the

one manu
under 7 A ft of water!

mechanism stoppages through the breaking
of warp and weft are eliminated. In addi-
ion the loom automatically stops working

if anything goes wrong. It is reported that
of this type are installed at a large

nii II near Moscow.spinning and weaving
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Britain's- Largest Turning Mill

a
The upper illustration on this page shows

and turning null recentlyboring
completed by George Richards and Co.
Ltd., Broadheaih. It is the largest machine
of its type yet built in this country ;ind wi
deal with work up to a maximum diameter
of 35 ft. and 12 ft. in

The tools of this giant machine
are carried in two movable heads that
travel to and fro on a massive cross-slide.
The heads are arranged in a manner that
allows either parallel or tapered turning
to be done. They are traversed along the
cross slide by means of separate 10 h.p.
reversing motors, which .-ire placed one at

and control led

buttons on the
control desks or from pendant switches.

hujje circular work table is 30 ft.

across, and is provided with machined tee
sluts to take the holding

the job securely in position. A 100 h.p.
variable sueed motor, working through a

side of
either by means of

*i*The

< lown bolts that

•

six-speed gear-box, rotates the table at
various rates according to requirements
gear changing being accomplished electric-
ally by a small independent motor operated

push buttons from one of the control
desks

,

One of the main considerations in the
design of a great machine of this kind is the
necessity for complete and easy control
of all its various motions, as this is of great
assistance in enabling the operator to obtain
the maximum efatput. This is facilitated in
the

A 35 ft boring and turning mill, which h the largest of its kind yet built in this country. It was designed and constructed

bv George Richards and Co, Ltd., Broadheaih , to whom we are indebted for this photograph.

means of anmad line illustrated
ingenious gear sel<

indicator situated on the main control
which shows at a glance the most

suitable operating conditions for every-
job that has to be tackled.

New Records in Bridge Construction

service or in course of erection in all parts

of the world. One of the latest is a fine

structure that is now being built across the

Aasennan River, in

shore a girder bridge

— _, .,....._ „—— - ~

Northern Sweden.

This bridge is particularly interesting as it

will have & main span measuring over

8«0 ft. that is said to be the longest span

concrete. The latter also will set up a world
record, in that the distance between its

supporting pillars at one place will be
235 ft.

The use of concrete in the construction
built of

connect the wes
The bridge will

of bridges has extended in recent
many fine examples of bridges

built from this material are now either in

shore of the river

with an island in the stream, and the

roadway will then be continued across the

island on viaducts, to be linked up to the

A Large Floating Piledriver

many of which are 175 ft.

driven in the bed of th
Potomac Kiver in the United States o

r

America to provide the foundations for a

Steel

long, are

new ge. It was sti m the con-
tract that the piles should be driven by a

notvine a ram wei
less than 14,0o0 lb., delivering 37,500 ft.-ib.

per blow. Special floating pile-driving

equipment was therefore built for the
purpose. The complete hammer of this

weighs 16 tons, and it

which .strikes 60 blows a minute.
a 7-ton ram

A Powerful Miniature Magnet

A small permanent magnet, about the

size of a pea yet sufficiently powerful to lift

1,500 times its own weight, has been pro-

duced at the General Electric Company's
research laboratories. Under test it was
found to lift a weight of more than 6 lbs.!

The secret of this powerful magnet lies in

the material of which it is made. This is

AJnicu, an alloy of aluminium, ni

cobalt, and iron, and it is already being
making permanent magnets forused in

radio receivers,

other electrical equipment in place of
j

romaimt'ts.

motors, generators and

New Locks for Panama Canal

A new set of locks

existing svsU-m is

part

to be
the

Panama Canal as it is felt that an additional

set will give added security against aerial

bombardment. The new structures will be
placed at distances varying from a quarter
of a mile to a half from the existing locks,

and will be connected to the canal by
converging bv-pass channels.

The locks will be 1,

Another view oi the Westm^house flood-control dam. On left are the water outlets on the down-stream side of the catcs wide 45 ft, deep.

ft. long. 1 35 ft.
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iiThe Boy f

s Romance of Aviation M < c

By Capt* A- <>. Pollard, VX« (Harrap. 7 15 uei)

Although this fine book was first pub-
lished only four years ago, a revised edition

ha

The Restless Earth"
B\* K, (.HKVSI-LINCK

S.i.-ritit'i.: H-u.k t ]nb. 'J . <i iA)

"

* 'Science Marches On »!

By W, SiiFPPARft, F.G.S. (Harmp. 8/6 net)

Of many books surveying the wonderful
achievements of science this is the most
fascinating that we have read for a long

e. It provides its readers with an
amazing wealth of facts, new and old, that

necessary in order to
keep pace with the verv rapid advance in

aviation. In it Capt. Pollard, whose history
of the Royal Vir Force is a standard work,
tells the story of aviation from the earliest

legends to the present day. He describes the
>s and successes of the more famous

This book is described
evervmaii . The ;i uthor

i

will startle them and make
It does more than this, how-
ever, for its real purpose is

think.

pioneers of aviation, and shows how their
achievements contributed to the develop-
ment of balloons, airships, aeroplanes and

for

that
Earth is not lifeless, but is a restless

living thing, and lie has set out to show
to the ordinary reader how its face changes
and how our existence depends on its

rhythm of geological events. The result is a
picture that will fascinate its readers, and
will give them an entirely new idea of the

to how science itself
<

•mm—-*

advances, and the many dis-

coveries with which it deals

serve as illustrations of the
general principles. The
author is expert in describ-

ing and explaining facts, and
his readers are given these

with such
they grasp them easily and
realise the ideas dev
from them.
A start is made with the

growth of the alphabet and
of writing, which is essential

for communicating ideas and
for

ed

leping records. Then
wc pass oil to more primi-

tive discoveries and curiosi-

ties, such as the capture of

fire, the use of various stones
and the discovery of useful

metals. The hunt for the
Philosopher's Stone is told

in full and its discoverv din-

ing the present century is M
shown to lead to new —

-

1

world upon which they live.

We are introduced to wonderful ideas in

the first chapter, which tells

us how the planets, and wit h
them the Earth, came into
existence, and explains the
history of our planet in the
days when the Moon, was
torn away from it. The

cooling thate of
followed are then described,

and we read of the wander-
ing of the Poles, which has
given us such mysteries as

the presence in Arctic lands
of coal representative of

tropical vegetation of past
age

It is only on the face oi the
Earth that cooling has pro-
gressed far, and the author
dips below the surface to
show us the arrangement of
the successive shells of our
planet, right down

core.

turn to the record
rocks in the

even more excitingmysteries
ft

Tfcc stumps iu the fossilised forest at Glasgow. From "Science Marches On," reviewed on this page.

than were dreamed of by the em ists

.

we come to what can best be
described as a remarkable survey of the

d as it is revealed in further branches of
science. The marvels of modern chemistry
come first. The story of the Earth follows,

and here we find ourselves plumbing
ocean, analysing earthquake waves and
rising high into the stratosphere. Then we

gliders. After dealing with the important
influence of the war of 1914-18 on aircraft

he goes on to describe the post-war develop-
ment of civil aviation and the romance of

it

we
the

crust,

which tell us many strange
things of the climates of the
past, of the varying dis-

tribution of land and water,

the

read how man is patiently working out
problems of life and disease. The fascination
of figures and of exact measurement is next
dealt with. So we come to the mvsterv of
light, and this leads on to astronomy, which

Empire air routes. Other very
interesting chapters give accounts of
Atlantic crossings by air and of notable
long-distance flights.

On the technical side r lie author describes
the actual construction and equipment of

and of the creatures of the past, many of
them amazingly different from those with
which we are familiar. Next we learn that
the most solid rocks are continually being
worn away by wind and water, and
reformed elsewhere, to be thrust up in the
form of mountains or again sunk below the

Then there is the fascinating story of

mountain-the repeated

aircraft, and explains the rigging of an
aeroplane, A chapter on the development of
the various types of aero engines concludes
with an account of en-

a marvellous story, beginning with gineering has helped in the attainment of

;aks of
have followed on

volcanic outbursts resulting from increases

in temperature in the liquid layer that lies

beneath the Earth's crust. This" restlessness

is not yet ended. We read how the ground
under our feet trembles and shakes, and

the quaint ideas of the ancients and ending record speeds on land and water. The how volcanoes
A, .

df*" * j^ '^fe dF*' "Vl f ' 1 Jl 4
' * dP" h a~T v 11 % ^ II II .

'»

with the question of life on s. 1SICal
sound furnishes another fascinating story,
and we are astonished to learn of the
scientific production of sounds intense
enough to burn wood. The marvels of
electrical discovery are well explained, after
which we look ahead to the possibility of

of aircraft for flight and the purpose
and working of air navigation instruments
are explained. A new chapter in this edition
of the book deals with aircraft of the Royal
Air Force, and includes accounts of record
flights carried out by R.A.F, pilots. The

a j
C

out into violent

gain a vivid idea of the life

that still prevails in our planet.

A final section explains the brilliant idea
that the continents are huse solid masses

reaching the m by rocket.
final

in the future.

is concerned Hying

The book has an excellent index, and is

illustrated by 31 full-page plates.

The illustrations include nearly 50 full-

page ha 1
1 -tones and many line drawings.

afloat on the thick liquid layer below the
Earth's crust. They seem to be moving
slowly, and Greenland is approaching
America at the rate of about 104 ft. a year.

The book is illustrated by a frontispiece

and seven full-page plates.
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bA # "The Red Keep
liv Allen French
(Ilarrap. S/- net)

n

Mr. French has
written a line \S

i

of feudal times
in

I \eep is

The
the

tronghold
knight

of
to whom

Conan, the hero, is a
is burned

ground by
a

sur-

' 'Clyde and other Coastal Steamers"
fcy C. L. Duckworth ami G. E, Lakumuir

(Brown Ferguson. 12/6 n*t)

This valuable book follows on the earlier

volume by the same authors on "Clyde
River and Other Sieamers," which
reviewed in the "MM" for .May 1937. It is

very thorough and complete; and the lover
of ships will find no cause for complaint in

the wealth of material that the authors have
gathered together and presented in con-
venient form. The companies running

enemies,
girl as
vivor
In her determination

family.

to regain her lands

coastal fleets operating from the Clyde are
treated individually, and in each case the
tory is that of the company itself, from its

earliest days, as well as that of all the
sailing from the Clyde and from otherves

is

ports that have been included in its fleet.

>ters are devoted to the
by Conan,

and success is

A young horse jumping freely. From "Riding for All," reviewed on this page
achieved after many

'Riding for All"
By R. S. Svmmkrhavks. (Bell, 3/6 net}

Riding continues to be a popular form of

quiet recreation in spite of the invention of

the motor car. The author of this

indeed insists that the present is a golden

age for both horsemen and their horses, and

thrilling fights,

The first

various sections of the Coast Lines group,
including the British and, Irish Steam
Packet Company Ltd. and

in

the robber barons are destroyed.
m

Steamship any Ltd.
Belfast

West

The story is a thrilling one and gives an
accurate and
those distant ages.

picture of life in

Highland steamers are then desqtfbi'd. and
this section is followed by others dealing
with the

anv
of the

<*A Country Holiday"
ny

Clyde Shipping
William 'Sloan and

come

out that mg is one of the few

pursuits that are available for old and
young alike. His book is written for the

novice. It does much more than explain

Bv Arthur Davfnfort
(The Children's Hook Club. 2/6 net)

Anthony Carr is a country lad, the son of

a West Country landowner, and Noel Steeh
i

is a Londoner, who spends an exceptionally

how to mount and sit and to hold the reins,

vever. The complete rider must know
something about his horse, just as a fisher-

man should know a good rod and the right

kind of bait. This information is given in

simple and practical form by one who is

thorouelilv equipped with the necessary

gives
ay in the former's country home.

the town boy a magnificent
long
Tin
opportunity to learn something of the ways
of the wild, with the country youth as his

equipped
technical knowledge, and at the same time

is able to give his instructions in re~', - u "~

form

.

The meittali t y of the horse

guide, and the result of their wanderings
and talks is a really delightful book.

Young Anthony recognises every rustle in

the hedge, every call in, the thicket, and
even the passing shadows on the grass, and
is so familiar with them all that he does not

various Clyde Coastal
treated with the author's usual precision
and detail

The book contains a long appendix of 166
"

lists of coastal steamers
are given in tabular form, with particulars
of dimensions and machinery. A novel
feature in this section gives family trees of
the shipping companies concerned, showing
how they have grown by absorbing other
companies or amalgamating with them. A
second appendix gives lists of the present-
day fleets of the lines concerned, and
there is a very full index of boats and

gives a start, and this
*-

is followed by instructions

on saddling and bridling,

mounting and sitting. Then
come sections dealing with

the different gaits, and in

particular the best way of

preventing a mount from
* to im-

prove carriage and riding

generally follow, and then
we Irani somel hinj* "I iump-

and show ring appear-
ances. How to recognise a
good horse is fully explained,

md there is good advice on
suitable management,
ing and grooming. Don'ts
for riders and a u seful gloss-

an excellent

is well
ary com
little volume that

means

ft

photogra

From Serf to Page
By C. 11. Abrahall
(Haxrap. 5/- net)

in

There are over 70 half-tone illustrations.

of these are photo-
graphs of modern ships, and
there are many interesting
reproductions from early
photographs of former

of the various lines.

"Pilot's Summer"
By F. D. ^Tredrkv
(Duckworth. 8/6 net)

There are few places more
interesting to most readers

"M.M."of than the
cockpit of an aeroplane,
especially of one capable of
e kind of fl ying man
aeuvre, and they will revel
in Squadron Leader
Tredrey's account of Ms

tiirthree month course

*! The twin-screw built for service between Liverpool and Dublin, From
"Clyde and other Coastal Steamers/ 1 reviewed an Ihis page.

need to turn to find out the cause. At firsi

Tins is an exciting tale of the stirring

times of the Peasant's Revolt in the reign of

Richard II. The hero is John, a boy of 14,

who has been brought up by a ploughman.
n attracts the

Noel sees and hears but gradu he

Central Flying School The
full pleasure of the book per-
ilaps will only be available
for our older readers, who
will enjoy not only the
thrills of work in

but also the
account the author gives of life in the school
The story begins -with the success of the

By an act of heroism
attention of his master, who sends him to

school, and when unrest spreads John is

torn between the desire to support, his

learns to recognise the signs that mean so

much to his companion. They spend a night

in the woods, and wander by the river, on
the moors and on the marshes by the shore.

author's a cation for as ai i

instructor and then we read of his progress,

day day, in the flying school. The ground

ith them we meet main atmg
cou n.try characters, gamekeepers to

father. Many stirring events follow. John is

poacher**, and from farmers tun lighthouse

keeper who tells stories of and

training involves engine work and tin

assembly of two aeroplanes that the pupils

themselves fly as a vote of confidence in

their own handiwork. Along with this goes a
aining, notvery searching practical

storms at sea.

sent to London and there s

destroy houses and
the rebels le

buildings and is

presents

a
witness of the famous meeting between the

King and Wat Tyler.

a vivid picture of life

in the real country, revealing the secrets*of

country people and of the creatures with
which they come into daily contact.

merely in every kind of flying, but also in

the "patter" and the methods the pupils are
to use when they in turn become instructors.

All this is described very skilfully, with
gentle humour' but acute observation.
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HOW THINGS ARE MADE:
%

Lead
By Garry Hogg

ery easy to imagine that bee
article costs only a copper or two little

thought and care have been devoted to its

production, An cxoi'Ili-m v.-av m prove this

idea \i> be wrotvs* is to M-nid .1 iVw hours in

the pencil factory of F. Chambers and Co.

.at Stapleford, near Nottingham. Few
things arc cheaper or more widely used than
ttie so-called lead pencil, but one might #0 a
very long way without finding processes of

fact more resting than those

to be seen in operation in this factory

Tht thin leads, or "slips," emerging from the extruding

press. The illustrations to ihis article arc reproduced
by courtesy of F. Chambers and Co. Ltd.

Nowadays there is no lead in pe , but
some hundreds of years ago lead and lead

Pencils" were
ing of

alloy were
simply short sticks of metal, con:

five parts of lead, two parts of tin and eight

parts of bismuth, softened by the addition

of a tiny percentage of mercury, that were
make a very un-wra in paper to

Then in 1560 graphitesatisfactory ar

was discovered in a Cumberland mine, and
for a great many years thin, strips of this

substance were glued and clamped between
wooden holders to form crude pencils. This

mine was the sole source of supply, and
graphite soon became scarce, so that pencil

manufacturers had to seek elsewhere for

their raw material. At length they found the

mineral they needed in places as far re-

moved as "Ceylon, Korea, -Mexico and
Irkutsk in Siberia. It is of interest to note,

tb« way, although graphite is

almost the softest of minerals it belongs to

the same family as the diamond, which is

the hardest, Graphite is actually a crystal-

carbon, and is found sometimes in

coal, and
forma-

veins feet

sometimes in pockets in

tions.

After the supply of lump graphite had
of treat-been exhausted many me

ment were tried in order to give a material

suitable for penc il making. The graphite

was pulverised and then "set" with various
* ...

gums, resin or sulphur, but it was not until

about 1 50
method was ado

ago present

In this the graphite

is mixed with certain types of clay,

is iired in kilns much as t :•

n Un.-d

tte

Tlie graph reaches the Chambers
for use. It has alrea

iHen
it t •

floated," an interesting process
thewhich pul

The
thei

roughly
rai is blown over a series of chambers
heavier particles drift' down

w

own weight into the fir

1 he lighter the other p
ler trave 1

v; be kao
clay

clay,

comes from Surrey

used are
c, pipe

much of w

fact

of the process of m
pi 111 the room

where the graphite and clay are scientific-

/ blended in the proportion of one part of

to
approxim
every
raises th

of graphite.

to 1 he

ness
per

of

nixing is

cent, of

An
that

the P one
degree, say, from 2B to B, or from 1 1 to HI1.
The batch of blended clay and graphite

is given a number, and then ground slowly
e granite rolling-millswith water in tri

for anything up to 100 hours During tin

any of grit or other
uted matter that may have escaped

notice previously are thoroughly 1mm
ated. The mi
ing

is

macl
the

'

'waltz

-

liich makes it absolutely
ghaut, and from this it passes

- • ^-

Hake form to a press that moulds
cartridges about 31- in.

diameter
1 id in. in

Each cartridge contains enough
graphite to make about five gross pencils.

The graphite is next forced under a
* ii

press f abo Si tons through dies

gate or sappnire. This is d
hydraulic extruding press from vvhiel

material emerges in 1 he form nf long
w ps," which are caught
eatly by a girl and laid in slip-boards

tit to length and examined. They
e

conveyed to the slow-drying room, where
they may remain for a few days or up to six

weeks before being taken to the firing room.
room the slips are placed in number-

ed boxes, and these are inserted in special

kilns, in which the slips are subjected to a
temperature varying between 700 and 850
deg. C. They are brittle when they emerge
from the kiln, bul are very much tougher

would suppose from their fineness.

never have noticed that there is a
considerable variation in the gauge of the
lead in a pencil, the thickness depending on
the hardness. The lead in a soft pencil,

such as the 6B, is 120 thousandths of an
inch in diameter; whereas that in the verv
hard, or 6H, pencil is a bare 70 thousandths
of an inch in thickness. Coloured and copy-
ing-ink leads, by the way, are not fired.

Meanwhile the wooden part of the pencil
has been undergoing its own series of in

teresting processes. Cedar is used for all but
verv

it

straight even grain,

Chainhers and Co, Ltd,
ced ar,

good
and

i

ecause
texture, a

well , F.

Empire
wood of the Cedar Junipcrus
~ Africa. The timber is notfrom British

sent over in bulk. Instead the baulks are cut
into slats by natives, and the slats are baled
This method avoids wastage resulting from*
moisture m
consi

wood, a
when one is

very important
faced wi

freight charges, and there is practically no
wastage from "off-cuts" at the factory end.
When the slats arrive in their bales they

are very carefully inspected. Each is a small
rectangle of cedar wood, 7| in. long and

make six ordinary half-wide enough to

pencils, or a smaller number of bigger
pencils spe Oses. Under a good
light the expert can tell at a glance whether
each slat is of Grade One, suitable for the
best pencils, Grade Two, which is used for

the cheaper pencils, or Grade Three,
unsuitable for use. His judgment is based

Kenya cedar for pencil-making is cut up into short lengths called
*
'slats/

1 and this photograph shows them being
graded according to size by the natives.
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r

of grain, colour and
prim'c requisites of straigl

se

wood has been dried but is not yet

d. To leave this to Nature might

? of several years, and even then

might not give perfect wood, since we
and temperature change without warning

England. Instead the slats are arliiiAM MMB<«»VU ...........

seasoned in special t g cham hers kept
I 4 .' * ^_

known temperatures for g
They are removed at exactly the ri.l

and thus tl

the
e possib i I i ty o f warping
of the pencil-maker's

1

practically eliminated.

Very remarkable machines then

slats in hand

fc is

they
j these machines they are slightly over & in.

v. They pass through it at the rate of At)

a minute, and a set ot swiftly revolving

blades cuts the six grooves for the slip

h slat, true to a tho f an inch

tfevice that gives each slat

finest skin-glue obtainaV

they go to an inge
i. tht

! might

ght that a pencil tl > need such

pen and g
their

b the

go tomakers point out that tiieir wares go lu

every part of the world, and into climates of

all types from hot and dry to moist and

cold, and only the finest glue will stand up

to such extremes. A pencil that splits,

; a poor advertisement.

As the glued slat comes out of

deft-lingered g i

who
gro

a t i
s into the

ther on

passes the "sandwich" to a second girl who
screws it, in company with a dozen others,

into a clamp that grips it until the glue

ha
The pairs of slats, now so firmly joined

that they will split in the grain

splitting at the joint, then pass on toafi

saw. which cuts

seven-i lengtl the standard fc

of the

ost notable machines in the factory. I his

passes them one at a time along and over a

set of swiftly revolving cutters that divide

the lower slat nded or

es

desired, and
upper

according to the shape of penci

do the same the

at. As a result perfectly-shaped

at the c

at the rate of thre

d of

To touch the pencils at this stag

realise what a fine surface Kenya ced

possesses. The maker is not

how
,

pol

ng
nd
band

pe
of

them at a

yet,

next to a
r. which

speed

before they go on to the pai

A four-colour printing machine used in printing

advertisements on the pencils.

i

Natives in British East Africa sewing up the slats of cedar in hessian, for export.

Cellulose paint mixed by special machinery
is used exclusively in this factory. Its base is

rate of Dencil a second. < areful ex-

cellulose clear/* and consists of

either cellulose acetate or cellulose nitrate

in some suitable solvent, such as amy!
acetate or acetone. Into this fluid, which is

of the consistency of thin treacle, the

required pigments "are put in powder form
and very finely ground.
The mixture is tlten placed in what are

called "pehole -nulls/' which consist of

porcelain -lined churns containing about
10 lb. each of small round pebbles. These
are turned at a constant speed for about 72
hours, so that the pigment is ground into

are thoroughlythe fluid 1 1 i e

one p
ami nation of the pencil-point will

that the slip continues the line of the pared
wood until the last fraction of an inch,
when it suddenly becomes more pronounced,
and the tip is almost needle-sharp. To
effect this the machine has been fitted with
two diamond cutters, set at a slight angle to
one another. The first cuts the wood and the
part of the slip immediately projecting; the
second then comes into action and gives the
finishing touch ju-t before the pencil
drops out.

At the other end the pencil lias been
deftly rounded and given the smooth finish

haracterises pencils produced by this

firm. The curve has been achieved by
t

blended. A point of interest is that the base

of this paint is identical with the material another set of diamond cutters, adjusted
*x „.i,;„K A,vtffiA«a 1 tiiU- ic r»TJifl*» *li»l ir^n ¥*>A v Tw an rn"w»rsit«r wVtn mutt*- t«/\<rl»

r>fo
of which artificial silk is made
The painting machines put a

colour on the pencils at the rate of two a

second. Each pencil passes through a bath
of and out through a nozzle that
automatically wipes off any superfluous

paint before' the pencil passes along on a

moving belt to the next process. 1 1 has been
found by experiment that a pencil can be
handled 80 sec. after painting, and the speed

of the travelling belts has been adjusted to

achieve this end. Best quality pencils may
receive anything up to a dozen successive

coats of paint, and very beautiful finishes

are obtained by putting colours over a base

of aluminium paint.

There are still one or two processes before

finds its way to the packing
rooms. It has to be

s the

the
rooms

stamped with the firm's name, the ap
propriate degree of hardness or :-. iftness, and
so on. This is done with gold or silver leaf.

Very likely the printing room is its next

destination, however, for millions of pencils

ad ve rtising pu rp< >sesare sold yearly
The printing machine is perhaps the most
ingenious in the factory. The pencils are fed

into it and then printed bv a series of one,

two, three, or even four platens, rubber
stamps mounted on small rollers, according

to the number of colours required for the

printing. The way the pencil is automatic

delicately by an operator who must work
within extremely hue limits. If the end of
the pencil were left cut square the hard
enarnel-like coating of cellulose paint would
tend to chip or Make off.

With machines so timed it is no wonder
that this firm alone
20,000,000 pencils every year,
many grades of hard and soft pencils this

vast total includes the coloured crayons
children use, "make-up" pencils for

actors, copying-ink
pencils, and special pencils usee! by manu
facturers of some materials that are other-
wise difficult to mark. It also includes a
pencil known as the "Markail/' which is

invaluable- to chemists and workers in

laboratories. This pencil contains a much
er proportion of pure wax than does

the ordinary crayon, so that it can be used
effectively on polished glass.

An interesting and very important corner
of the Chambers works is the Research

batches of

an exuert. who
-.un

tried out
assesses their degrees of hardness and
smoothness by a hnely developed sense ol

touch more efficient than any mechanical

ally spun each platen in turn so

that the colours fit into place is uncanny,

that might be devised. The work
i

demands an extreme sensitiveness that is

almost a sixth sense. Yet it may be said
that every corner of this factory is a

research department, for the little* article

that is being turned out in such vast

the whole design and lettering is

completed in a few seconds.

There remains the pointing of the pencil.

\ small machine accomplishes this at the

is ected to a rigorous
examination at every stage in its career.

The slogan of the Chambers company might
well be "Perfection for a Penny."
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These pages are resetted for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 56(1 words in Ungth are invited or, any
subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be written neatly tm one side of the paper
only, and should he accompanist if possible by original photographs far use as illustrations* Articles published will be

paid for. Statements in artietes submitted art tti repied as being sent in goad faith „ but the Editor takes no responsibility

for their tmuracy.

g 250*Ton Lock Gates

The lower illustration on this page
shows a remarkable feat of engineer-
ing skill in progress. Two gates of one
of the main locks of a canal, which
have been in use since the waterway
was opened many years ago. were

an

Sledgingwith aSttBerriard Dog
The photograph reproduced below formed by volcanic action in

found in many parts of the coast, but
this one is unique in the rocks.

temporarily
by steel gates. These new steel gates

were specially constructed and
about 12 months to com

my St. Bernard dog, which as

readers will see is very big. He is a

forgotten ages,

launching they were t«»wed

blood red. A company was formed
J. «/

floating electric crane
site. The new

, some 16 months old,
-

lie stands 32 in. high

measures 6 ft. from tip to tail!

cut and this stone and
arc

lock

market it as red marble.

A typical Maori legend purports to

weighs 185 tons and has 14 "dec!

balanced with water ballast.

j f

*

is always
_ amHe is very friendly, and is always explain trie rea tocks at

ready to do his bit/With a weight of Head, A young warrior is
ii _ .A - . .... . ^ 1 1 * • 1

' •ill!

The
moved weigh

re-

each, and

1 78 lb. he makes
load, pulling me

light work of a have been in love wit It the daughter

g over o the chief

measure 46 ft. by 44 ft. They are

made of green heart timber specially

rival

the snow in grand style, while in the

summer he sometimes takes me for a

forbadc
who

' the
the

ter. H'uling behind two
great boulders the couple were safe

from the rage of the old chief, who in

runaways

ntish (riuana, and
ates; and on

that

be < lelivered to him.
The gods in answer to his prayer

are supposed to have sent a cloud of

tween the \S where

to be slain by the waiting chief. The
blood-red rocks, the two great stones

are bound with
examination were found to be in a
remarkable state of preservation.

The floating crane, which has a lifting

capacity of 250 tons, had to lift each
gate bodily when removing it, but
did so in such short time that traffic

was only delayed for one tide.

Some 80 men were engaged on the
work. The old gates were first of all

lifted out and deposited in the water
away

and the mos

An unusual "steed
ti

ling to G. S.

South Nelson, New Brunswick, Canada*

drive, as vou can see in the photo-

raph. And when mealtime conies he
is always there to do his bit too,

day,

mind
truth of the legend.

remain to this

Maori

lock and the new
in

After this the old gates were towed to

aero at least, too

the place where being re-

he re-

Stewart (Wellington, X.Z.)

turned to their previous po<

W. Bark.

which is more like "a lion's share!"

Cx. S. Burchill (South Nelson,

N.B., Canada).

"Red Rocks" in New Zealan

1 are many i

near the port. of Wellington,

New Zealand obablv the
most interesting is Sinclair

commonly
:ks " Thi

as
j 1 J J

the coast to

Sinclair Head ends a little way past a
small cove called the "Run-around."

name is derived from
tl ie

mad !

t one could get past this

cove by dodging the huge breakers

ainst thedash then is elv

'base

Red Rocks presents a magnificent

insight. Huge boulders are

disorderly chaos; tremendous break-
in from the
seagulls wheel

and dive. The whole picture is one of

grandeur. Similar SCeneS Can be ' An interesting scene during the removal of two 250-ton lock gates for overhaul and repair. Photograph by W. Barr.
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A fine view from high up on the wall of Harlech Castle, in Wales, that resembles a Hornby-Dublo layout It was
taken by W* A* Connor, Blackpool.

-

How to Find Ideas for

Miniature Railway Scenery

railway enthusiasts to carry with
them a camera, or sketchbook and

a which to

I think rea.ders will ag

photograph reproduced above con

;s the impression of a

scenic out of Hornby-Dublo

pencil,

of interest that can
their own lines. This practice is

valuable to those who
scenic work on their

system. Actually it was taken from
the wall of Harlech Castle,

*

is

layouts,

repr

such picture as that

can be
built on a rocky promontory and

towers above the G.W.R. line from

up in

Aberystwyth to Pwllheli. A passen-

ger train is just setting oft from
Harlech Station towards Barmouth,
while a goods train waits on the up

Much of the track on this route

miniature with splendid effect. The
Can litran coast is certainly a fine

of

are

e.

is single line, so

be seen

one train ran
in a loop,

rict for "aerial"

railway activities,

so many high view-
overlooking

the track.

\V\ A. Connor

urea

(Blackpool).

gside which there is usually a

station or a halt, while a train

running in

occupies

the
•* main

clirection
A South African

Although the country in

vicinity looks flat, the to the

right of the picture rises up into the

mountains, whilst in the background

can be seen the range of the Llcyn

Peninsula extending from the
_ _

Homestead
The beautiful old

South African village

of Stellenbosch

right.to the Snowdon group on

The flat part of the country is called

the Morfa and is land reclaimed from

the sea. Across this the railway runs

a straight line for several miles,

the scene generally is one that

m a
valley, with the
Hottentots
Mountains

Company, often spent his holidays.

homesteadThis is a typical

of the
i

e, over-shadowed by
massive oaks. Its picturesque gables

an* still in good condition, making
it a great attraction for artists.

The walls the interior are

ated wi th paintings an
brought
Governor * The

Holland
r goes

that the artist, who was
Hartman, was offered a free passage
out for his health, and that he spent

a year in South Africa. It is a wonder
to .man, own
portrait is on one of the walls, is not

known because he was cer~

In what looks like

lirst

tainlv

the

pictures depict the seasons of

year, and most of the rest represent

different occupations of the

such as fruit in i 1

ures were mintedfishing. T
about 1768. In the wine cellar are

e vats, S ft. high, specially con-

structed with Hush-fitting manholes
for cleaning purposes. The bung of

one of them was pulled out, and the
smell of wine was still apparent.

The kitchen with its huge fireplace

and brick oven is most striking. I

should say the chimney is 6 ft.

wide and 3 ft. deep. Some years ago
the present owner had a sale of e

old furniture, which I believe was
absolutely complete, even to the old

slave bell. The place whe?e the

grandfather clock stood can still be
seen in the main dining hall, which is

now us ge
still grownquantities

on the farm.

The Monuments Commission have
got their eye on the farm, and

ting

of

cground.

Striking avenues A picturesque fruit farm dwelling built in the 18th

ane trees com
. Photograph by

J. Hoal, East London, South Africa

•

in e

delightsb eye the railway

enthusiast.

I think it is a good idea for m

arching the streets, but one
of its most interesting sights is the
old fruit farm of "Libertas," where

Tas, Governor of the Cape in

of the Dutch East

they purchase it they will furnish

original s'it m
open to the public.

e, and throw it

Hoal (East London,
South
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Vanis ng Topsai

Mich ael Bouquet

OT so many years ago every little port
and creek in t he British Isles owned its

fleet of coasting craft, consisting of small

schooners and ketches locally manned and
and often built V

hround the coast were crowded with thrir

and sometimes hundreds of coasterss

could \n k seen waiting
for a lair wind, in t lie Down* or ;it Muly-

. Even 2o years ago there were still

stores of sailing coasters in active service.

To-day there are only three left of all

then* hundreds, only three topsail schooner
to carry on the tradition of sail in

I iritish

sails on the foremast of a schooner that

. It was the two or three square

made her into that elegant craft, a tops'!

schooner. The square
The motor schooner *' Kathleen and May," of Biikford, in the Mersey.

\v their

s and braces made her look larger than
was, and gave her a saucy yet

air, so that a group of tops'l

schooners in some out-of-the-way country
port gave the place an air of both beauty
and thriving trade.

workmanlike

into her and took away her square yards,
but after a few trips the engine became such
a nuisance that it was taken out, and her
square topsail returned. Now e is e

last tops'l schooner to be a regular trader
to the Port of London.

* i

At one
K a t i e

time
f l

the
had

a figurehead, a de-
that is

associated
with the

figure-

was a
female figure, repre-
senting the owner's

mother or
after

whom the ship was
named. T h e
"Katie's" figurc-

showed a
formidable-

looking lady dressed
in the late Victorian
style. 1 don't some-

The figurehead of the coasting schooner ••Katie/' This was washed away a few
years ago in a Channel gale*

how
anv

nk she was
s sweet*

The tops'l schooner was a favourite rig 90
years ago for the ships that used to bring
oranges and lemons from the Azores, and
currants from the Mediterranean, One of
these fast clipper-schooners, the
lands" of Cork, s'""

heart, but she looked
as though she might have been the skipper'*
mother-in-law. Whoever she was she came
to a bad end, for a few
Channel gale

years
she was washed

remain

in a
and

service, trading in the although
she was built as long ago as 1859 at

Dartmouth. In her fruit-carrying days sin

was called the "Susan Vittery" and after 80
years at sea the original figurehead repre-
settling the lady ol that name is still in

position on her bows. Now the "Brooklands"
carries cargoes in the Irish Sea. Last April

now the "Katie" lias no figurehead,

The three-masted tops'l schooner "ffid#y
of Fowey, is the third of our trio of

survivors. She is a vessel of 119 tons, and
was built at Carrickfej^us in 1881. She is

commanded by a Cornish skipper, who
often takes his daughter to sea with him,
and carries Cornish china clay to Liverpool
and the 1 1 umber, returning with cargoes
of coal.

she crossed from Dungarvan, Co. Water-
ford, to Swansea in nine hours, a trip which
few other ships can have ever made in

the time, let alone at 80 years of age.

A topsl schooner ' hat is a familiar sight

in the Thames is the 'Katie" of Padstow, a
small two-master built in 1881. Once she
carried salt fish from Newfoundland to

Spain and Portugal; to-day she carries

cement from London to Cornwall, returning
' Katie" is a game old

such as these,are chance survivors
of the day of wooden ships and iron men.

is

with china . The
Month in, month out she makes her

trips to and from London River, arriving

safely with her cargoes winter and summer.
A few years ago her owner put an engine

; and the sailing ship has
gone under in the face of competition from
mechanical transport. Yet in the West of
England many schooner skippers and
owners have tried to move with the times
by putting auxiliary engines into their
ships and removing the cumbersome
square topsails.

of Bideford.The "Kathleen
on onethis page,

motor schooners. 1 took the photograph
in the Mersey early one morning from

e Irish schooner "Nellie Bywater."a 1 i 11

1

e had come, across from Ireland that
night and >ince daybreak had seen this
other schooner coming up the channel
far astern of lis. We anchored to wait

a e, but the
• i

Kathleen and
gradually taking in sail, came on past us,

her /jnng >w, on r way
up l" (iarston, Willi tlit- rarly morning
sunshine behind her she made a beautiful

ure, one can see the difference
made in a schooner's rig when an engine
is put in. The m are shortened, the
square tops'Is disappear from the foremast,
leaving only a single yard from which
a square is set running before

a vessel like

m ight carry
or four cargoes while the old

"

Mary Miller" was struggling

wind. With a

"Kathleen a

/

Topsails! A striking view aboard the coasting schooner
"Mary Miller."

against head-winds or lying wind bound
in port. No wonder that square topsails

have almost vanished.
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Nature
/

Queer Markings on Butterflies
/

Wings

By Harold Bastin

SEVERAL years ago I was shown
some wonderful pictures and de-

signs constructed from used pdotage-

These
(1 as mosaic, in

have been
tiny

scraps of p;ij

instead of

glass.

pieced

>er

artist

been employed
of stone or

and
together his so

skilfully that the t lowers, birds and
other objects which he had depicted

looked
painted with

colours.

It is an interesting fact that very

similar results are produced

ally on the wing-surfaces of butter-

flies and moths by the arrangement

of minute variously-coloured
Experts tell us that the

inlatter are really modified hairs; t

truth a complete series showing the
m -a A I . V

transition from hairs to j may
seen ,

through the microscope,

on the wing of almost any butterfly

or moth. Each scale has a tiny sti:

which is fixed to the wing mem ane,

and they are arranged in overlapping

rows, like tiles on the roof of a house.

If we think of Nature as the artist

The Owl butterfly from South America. Why it is

given Ihis name is realised on turning the illustration

upside down.

responsible for the pictures painted

on butterflies' wings, each scale may
be supposed to represent a tiny

touch of colour applied by her brush.

Everyone knows how attractive and
beautiful are the results she achieves,

work has

e pictures"
not uen

the character of the"

were so

Victorian

stuclv

popular in

it needs careful

e its hidden significance

can be fully appreciated,

A few examples will serve to make
e the

, a species that of late years

has become much commoner than it

used to be in southern: England. It

has been aptly likened to a weather-

beaten Small Tortoiseshellj but is

distinguished by the two white
marks, one on the underside of each

account -for itshind-wing,

popular name. These
commas, and thev are also like care-

ss i ineations of the

Another British butterfly

similar peculiarity is

with
White-

letter Hairstreak, which has a white

W plainlv visible on the underside
• T

o
Yet

hind-wine.
insO I l_ nee '.m j par

with the foregoing is an insect, this

rime a moth, with a silver Y traced

on each fore-wing.

doubtless will be familiar w
rea *

cur for

any
th is

the \\ hite-

letter Hairstreak butterfly, which is

of a raritv, the Silver Ysom
moth, as this insect- is known, is

exceedingly common and represent-

ed in every oegnmer s

Th K.

collection.

on the thorax of the

moth is extra-great Death's I

ordinarily like the conventional skull

and cross-bones device. So striking is

this resemblance that the insect has

from 1 ini- immemoi ia! I >een an
object of awe to the peasantry of

Northern Europe, its appearance
being thought to forebode some dire

calamity such as war, pes or

sud( leath. In parts of Poland,

is especially com-
by such names as

where this m
mon, it is

"Death's-head Phantom" and
Wandering Death-bird.

By contrast, consider the quaint

< i it

puzzle-picture of an old witch, twice

rer.) on -wings of

Mother Shipton moth, a species that

is common almost everywhere in the

British Islands. The old hag's eye can

be seen on looking at the moth side-

ways. A curiously contorted white

line traces the outline of a grotesque

with a low a

The forbidding skull and cross-bones an the thorax
of the Death's Head molh.

afearsomely elongated nose,

chin of the "nutcracker" type. If the

little moth this name really

perpetuates the old dame's likeness,

she must have been more remarkable
for her wits ian for

Some very striking

beauty f

an
occur on the wings of

foreign butterflies and moths.
Among these lire rtlies

thenone is more remarkable
so-called Owl from South America.
In the centre of each hind-wing, on
the underside, is a great eye-like

spot upon a mottled brown ground
colour, so that one has only to hold a

•mj*

specimen of one of these

downwards,
a.

nee to an owl's

insects with
a c unous resefor

face to become apparent. This butter

is shown in the lower illustration

on this Page. the owl -like

appearance is readily seen on holding
the upside down.
Among the Sou tli American

( atagrammas thebutterflies calle

underside of the hind-win
quently rs markings

v

•

resem
In India,

calle

figures "80 **i~\

88.
f t

as Moth is

"Snake" because the
markings on the tip of the fore-wing,

with the outline of the

wing itself, suggests the

an angry seen in

The other Indian (butterflies are

the

first

"Shawl." The
wings marks like

tude, while under
the wings of the other is a beautiful

ern.

itu
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PETROL TANK
WAGON

Finished in buff with bright blue
lettering* Price 2/9

FISH VAN N.E,

fll

5
" a

GOODS DEPOT

A realistic depot in wood for goods traffic, Size:
Length 12 in., width 4 in., height 21 In.

TANK LOCOMOTIVE

_ *

V

T

The new Hornby-Dublo System, <

railway on your dining-

Hornby-Dublo Locomotives
T
ire

reliability never before achieved in tl

starting, stopping,

Hornby-Dublo Electric Trains

either from Alternating Current

No. 1, or from a 12-volt accumulator

designed for these Trains; no others

The current required

run hours the cost

Write to Meccano Ltd., Dept. DF

details of the Hornby-Dublo

DUBLO

Hornby-Dublo Electric Passenger Train Set, L*N.E.R. C
Coach Articulated Unit. Dublo Controller No. 1* st'

former, not included In Set.)
—

Where the mains supply is D,G., or th

ectric Passenger Train Set, L.N.E.R, (W

M

Clockwork Passenger Train Set, L>N.E,R. Contains S

Unit, eight Curved Raid and two Straight Raits.

kjm

A characteristic N.E. van used
for perishable traffic. Finished in

red-brown with white roof and
lettering. Price 1/9

CATTLE TRUCK
-L.M.S. and G.W.R.

*^^^

i

*^;

Hornby-Dublo Electric
versing). Available in L

ante Locomotive
M.S., L.N.E., G.W.

(Automatic Rc<

or S.R. colours
Price 20 '-

RRIDOR COACH L.N.E.R.

HORNBY-DUBLO

Electric Tank Goods Train Set. L.M.S., LNi,R t| G,V\
Van, Goods Brake Van

p
Dublo Controller No. 1, *<

Transformer, not included in Set.)

Where the mains supply is D.C, or there is no suppl

Electric Tank Goods Train Set. (With Dublo Controlle

Clockwork Tank Goods Train Set, L.M.S., L,N,E.R. f C

Brake Van, eight Curved Rails, and two Straight Rails

.»-*

i
-

'&-'

attractive vehicle, fully

tailed and typical of up-to-t
practice of the two companies.

Price 1/9

SIGNAL

R*

Double Arm
"Home" and
"Distant."

Price 1/5

• w
* r

I

. m

I
r- *

' -»m
«•"

m> ,

K

i

An accurately detailed model of a standard L.N.E.R.
ceaWinished Corridor Coach. Price 4/-

MAIN LINE STATION

r

*M

HORNBY-DUBLO TRAINS

IB

i/V
F

MaJ^I

\

nir

I i

:>->

1)4 !*»,.«
L '< * •**l

A particularly fine model In wood of a modern-style station. It is long enough to ac-

commodate a three-coach train, and is supplied with printed gummed slips giving a
choice of four names— ''Berwick*

-

(L.N.E.R,), "Penrith" (LM.S.) t "Truro" (G.W.R.)
and "Ashford" (S.R.). Sire: Length 24 in., width q in,

(
height 3A In. Price 7 6
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on your Table
Notice

Price rations

It has been found necessary

System, Gauge 00,

dining-table!

es the ideal home railway. You can lay out a com pi

to increase all Hornby

r

ives ,ire fitted with motors clockwork electric) of a power

Dublo Railway prices. The
prices in this

tved in this gauge. move of the Electric Locomotives are perfect

ig and speed regulation are all carried out by the movement of one lever,

operate on Direct Current at 12 volts. This current may be obtained

jrrent Mains Supply through a Dublo Transformer and a Dublo Controller

mutator and a Dublo Controller No, 1a. The Dublo Transformers are specially

d others should be used*

by a Hornby-Dublo Electric Railway is very small. A Train can

cost of one unit!

tisemerit include the new
advances* Ask your dealer

to shoiv you the revised price

lists*

Dept, DF, Binns Road, Liverpool 13, for a free copy of the s

Railway System.

folder giving

LO ELECTRIC CLOCKWORK PASSENGER TRAIN SETS

GREAT HORNBY-DUBLO
DEVELOPMENTS/

hook out for the special an-

nouncementin next month 9
s

"M*M." Order your

ELECTRIC
now.

e, LN.E.R* ConUins Streamlined Six-coupted Locomotive "Sir Nigel Gresley' 1 (Automatic Reversing). Tender, Two-
sr No. 1, seven Curved Rails, one Curved Terminal Rail and two Straight Rails. (To be operated from a Dublo Trans-

Price 77/6

ere ii no supply, the above Set is available with Dublo Controller No. la (for use with 12-volt accumulators) as follows:
Ith Dublo Controller No. 1a.) Price 67/6

CLOCKWORK
Streamlined Six-coupted Locomotive "Sir Nigel Gresley" (Reversing), Tender, Two-Coach Articulated

Price 43/6Rails.

ELECTRIC CLOCKWORK TANK GOODS TRAIN
ELECTRIC

N.ER., G.W.R. or S.R. Contains Six-coupled
er No. 1, seven Curved Rails, one Curved

Tank Locomotive (Automatic Reversing), Open Goods Wagon, Goods
Terminal Rail and two Straight Rails* (To be operated from a Dublo

Price 62/6

c is no supply, tho above
»lo Controller No. la,)

Set js available with Dublo Controller No. la (for use with 12-volt accumulators) « follows:

CLOCKWORK
( L.N,E,R*i G.W.R. or S.R. Contains Six-coupled Tank Locomotive
Straight Rails.
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Dubio
ing Essential Features to Layout

Hornby-Dublo Stations, These arc and their use adds greatly to the realism of a Gauge 00 railway.

A HORNBY-DUBLO railway cons
ixig of n. train and a set of rails pro-

Just as it is necessary to provide a

v it] es iir- nf but the
II at which passengers can enter or

ns, so also there must be some
it moredesire to add something to m

interesting still is always present. In par-
ticular there must be a station, and here

Hornby-Dublo owners are fortunate,

they can lise the Hornby-Dublo
fine structure in the modern

leave
place for t ho
gooi 1 i

loading and
The Cioods Depot included

Hornby-Dublo System is ideal

ii e

i ^ is is another line

design for use on ar> Gauge 00
Station, a
s e with handsome station buildings and
a fiat roof. It is made of wood and is 24 in.

long, so that it wil. accommodate a train of

attractive details are

shown on it. including a futuristic

furtl

layout. It is 12 in. long, and has steps at
each end for the convenience of the staff.

Like the passenger stations it is built of

, and it is decorated realistically withw
the usual advertisements that make it

look like the real thing.

ler mi-face; and its appearance is

proved by replicas of familiar

ments that adorn its exterior. When placed

These an- of the latest upper quadrant type,

•Home,"me
single-arm
•'Home"

e a single-arm
Distant."

a

and i

and a combined
Distant" Double-Arm

Signal, so that they can be used for prac-
tically all model railway purposes.

The signal posts are 4|in. high and are
realistically tapered and finished off with a

smart cap at the top. With their bases tin v

are die-cast in one piece. The models are

reatly improved by the presence of the
lamp case and bracket, which are included
in the casting. arms, which are tin

printed in correct colours, are operated by a
rounterweighted lever at the base, and thei

;nTiingement of this ensures that the arms
remain steac in the positions in which

j are set

Signals associated with a Sign
Cabin, and there is a fine example of this in

the 1 lornby- 1 >ublo System. It is of medium
tt/e and can be used to reoresent prac-

II y any type of cabin seen on main and
branch lines. It is supplied with gumm
lips printed with the names

""Truro" and "44

B<- 1 wii k,
,J

Penrith
r

X^JJWord '

' so that

it can be used with the Main Line Station,

whatever real railway is favoured.
i;u!l«-r si.o)-.s are familial mm t uses oi

stations and sidings, and par-

tic 1 1 laxly xealistic models of a type seen all

over the British railway systems are

included in the Hornby-Dublo range. The
models are fixed to the track by means of a
special spring arrangement, winch engages
slots provided at one end of the metal
bases of the Hornby-Dublo full length and
half Straight RaiN. The springs <

from inside, su that there is no tendency
to detach the Buffers from the

stock comes in contactwhen ro

with them
It is a poor mhuat ure railway that has no

tunnel to give "passengers" a thrill as they

p Iun gc round, i needs of en

1 lornby-Du bib

req u ire

layouts
tunnels on
have not been

overlooked, as two useful Tunnels, one
short and the other long, have been

Tunnel can be
curved and straight track,

larger one has been designed
specially for straight track. Both are built

up and finished off in a manner that

most fastidious

position

i t is seen
on any

at once
in a suitable

Dublo layout
exactly ri

The'owner of this station can choose one
of four names for it to make it suit the
particular railway on which his miniature
line is modelled. The < names are "Berwick'
(L.N'.K.R.), "Penrith" (L.M.S.), "Truro"
1 1 ' \ i y 1 J K 1 * ' \ . I . i" * 1 *

* L" I * l . * « 1 »!...<•(G.W.K
are

) and
lv nr

Ashford" (S.R.), and they
y printed on gummed slips ready

to stick in position.

Another station is available in the form
l also is built

of wood in exactly the same style as the
Main Line Station. This station is intended

of the Island Platform, w

: .:

mainly for placing between the tracks, but
as its length is the same as that of the Main

effectivelyLine Station, it can
with the latter to

a larger and even more
imposing station layout*

It has an open shelter

Buffer Stops are
attract Ive items
this station

in

icenc.

cannot fail to please
owner, and those who want longer tun

can place two or
more end to end.

Finally there
must be miniature
railway workers
and passengers to

give life to the
line. 1 1ere again
Hornby-Dublo
owners have no
difficulty, and the
many "fig u res

to use them were
dealt with in the
article "Activitvon
the Line" publish-

ed in last month's
issue of the

A model railway
can
at little expense by
the construction of

suitable scenery to

covered by a
supported by semi-circular ends. Under the
roof are four back -to-back seats, and repli-

cas of well-known national advertisements
to com a very handsome structure.

Miniature railway enthusiasts who rate
*

the signalling of a layout as the most
important work on a layout will find their

needs met in the IIornby-Dublo. Signals.

and distant hills. This can be
painted on a background or by the use of
a material such as green felt representing
fields or rolling plains.

-
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*

#-

E i

•

iciency in

rn Dublo

Train

H1C perfect control that is afforded with
Hornby-Dublo Trains makes possible

working. The loco-some very
motives can be made to behave just like

real ones with enginemen in charge on their

This is because thev are in-

stantly responsive to every movement of

the oiler is su ed w
Dublo Electric Train Sets, The running of

the trains too is perfect. There is a real

thrill in the control of a miniature express
coror a heavy goods train, when

management of the Controller handle all

the movements of the train can be regu-

lated to reproduce exactly the behaviour

A Hornby-Dublo Express travelling at speed on the main line passing through a station. A shunting engine stands in

a siding, awaiting- the si^iuil to begin carrying out its duties.

are already
of those seen on real railways.

Assuming tliat the
alongside the platform of the station ready
for departure, the backing of the engine

on to its train is an attractive operation.

The station of course is the scene <i ani-
•

mated bustle as the Hornby-Dublo railway-

men go about their work. The locomotive
scheduled to take the is that famous
speedster of the Hornby-Dublo range, No.

Sir Nigel Gresley," which is standing
on a siding near by. When all is ready it is

brought slowly on to the mam line, feeling

its way just as real locomotives do in

movement . of the engine having the

acter of the getaway of a real loco-

motive. The start suggests great reserves

of power. Perhaps there is an occasional

of the driving wheels as the engine
shows its eagerness to be off, but once the
train is under way, its speed can be in-

creased at the wish of the operator. The
variations in speed that are effected with

ease at a touch of the Controller

handle are remarkable and the thrill of

perfect train control is realised.

The running of long non-stop
interesting from the operating
view Trains that make one ur two

similar circumstances. At a of the
during their journeys provide even greater

enjoyment, however, because the operator

Passenger and Goods trains controlled independently on fast and slo>*r lines.

ntrolier handle the engine is stopped and
then reveled, in order to hack with slow

nity on to its train, which Is rapidly
tilling up because departure time is drawing
near. In real

procedure oi:

can then exercise his skill in control,

particularly in not overrunning the plat-

coupling op is a
to onlookers,

and there is no reason why it sb mid not be
so on a Monibv-Diiblo railway* The cer-

tainty with which the automatic couplings
ed to Hornby-Dublo stock engage is

always fascinating and a
the railway.

At the appointed time the train moves
off in a remarkably realistic manner, the

m or stopping short of the correct
position, faults that would spoil the whole
effect of liis operations. The splendid speed
regulation that is afforded makes it

possible to retard the train gradually, and
so to brine it to a
the platform.
When the train has made the final

idea tocircuit of its journey it is a
allow it to stand for a little while in the
station so that "passengers" can alight.

The engine and empty coaches can then

be run out of the station, antl into a sidin

and enginesfor em
temporarily off duty.

erations as fascinating can be
carried out with a goods train. Many
enthusiasts consider that the shunting and

of goods trains under the
remote control of a Dublo Con-

troller is even more interesting than
running a passenger express. This will be
understood by all wlio have experienced the
joy of marsh d ling a train of Hornby-Dublo
Wagons. The running of the engine under

e control alone is great fun. but thecoin

collecting of wagons and coupling them up
~- A —«^ |s even m0TQ, exciting. The
wagons need o to be
for the couplings to engage, and the engine

cward and forward along theruns
different sidings, putting its train together
in exactly the same way as real engines do.
The Hornby-Dublo 0-6-2 Tank

motive, a sturdy representative of a type
in use on all the main line systems, is a
splendid engine for heavy goods services

w
In addition to the manv
duties, it is useful in connection
passenger work. Thus it is ideal for bringing
empty coaches from the siding to the
station

;

adding when
required and detaching any that are
surplus, and for carrying out the disposal of
trains at the end of their journeys. It can in

undertake all the duties that tank
engines in ice. For

to run
41

instance, sometimes it is desired
suburban trains, a duty on which
Nigel Gresley" would be rather out of place.
In instances of this kind the Hornbv-Dublo
Tank Locomotive is just the engine to
employ. Tank engines also are widely used

practice for local trains andin ac
expresses,

1

this is a
feature of real railway operation that can
be faithfully reproduced on a model
rn i 1way.
The running of complete trains of Fish or

Meat Vans gives a most realistic effect and
here it is possible to make use of either th<

streamlined "Sir Nigel Gresley" or, in the
case of shorter trips, the Tank Engine. A
good scheme is to run the perishable traffic

to a junction, and there to break the train,

up ready for distribution to local and out-
lying stations. For these shorter journeys
the 0-6-2 Tank Locomotive is ideal. In the
same way it can be used on "trip" workin
whereby traffic from wayside stations is

tr

concentrated at the marshalling yard

i
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bogie and trailing pony truck pro-

the necessary flexibility in the
wheelbase.
The No. 3 engines are of the same

gen
an
to

mam

aceor

of each of the
ray companies,

different true-to-type tend
and a

er is avai l-

for each one. The L.M.S. and
S.k. models are fitted with realistic

smoke-deflectors of patterns
used on the real engines after which
they are named.
Another of No. 3

The "Flying Scotsman" passes an express hauled by a "Hunt.'* Bo!b these engines are capable of continuous hard work *

Horn otives theieir Duties

ss is the Hornby Riviera "Blue"
Locomotive. This is a typical ex-

ample of French locomotive practice,

the
com poimdsrema r JTlC

Ch
•

oosinq

T this time of the year Hornby
usual IyRailway

busy with
improvement,

and

owners
hauls

are in view is often decided that

a new locomotive is necessary. The
choice de on many cons ra

tions, such as the ius of the
layout; but the chief

must be the kind
curves of

deciding

of work the engine will be expected
til x

per
are

1 * i
%
t
¥

1

dinerences be-

tween the kinds of work undertaken
by passenger and goods locomotives,

.er and types; It

should be remembered, however,

that on real railways different types
: not now restrictednes

to particular duties. This is

a great convenience to the owners
of Hornby Trains, because it enables

to use all their engines for a

varietv of duties while following the
co urse ...i f ae tu a I prac tice.

and most powerful
Series, and

largest

the Hor
one that every model railway en

L.M.S. 4-6 Elizabeth"

This is a beautiful scale model built

for power and reliability* It is fitted

with a 20-volt automatic reversing

motor of exceptional power. As this

affords complete remote control the

engine and its train can be operated

and
1 1 ) e r t i no

erne
1 ( >r

•

engine finer loeomome the

fastest and heaviest passenger traffic

on layout can be

of tlu- nrilwavs of France
Hornby Train enthusi use
engine in connection with the cross-

lannel services they organise on
their layouts. On "these English

er making t

e Emrlish Channel to
imagi

f
A surprising point to many is that

Princess Elizabeth" can be run on
ie Hornby 2 It.

curves

valuable
T
The

is a very
mJ

engine is

passengers
way across

France/' board the French
charge
"Blue"
plied with a realistic eight-whee

"er.

After the No, 3 models come

.m
fine Hornby Riviera
This engine is sup-

thoroughlv at home on this type of

track, its

to much betterpower
advantage on layouts arranged with
Hornby Steel
Track, t h e
curves and

popular No. 2 Special 4-4-0

comprises four engines,

a true-to-t\'pe. reproduction of a real

locomotive. The real engines

of

1UShave a
of 3 ft. 2 in.

measured to the
outside rail.

lis track is

eal for the
Hornby "Prin-
cess Elizabeth"
and indeed for

all model railway
urposes. It is

like re

track laid on
steel sleepers,

and the rail
section is of solid

steel,

Two popular Hornby S.R. types
model of "Eton,

en-

the useful "LI" class 4-4-0 and Ihc more recent scale
the latter hauling a passenger express.

sunng
engine *

the smooth riding the are 1 1 1e

The
its train.

3 ives are
m size in ra age

and they are available with either

electric or clockwork mechanisms.
The arrangement of the mechanism

es of these models is

pounds- of the L.M.S., the "Hunts'*
of the L.N.E.R., the former

of the G.W.R., and the

LI" class of the Southern
R ai 1way

.

L.M.S. rounds" a re

that the engines can be run at speed
over the standard Hornby 2 ft.

us curves and points, the leading

f r passenger engines,

and are to be found working ail over

the L.M.S. sys

capa engines
are very

(
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The "Hunts" are engines
some verv heavy and fast services.

of similar

character, and undertake similar

duties on the L.N.E.R. system. The
G.W.R. "Counties" are now obsolete,

but Hornby Train enthusiasts are

keen on the fine Hornby model of

this class. The "Lis" of the S.R.,

although still undertaking arduous
duties, have been superseded on
manv services "Schools"

4-4-0s. T I lis class is one of

the most popular introduced by the

S.R., and the Hornby miniature of

it is named "Eton," and has a
admirers of theappeal

Southern Railway. All these models
have the powerful No. E220 Special

mec ism, which is fitted with the

Hornby automatic reversing gear.

Although the No. 2

and le locomotive "Eton"
types
just

are essentially passenger

engines, tltev can be used quite weU
for the haulage of fast goods trains

representing

freights,

vehicle s

up* of

automatic

are such a feature of

with

em operation

The Hornby tank engines are

for running on layouts one

which traffic of a short-distance

character is worked. These
e the advantage that they take

room than tender engines,

do not require to be turned
uu

at terminal

run

can
forward or

backward. They are in their element
passenger trains,

:ing.

The largest of the Hornby Tank
Locomotives are

Kleetiic Tank ami N'n. 2

Special

Clockwork Tank types, both of which
have the 4-4—2 wheel arrangement.

These models make very effective

engines for short-distance express

YY ami heavj,

versing mechanism, but they can
by nand from

sendees, as well as

of goods traffic.

The smaller engines of the Hornby
Series, both tender and tank types,

cab.

Hor
* %

res are available

also for very simple layouts. These
are the No." and M types,

Power on the L.M.S. in miniature. The famous Hornby 4-6-2 "Princess Elizabeth" at the head of a long-distance

express passing another express hauled by "Standard Compound" No. 1185.

four-wheelers. The largest are of rnung
are the

No. 1 Special,

and the

very imposing

passenger and goods work, both

built.

They are ideal mixed traffic

motives, and their outside cylinders

main line and local, on such systems.

They will rim well on all
-

rails,

radius.

curves

a pipes,

e

All Clockwork
t hem can be br

attractive to model
thusiasts.

en an < I

No.
e ger engines,

track,

the

For the lighter duties of the line
to

there are the El 20 and No.
Locomotives and the corre

tank engines. The El20
Hornby Electric

not fitted with the

Locomotive upwards, can
also be reversed. There is the 1UB9
Curved Brake Rail for MO Loco-
motives, and the AB1 Curved Brake
Rail and BB1 Straight Brake Rail-

are

re-

are designed for use the Ml,
M3 Tank and No. Locomo es.

The reversing gear of these locomo
tives is operated by means of a levei

in the cab of the engine. The
No. 1 Tender and Tank Locomotives

revcr can be revei as well as
braked by means of the AB2 Curved
Brake Kail, while the BBR1 Straight

and Reverse Kail is intended
for braking and r< versing the No
and No. 2 Specials, and the No. 3C
and No. engines. With the ex
ception of the clockwork Ml and
No, "Silver Link" model, all Hornby
Locomotives ed with brake and
reverse mechanism are controlled by

pulliu to

the levers in the cab.

pushing
fullest

The Ml model has levers that move
up and down and the "Silver Link"
model has a brake lever

The Hornby "County of Bedford" gets into her stride with a heavy G.W.R. express. through the cab
only

#
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Th
*

that

Detai that ma Hornby Rai ways istic

HEN a layout has been planned, and
even alter it has been constructed and

it means of a Cro

operations have begun, there are many
little points to which the owner should give

close attention if he is to be really satisfied.

It is very easy to allow departures from real

practice on the ground that the differences

will not be noticed. This is a mistake, for a
miniature system must both look real

and be suitable for realistic working.
r consider the

moil, arrange]

that gives
operating in min
course should b

Fencing,
station

The t

Ml P

is a
and

* H

opportunities for skilful

le goods yard of

enclosed by means of
ml a realistic and self-

lay

of a out can beappearance
improved by the interesting scheme sho
in low ;tration on

For instance, we
position of a station. It is not sufficient to

put down platforms and station buildings

in

this the sidings are raised above the rn

track level. This arrangement may be

ge. In

necess j in ll

most convenient space along the

limside. They must not only fit pro

into the general scheme of the layout,

also must be so placed that they can easily

be reached by passengers. For this reason

iditions, such as the slope of the ground.
reproduced in miniature itand when

certainly gi\ the
It is well worth while to take pains with

pproach to the station buildings from
thev must not be hemmed in with tracks, the roadwav. The ideal arrangement
whether running lines or sidings.

termini this diflicu
i

does not arise, With others, sidings should

stop short of the station buildings so as to

leave easy entrance to the platforms. The

ke a rising station ai

cardboard or thin

, wl
fairly stout
An excellent

plan that can be followed on portable
layouts is to place a Hornby Passenger
Platform at the back of the station building.
with the Paled Fencing provided with the
PL vmrm mi the "mad" side. This can he
readied from actual ground level by means
of the ordinary platform ramps. Many
variations are possible, according to the
space available and the personal ideas of

owner of the layout.

Some evidence should be provided of the
bustle and activity that is characterist ic of

premises."Plenty of "life'* can be
added by the use of the Dinky Toys Minia-
ture Figures and the popular Dinky Toys
road vehicles, which include many suitable

types of private cars and lorries. 1 he com
ponejits of the various of .Kailway
Accessories available in the Hornby Series

add still further to the effects of the railway
" It is not

Realistic Hornby
ray construc-

tion in

"surround.'
difficult to find suitable

positions for such items
as Platform Seat and

Automatic Machines, and also the Milk Cans
and Miniature Luggage, including four
different types of travelling cases, that can

obtained in the Hornby Railway
ssory Sets.

Attention to details makes a great differ-

ence also to the realism of the trains them-
selves. Small items sucli as the correct
placing of the headlamps of course should
be attended to. It is a great thrill to be able
to run a min hauled

ca rnes
code according to the type of train being
operated. The Standard Headlamp Code is

not difficult to memorise, but for those who
cannot keep in mind each lamp position the

Code is dealt with in the H.R.C. Senior
Booklet, wInch can be obtained for 3.Id.

post free from H.R.C.
Another detail that is frequently over-

looked is the provision of train name or des-
tination boards. The I lorn by No. 2 Special
Pullman and No. 2 Corridor Coaches are

provided with brackets for this purpose.

only exception fo this rule fcefeies with

stations having only one entrance. Then
tracks may be taken along the back of the

but a footbridge should be pro-

vided for passengers wishing to cross the
"

" " on the opposite side

s a s 1 1 bwav cou Id

line to the
to the entrance, or i

indicated. It is of no use to provide

miniature figures to liven up an island

platform if it has to be supposed that they

have had to scramble across the line to get

there! A footbridge is best, since the whole

of it can be seen and its purpose grasped.

The Hornby No. 1 or No. la Footbridge is

ideal, and with it in use the familiar notice

of real practice,
"

the Line excel

gen must not Cross

the Bridge," can be

ere need be no loss of realism in

making these arrangements. In fact it is a

good scheme to arrange sidings on one side

of the line

itice, for

easily worked
passing one

as is often done in real

can then be more
operator. Trains

round the main track will

have direct access to the yard, and those

going in the opposite direction will A Hornby Express running pust carriage sidings that are laid down on elevated ground.

i

j
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Join the llomhy Rail-
way Company and
hecome mgifoU for
the compflUwm an-
nrntmcd on this page.

HORNBY

CAN YOU SPOT ALL THE ERRORS IN THIS PICTURE?

Join the HornbyHail-
way Company and
beam 1 1 *?? igibId for
the competitions an-
nounced on this pap'.

t

»

The illustration on tins page shows what appears to be
V?r 1 ft

an ordinary stopping train emerging froni a tunnel. At
first glance it is impressive, but a second look will

Juniors. The prizes will consist of any Meccano products
to the respective values of 15/-, 10/6 and 5/- and several

consolation prizes also will be aw<
A,

many things are

ers are asked to

All that is

is wrong.
wrong, and in this month's
discover the errors that have been
necessary is to make a list of them and to forward
this to the address given in the next column.

and
be

)crs and the other for

ed.

Entries should be addressed "H.R.C. November Errors
Meccano Ltd., Binns Liverpool 13. The

closing date in the Home Section is 30th November, and
that for Overseas entries is

It is

In this contest there will be two sections,

to note

Over
aw;

m
one

of

Senior

ro sets of prizes

1941).

bear
the sender's name, full address and H.R.C. membership
number, together with the section to which he belongs.

The com should also b Tcn.

Suggestion Contest
Many ILR.G- members are now con-

sidering plans for developing their layouts.
**~-~e mav intend re-laviriE the whole of

Train
com

of the topics by

Prizes consisting of any products manu-
factured by Meccano Ltd. to the respective

%J

track, and others are thinking of new
^cenic effects or of improving actual train

operations. We at Headquarters are always
to- help members who write to ask

for advice and suggestions, and articles in

values of 21/-, 15/- .imi 10/6 wilt be
awarded to senders of the most valuable
entries in the Home Overseas

from

these pages are designed to
Train enthusiast to get more fun
hobby. We want readers to help

us in our choice of topics, and this month
therefore we offer prizes for the best
of six suggestions for subjects for articles.

In most cases a competitor will find that
titles for the six articles he suggests will

sufficient, but a few words of ex-
ion may be added where necessary.

The judges will base their decisions on the
value to all owners of Hornby

Sections of this Contest, which of course is

open to both Senior and Junior members
of the H/RX.

Envelopes containing entries should be
ssed

-<
"H.R.C. November Articles Con-

Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpooltest
u

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

August "Word Building Contest" (Junior Section).
First: 1. I>. BAXTER (49519), St. Gilas, Lincoln. Second:
T. Murphy (65559), Newcastle, Staffs. Third: P. J.
Shephf.ri> (65550), Luriluw, Shropshire Consolation
Prizes: L. Jones (59449), Wallasey, Cheshire; P, G.
Blaykev (64709). Sherwood, Nottingham; D. Jonrs
(B5H;tl), Iv liesmore, Shropshire.
August "Photo Contest No. 5."—First: J. A, Evans

(56703), Clown, Derbyshire. Second: M. Worsfoli>
2), Ashtead, Surrey. Third: A. F. Cook (218),

Doncaster. Consolation Prizes: J. Turley (18853),
Tunbridge WHls, Kent; P. W. Bryant (61850), Bath.
Somerset; E, Old itam (43390), Hyde, Cheshire;
L. K. M. Masters (55301), Bletchley. Bucks.

13, and Home entries should be
to reach Headquarters on or before
November. The Overseas closing

OVERSEAS
May "Mystery Photo Contest"^First:

, New Zealand, Second: H

is 29th February

Competitors should make sure that their

name, full. address
membership number is

on the back of their entries.

H.R.C
written

E. A.
Hamilton (42512), New Zealand. Second: H. Yorke
Maasch (23994), South Africa. Third: W. C. Cole*
(63881). South Australia.

May "Photo Contest No. 2."—First G. C. Taylor
(59265), Australia. Second: B. Schmidt (53854), New
Zealand. Third: E. A. Bunt (24651), South Africa.
Consolation Prizes: K. E. I khg (52901), New Zealand;
K. R. Cassfxls (39510), New Zealand; B. Thorntojt

7), Africa; P. F. Smith (54173). South Australia.
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Milngavie,—Meetings continue as
*

there been good attendances.
Regular Track Meetings have been held,

and interesting in running has been
carried out on the Branch layout. Certain

J * t J J i ^ 1 *

meeting
1 are ed to the construction

of accessories, while at others Games are
played. Secretary: W. Norris, 11, South
Mains Road, Milngavie,
Monkstown,—The first meeting of this

recently-incorporated Branch was devoted
to suggestions

i
• m members as to club

activities. Track Meetings have been held,

has been ex-and timetable
perimented with satisfactorily. Secretary:
R, D. Pierce; 20, Monkstown Road,

Co. Dublin.
Blackpool (North Shore).—A good

start has been made by this new Branch,
and meetings have been occupied
constructional work on the layout. There
are 1

4

in service, to

with over 50 items of rolling

station and an
ami

engine shed
extensions are

made to
Secretary:
Avenue, Black

Saltash

existing mam

* A new
are being
being
;ion.

added to the layout, and the track has been
increased by several lengths of rails. At a
Debate on "Steam v. Electricityfor Trains,"
the former method was supported by the

Indoor games have included a
Tennis Tournament, Chess, and a

; the Bury St. Edmunds

ma]o
Table
Darts match a
Branch. Outdoor activities have included
Cricket and a Ramble. M. t>.

Forster, 2, Crown Street, Bury St. Edmunds.
Plymouth.—A full programme lias been

followed during the Summer
Enjoyable outdoor meetings have included
visits to Millbav Docks and Devonport
Gasworks, a ramble to Yelverton
and a motor coach tour. Following the
Annual General Meeting the programme for
the present session was arranged, and this

is now in full swing. At a well-attended
Concert and Exhibition a large Hornby
layout was operated and many models were
on The entertainment was provided

members. Secretary: A. E. Miller, 21,

Hamilton Gardens, Mutley, Plymouth.

Irvine, 8

Engineering
ub The Track Building

have been very Push-button
switches have been installed to enable

platforms at "Millbav" Stationtwo
to be cut out, thus facilitating shunt-

Experiments withmg
remotely-controlled points were sue-

J-

cessful, and the lavout is being com-
"otcly equipped in this manner.

Progress has been made with track
building, and additional stretches of

line are now in service. Section isa-

tion has been applied to additional

parts of the track. Accessories are
er cons with

scenic effects. Regular Track Meetin
have been held, and timetable work-
ing has been carried out. Secretary:

mer ParkBraund, 9, »
B. R.
Saltastu

\V axerloo (

D

ubli n) .—Special ser-

vices to meet the requirements of

the summer
successful.

traffic during
sessions were com|
In addition to ordmarv steam trains,

railcar services also were worked. On
one evening tli mams icity

supply was cut off during the meeting,
and an emergency service had eventu-
dly to be run when this was resumed.
Secretary: S. B. Carse, 38, Oakley
Road, Ranelagh, Dublin.
The Abbey (Bury St. Edmunds).

imme has beenA
owed.

Whitecraigs.—The Branch track has
been relaid on a base of cork, and improve-
ments have been made to the sidings. New

and accessories have been introduced.
Timetable running has been carried out at
track meetings. A Canteen is to be started.
Secretary: A. T. Henderson,
Trecmain Road, "Whitecraigs, ow.

NEW ZEALAND
Wellington West.—The usual Track

Meetings have been continued, and time-
table working has been enthusiastically
carried out by members. New members
have been enrolled, and one gave an in-

Motors." Two welcometeresting Talk on
i *

visitors
it

at a recent jMo ii

were a
Supper

Meccano dealer and a
gen tleman who is a keen Hornby enthusiast.
Games Evenings have been held. An auction
of obsolete railway equipment has been
organised. A
NTew Zeal, nid

be paid to the
Workshops near

Wellington. Secretary: K. R, Cassells,

Sugarloaf Road, Brooklyn,Wellington,

Branches

The following new Branches of the
Hornby Railway Company are at pres-
ent in process of formation, and anv

-. who are int-nsteil »lumld com-
municate with the promoters, whose
names nd addresses are given ow.
Bradford—G. Goodyear, 75, 1

Road, Lidget Green.

Street
Lewis, 7, Spilman

East Baem r—

^

Albermarle Road.
Eastbourne—

pson , 1 9,

aL Cottingham,
WiMillion College.

tkr—B.

r*

* 25, cdala

Road. South Wigston.
Liversedge—L.

Grove
Llandudno—W. Sweetenham, The

Balmoral, Trinity Square.
Londonderry—D. B. Hill, Enagh,
Londonderry, N. Ireland.

m

nTortii Berwick-
Dundee

Old

I. Crichton, 3,

COLWYN—N. I- Davidson
9*
Lleweni," Dvstaen Road.

B.Reddish —
Road, Reddish.

79, on

Branches Recently

Incorporated

Track ings

and the running ofhave been
well-known trains

duced. New rolling stock has

Mr. W. H. Stuart, Chairman of the Everglades (Cosham) H.R.C. Branch
No, 346, with P. Stuart, secretary. This Branch was Incorporated in April
1938. Members operate a large model railway, and a special feature of track
working is the reproduction of named trains. An outdoor layout also is in
use during the Summer Session, Visits by members to places of interest have
included one to the Model Railway Exhibition and inspection of a signal box.

javik—&lr.

Hi»ssay,

381

Norris,

South Mains
Road, Milngavic, nr. Glasgow.

Gkassington—Mrs. J. Scales,

I, The Avenue, Grassington,
Yorks.
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A fine model of a mobile gun unit constructed by C. D, Brown, Bradford, who was awarded a prize in a recent "M.M.
k j* « - ' fc. m a " _"m - ' — ai

* P

Model- Building Competition

Autumn
Constructing a Meccano model for

entry in one of the "MM," Model-
Building Competitions is a

means of whiling away
dark evenings that we now have to

face, for in addition to the pleasure

there

the

obtained from the hobby
is ays the

finished model will earn its builder

a valuable prize. Readers who have
not yet taken part in these monthly

will find the
present an ideal time to make a start.

The competition now open for

le "Autumn'* Contest,entries is

full etails as to les

and submittedshould be pre
were announced in the September
and October issues of the "MM."
As the Contest does not close until

30th November, however, there is

still time for readers who have not
yet done so to prepare their entries.

has to do is toa com
a model entirely

from his own ideas. This may be of

any type, and the only condition is

that it must be his own unaided
work.
Any size of Outfit mav be used in

building models, but neat and care-

ful workmanship and constructional

details that a good knowledge
best uses for Meccanoof

will

judges

These
easier

than in a more complicated structure,

SO

the , attention

more than mere size.

are often much
in a simple

readers who possess only
small Outfits will have every chance

original

try to find

of winning good prizes.

Competitors
something really

subjects. Originality in an entry will

a competitor's

are thousands of

weigh
favour, and
interesting objects that have never

Buildiinq

yet n reproduced in Meccano.
A good raph or a

of the model, preferably the former,

should be forwarded, together with
a brief description, in an envelope

ress
1

1

Autumn General Model-
Lid.\i ilding

Binns Road, Liverpool 13. The age,

name and address of the competitor
should be written on the back of the

photograph or drawing. Entries

both Home and Overseas
will be grouped into one section, hut
a competitor's age \vi 1 1 be taken into

when ssmg the

merits of his work. The prizes to be
awarded for the best and most
interesting models received are:

value
1st, Cheque for £5/5/-. 2nd, Meccano

£3/3/
3rd, products value £2/2/
prizes of products value 10/6 an
ten

cates

value 5/-. Certify

also will be awarded.
The closing date for entries from

both Home and Overseas readers is

30th November, but entries should

be posted as soon as they are ready
and not kept
date approaches.

until the closing

A Novel Story* >

1 1 ere is a fascinating and am
in which every reader' of the

M.M," can take part. It is not necessary

to possess a Meccano Ontfit to be eligible

lor the Contest, and there is no model-
ing to do. A range of fine prizes is

offered, and readers of any age are invited

to send in entries.

Competitors are asked simply to write

on a postcard a humorous story

inco the names of as many
Meccano parts as possible, or terms used in

Meccano model-building.connection
The following "eye-witness" account a

between Aston Bungalo
and Bolt-Ham Squanderers indicates the

lines on which intending competitors should

work. "The Bungalo team were very rough
things got very exciting

Bolt-Ham Fans went Nutty
and
indeed,

when Sprocket, their centre forward was
Rack Segment the opposing
tore a Circular Stri|> from the

'Washer do that for,'

game Bungalo!' and 'Cone

Pulley's Nose/ they yelled in anger. There
was an awful row, 'Man-u-al have to go off,'

shouted the referee to the oifending player

in a voice with a Rubber Ring. 'Hook it!
1

There are many Meccano parts with
names that can easily be incorporated with
amusing stories of this kind, and it is great

fun to try one's skill in weaving a yarn
around them. Each story submitted must
be between 50 and 200 words in length,

and it should be the competitor's aim to
• as humorous as possible,

more amusing a story is, the

greater will be its chance of winning a prize.

Competitors may send in as

different stories as they wish, provided that

each story is within the required limits of

length. No competitor will be awarded
more than one prize, however, and if two
or more stories are submitted they will be

judged on their joint merits.

The prizes to be awarded for the most
and humorous entries are:

Meccano or Hornby products value
interesting

Second ucts value £\fl/~:
Third, products value 10/6.

Entries should be addressed "Meccano
Short Story Contest," Meccano Ltd., Binns
Road, Liverpool 13, and must reach
Liverpool before 30th November.

In order to simplify the work of filing

and judging entries competitors are asked
to use postcards only and to write as

ne

This model of a French locomotive was one of the successful entries for a "M.M." competition. It was built by
P, Gaillard, Nauteuil-le-Haudouin

f
France,
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Fig. 1. A simple two-pole electric motor built from Meccano parts and a permanent magnet

uiiid Own Electric

nq Mo rom Meccano Parts

/CONSTRUCTING from Meccano parts
motors that

that there is no short circuit bet
work is a

fascinating branch of model-building. It is

not difficult, and in this article we describe
four simple working electric motors of

that any reader can build
quite easily. All that he requires are a few
Meccano parts, a few yards of Nos. 23 and
26 Single Cotton Covered Wire, a small
piece of sheet tin or brass, and one of the
special permanent magnets referred to in
an announcement on page ix of this issue-

All four motors are designed to run on
direct current. This may be supplied from
a 6-volt accumulator, or from alternating

the wire and the Washers or Flat Brackets
The inner end of one cc

end of the other should
together. The remaining ends of
coils are later to be attached to the com

il and the outer
then be twisted

the two

mutator
presen*

d sh be left for the

construction of comm
ofequally simple

Coupling 3 around which a strip of paper
ped and glued in place. Next, a piece

s

of t)

into ha I

measuring f* x V is cut
•

width, and

current mains through a Meccano Trans-
foriner-Rectiiier. It should be noted par-
ticularly that the motors will not operate
from a M <vcano T6, T6M or T6A Trans-
former, as the output of these is alternating
current.

The simplest motor of those illustrated is

that shown in Fig. 1. This is of the two-pole
type and is quite easy to build. It is best to
commence by building up the armature,
which rotates between the

bent to semi-circular shape so that it fits

closely of the Coupling
The two pieces are fixed in position on the

wire or
at 4,

touch

Coupling by wrapping pieces
cotton round their ends as

d wli in tllev must
each other, but must be separated by gaps
about -fa" wide
The com tator is

pressed on the Rod forming the rm
spuuih', and ends 1 d 2 of the pole

magnet. This consists entirely of Meccano
and is illustrated at A in Pig. 2. First

two Collars are pressed on a'4" Rod. Four
Bolts are then fitted with two Flat

Brackets spaced apart by five Washers, the
Bolts being screwed "tight 1 v into the
Collars, so as to fix them to the Rod. The
Washers and Flat Brackets form the poles.

of thin paper is then wrapped
_ 1_ _ 1 1 * 9 *

windings are either soldered, or bound with
cotton, one to segment of the com
mu If cotton is used a thin layer of
glue will prevent it from becoming loose
frayed. It will also be beneficial to tile i

of

that
the brushes

prov
commutator
ide smooth

Kin so

for

A
The bearing sha ft

around each
The winding:

gummed in place
of two lengths of

provided by the upper holes of two Thread-
ed Couplings 7 and 8, each of which is held
in

No. 26 S.W.G. S.C.C. Copper Wire each 7 ft.

, One length of wire is wound on each
,
but it should be noted that the

winding on one pole is laid on in a clockwise
direction while that on the other is wound
in an anti-clockwise direction. The wire
must be wound on evenly, and when wind-
ing is finished the coil should be tested to

Mil the d
--

2i "
Plate

forming the base by a
lings are

Coliars

Flang
§" Bolt. The Coup-

from the base plate by
Washers. The *P per

manent magnet is now faxed in place, and
spaced from the base pi a s

aboard or thin wood. For clamping
position two Reversed Angle Brackets

and one of .1 t 9.

To complete the motor it is only nec-
essary to fit the brushes. These consist of
Commutator Contact Brushes (Elektron
Part No. 1559) and they are fixed to the
base, but insulated from it, by 6 B.A.
Bolts, Insulating Bushes and Washers.
Each Bolt is fitted with a Terminal.
The motor is now readv and to set it in

operation the brush terminals are con-
nected to the terminals of a 6-volt accumu-

r or a Meccano Transformer- Rectifier.
As the motor is not self-starting it will be
necessary to spin the armature to set it in
motion, and the tension of the brushes is

then carefully adjusted until the armature
ves at its highest speed.

The next motor to be described is that
shown in Fig, 3 and is a little mure elaborate
and powerful than the one already de-

fitted with a three-polescribed. It is

armature and is self-starting. In this case
also it is best to commence by building the
armature. This is shown at B (Fig. 2) and
consists of 24 Flat Brackets, through the
slotted boles of which is pushed a Rod.
The Flat Brackets are then
form three separate groups spaced at 120
deg. to each other a.- shown. At their free
ends they are spaced apart
and Pivot Bolts are then

Washers,
thru ugh

the outer holes of the Flat Brackets and of
the sparing washers, and hell in place

It is important that the Flat Brackets
are pushed inwards towards shaft as
far as possible so as to provide sufficient
clearance for the armature to rotate in the
magnet. After each pole has been suitably

in the manner
two-pole motor, the

insulated

described
win can be commenced. Each pole is

Fig. 2. The armatures used in the small electric motors
described in Ihe accompanying article.

wound with 7 ft. of No. 26 S.W.G. Copper
Wire and all are wound in a clockwise
direction, a little gum being applied to the
finished windings to keep them in place. In
connecting the coils, the bared outer end
of the first is joined to the bared inner of the
second and the outer end of this is con-
nected to the inner end of the third. The
remaining ends of the third and first coils

are also connected together. In each case
the bared ends of the wires must be twisted
togetiier as indicated at t. The three leads
thus provided are attached to the segments

i

j

u
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cu g the in can be carried

out on each Disc separately,

or all the Discs can be clamped
on a Screwed Rod and cut

The latter is the

quicker and more accurate
method. Saw Cuts should first

be made on each side of the

together.

holes in the i >iscs and the

metal between them then
removed. The blots thus made

then be finished by
filing. Next insulation paper
is applied, and this operation
must be carried out verv

-

carefully. Discs of paper are

glued uver the ends of the

armature and then narrow
strips of pa. are glued to

Fig, 3. A neat and compact three-pole motor

of the commutator at a
construction.

stage of

The commutator is built up in the same
way as the one described for the two-pole
motor except that it has three segments of

tin or brass instead of two. When completed
it must he fixed on the Rod so that

each of the segments lies between two
poles of the armature, the three coil

attached to t heirleads are
respective segments. A. bolt 3 screwed
into a Collar is used to fix the arma-
ture to the shaft.

A 3l"x2r Flanged Plate forms a
base for the motor, and the magnet is

fixed to it by Reversed Angle Brackets

2, which are bolted to the base and
connected by a Ij* Strip. The
Bolts connecting the latter to the

also through the basei

plate. The brushes are fixed

Terminals 4 and 5 to a V x\" Angle
Bracket and are bent to a horizontal

The Road Wheel 6 forms
a flywheel.

The motor shown in Fig. 5 is more
powerful than either of those already

described and has a four-pole arma-
ture of the type shown at C in Fig. 2.

This consists

moved from
re-

which are screwed

"spiders,
'

Bearings, into
" Bolts. Each Bolt

carries six washers and is passed through
one end of a Flat Bracket. Winding is done
with 26 S.W.G. Copper Wire. S ft. being
wound on each pole. The Cord 1

the wire in place. The winding of each pole

is done in a clockwise direction, as in the

case of the three-pole motor, and when
winding is complete the inner ends of the

four coils are bared and twisted together

at 2 while their outer ends are led to the
segments of the commutator.
The commutator lias four segments so

arranged that each is opposite one of the
poles of the armature. The outer end 4 of

coil 3 is fixed to segment 5; the outer end of

the next coil is fixed to the segment opposite

to it, and so on until all the connections
have been made.
The bearings and magnet of this motor

are set up in exactly the same way as those

of the first motor. The Cone Pulley (part

No. 123) fitted on the armature shaft acts

both as a Hywheel and a driving pulley.

To build the motor shown in Fig. 4 it is

necessary for the constructor to possess a

hacksaw and a flat file, preferably a coarse
one. This motor has what is known as an
eight-pole drum armature, but as it is

wound in only four sections it is quite easy
to assemble. It is built up from 9 o u*
Discs, are cut to the shape of the
Disc shown at D in Fig. 2. The slots are J in.

wide and ^ in. deep, and the operation of

the sides and bottoms of the

slots. No metal edges should
show when the
Winding

is com pi ted.

can now be commenced and
reference to Fig. 4 will show how the coils

are wound. It will be seen that the windings
of each coil lie in two slots opposite each
other. Each Coil consists of 12 feet of No.

Fig. 4. A powerful motor with a cogged drum armature.

23 S.W.G. Single Cotton Covered Copper
Id be wound in the
isible. As each coil is

Wire, and this sho
possible,

completed it may be found that it projects

it must beout of ghtly and
into with a smooth

piece of wood such as a hammer shaft

ve rvrcatment is necessary owing to

small amount of clearance between the

armature and the magnet.
A four-regment commutator is now built

up and fixed to the armature shaft in such a
position that the spaces between
ments coincide with the poles

each coil. The connections to the com-
mutator are made as follows. The inner end
of coil 1, the numbers referring to Fig. 4, is

fixed to segment 2 and its outer end is

tixed to segment 3, similarly the inner end
of coil 4 is fixed to segment 3 and its outer

next coil issegment 5 wfhileend to

wired to the next two segments and so on
until the four coils are connected up.

The next step is to build the frame that

carries the bearings for the armature shaft

and the magnet. This is shown in Fig. 4 and
consists of a rectangular frame made from
5.]" and 3.1" Angle Girders. Two of the four

Angle Girders are bolted 4 holes apart3{
tf

and carry 2£"xir Plates. The
armature shaft must be journdled in these

before billing them down, and if desired— ^_t rr

the bearings can be reinforced by 1 V Strips.

• magnet is now slid into position and the

Screwed Rods 6, complete with Flat

Trunnions and nuts, are fitted in

position. The Screwed Rods are lock-

nutted to the 2A" x 1 V Flanged Plates

and the magnet is then adjusted until

the armature spins freely. The nuts are

then tightened securely. Collars pre-

vent end play in the armature shaft,

and a Cone Pulley forms a combined
1 1 vwheel and driving pulley.

following suggestions ^

The brushes are arranged in a hori-

zontal position and are mounted on
V and J* Reversed Angle Brackets.

Each brush is fitted with a Terminal.
be

found helpful in adjusting the motors
to obtain the best possible running.

First, the bearings of the motor should

be examined to ensure that they are in

line and the armature turns

freely. The commutator
should be carefully smoothed, es-

pecially at the edges and this can be
done with a small piece of line emery
cloth, A good plan is to roll the seg-

ment around a Coupling before fitting

segments

them in place
Another important point to watch is the

position of the brushes in relation to the

armature poles. Before bolting the brushes

to the base must be adjusted so

that the maximum speed is obtained.

Fig. 5. A[robust four-pole motor suitable for driving small models.
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By
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Spanner
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(452) A Unique Drive
(Cian Singh, Innitsar, India)

base of the model in the position shown,
and are inclined at a

An ingenious for conne
shafts that are placed Gut of line is shown in

Fig. 452. This is suitable for use in almost
every case where lack of space prevents
Universal Couplings or Flexible Coupling
Units from being employed.
The driving shaft 1 is approximately £ in.

out of line with the Rod 2, and each Rod
carries at its end a Face Plate. Four Flat
Brackets are pivotally attached to the
Plates by means of §

n Bolts, each of which
carries two nuts for holding the Brackets in

place. Washers are used for spacing pur-
poses, and when in position the Bolts
should be sufficiently loose to allow the
Flat Brackets to move freely.

As the Rod 1 rotates, the movement of

angle to the
horizontal. The end of the winding of one
Bobbin is connected to the commencement
of the winding of the other, and the two
remaining free ends are secured to terminals,
one of which is insulated from the frame by
Insulating Bushes and Washers.
The fountain pen is clamped rigidly

between two Bush Wheels on a Rod
journalled jn two vertical Strips, The Rod

secured aing in which iscarries a
short Rod 2 that forms the armature for the
electro-magnets. The latter projects over,
and a short distance above, the pole faces of
the electro-magnets, A short piece of Spring
Cord, attached to the Coupling and to the

me, serves to maintain the pen normally
raised clear of the tape, but on passing
current through the electro-magnets it is

brought into contact with the moving tape

Fig. 454

The ribbon of paper is wound off the (454) Bristol "Mercury" Aeroplane
drum 3 by being pulled through a pair of • En„ine (A . spring, Cainscross)
rollers at the other end of the device. The fe

In reply to the large number of enquiries
I have received I illustrate in Fig. 454 a
dummy model of an aeroplane engine that
can be fitted in Meccano aeroplanes. In the
illustration the engine is shown mounted on

top roller 5 consists of a pair of I*

fast Pulleys shod with V Rubber
Tyres and secured to a Rod that is

driven by the Electric Motor,
second roller consists of a tf
Pinion, and it is immediately below
the first, so it makes light

Fig. 452

the one Face Plate is imparted to the o
bv means of the Flat Brackets.

contact with the tyres.

The tape passes over a smooth
piece of cardboard, at the point
where the nib of the pen makes
contact with it, and it also runs
under -two Rods that form guides.

One of the Rods is journalled in
:om holes of the vertical

Strips carrying the pen Rod, and
the other is mounted in Flat Brackets that
are attached to the Motor end of the base.

a demonstration stand just as the
engine would be if it were on exhibition, and
it is complete with a variable pitch pro-
peller hub. The engine was designed by A.
Spring, Cainscross, and was awarded a
prize in a recent competition.
The crank-case of the model is made

two \\" Contrate Wheels, between
which are clamped nine Worms,
radially in the manner shown. The Worms
are fitted with bolts and lengths of Spring
Cord to represent the rocker arm casin

should be taken to see wh^n

A Meccano Morse Code

the Rock2 is attracted by the magnets,
tho pen rests

The
reduction gear housing is a Chimney

casings

o '1

1

le ink must
on the

Recorder
freely

tape.
\

from the

Adaptor, and three Large

H'jspsr, Wallasey)

The novel apparatus shown in Fig. 453
will help readers interested in telegraphv to
improve their knowledge of the Morse Code

en when the recorder is in operation.
It will be found a great

to incorporate

Fork Pieces
form the variable pitch propeller hub. The
complete engine can be mounted in a model

anee

aeroplane by

and give them 2\ >< k I prac t in
out correctly spaced signals.

J lie a

circuit,

consists essentially of a
pen actuated by an electro-magnet in such
a manner that it may be made to yvv*-,

lightly on a travel ling' strip of paper when
the magnet is energised. As the ribbon is in

continual motion the pen makes long or
short marks on the paper, according to the
time that the key controlling the energising
current of the magnet is held down. The aid

may
which

transmitted, for this

is liable to

Screwed Rods
passed through

Contrate
Wheels.

message

of a d may be sought to read the
messages as they come through on tape,
and it is advisable that the partners be in
separate rooms so that the temptation to
communicate verbally is removed.
Two Meccano Bobbins wound to capacity

with 26 D.C.C. copper wire, are mounted on
2" Screwed Rods, which are secured to two
li* Strips placed face to face. The Strips are
attached byafx ¥ Angle Bracket to the

Fig. 453

considerable variation when beginners get
busy! The instrument is also useful for re-

cording Morse signals heard on the wireless.

Plates

Formed Slotted

5rxH" Flexible

or with
Before

cowling, the engine should first be mounted
on a back-plate formed by a Face Plate
or Pulley.

-.
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*

(455) Pre-selector Self-changing a Compression Spring.
Brackets 7 serve to carry

Epicyclic Gear-Box (R- Cooper, Ringmer) the clutch operating gear. This consists of a
Coupling fitted with a }* Bolt, The latter

Pre-selector gear-boxes are very attrac- engages with the neck of the Socket
tive to keen Meccano enthusiasts. Perhaps
the best known of these is the Wilson self-

Connector. A short length of Spring Cord
in contact with theirthe

cams. The four 3* are

change gear-box installed in Armstrong
Siddeley cars,

this, which will

a version of
strongly to ad

Coupling, and the Coupling is mounted in

the Bracket 7 by passing i* Rods into its

longitudinal bore. A second coupling 8, Fig.

455a, fixed to one of the I* Rods carries a
" Rod 9 fitted at the end with a Collar.

fitted with cord band brakes, which are

anchored to Rod 14 and to the ends of the
Bell Cranks. These are brought into

by the movement
14

of the
Cranks, the brakes being

•

off* when the
Bell Cranks are in contact with Rod 11.

The last Bell Crank controlling 4th gear
is fitted with a roller 15 consisting of four
|* Discs free to turn on a lock nutted Bolt.

This roller depresses Rod 9, which in turn
slides the clutch into engagement. Rod 16

is fitted with live each of which
carries a l*x A" Angle Bracket secured to

the Collars by a bolt and nut. The ends <>f

the Angle Brackets are bent up in the

manner shown. A Collar fitted with a bolt

is fixed at each end of the Rod, the bolt

passing through the loop of a Spring. The
ends of the Springs are anchored to Rod 1 1

.

Rod lei is journalled at one end in a Double
Arm Crank and at other end is a £*

This meshes with the 1
1 " Contrate

on the shaft carrying the foot pedal.

The selector mechanism consists of a Rod
18 fitted with five cams, each of which is a
Collar with a ilat filed on it as "shown. These
are passed on to the Rod, Which is fitted

with a -V Contrate at one end. The Contrate
•

Fig. 455

model-builders, is shown in

meshes with a }* Pinion on Rod 19, which
passes through the centre of the cardboard
disc bolted to a 1 %" Disc and Trunnion.
Rod is fitted with a Pawl and a knob 20.

The < I isc is marked around its circumference
at 60° intervals, the marks being allotted

the symbols R (reverse), N (neutral), 1st,

2nd, 3rd and 4th respectively. The pointer

is set at reverse and the reverse gear cam is

fixed with its flat face in contact with its

Rod and Strip Connector. The pointer is

then moved from R to 1st, the correspond-
ing cam being
are the others in their turn.

as

s

455a. The model provides four
forward speeds and reverse, and these are
obtained by means of a series of epicyclic

trains consisting of a Gear Rin
attached to a 3* Pulley by four Reversed
Angle Brackets. The reverse gear Pulley R

The next step is to assemble the oner-
g mechanism. First the 8

Normally cams hold the

11 are
Rods 10 and

and Rod 10 (Fig. 455a)

and
Angle

gear a

455) is fitted with two planetary
Pinions .1, which revolve freely on lock-
nutted -!* Bolts. The Pinions mesh with the

carries five simple Bell Cranks each free to
swivel between two Collars. To each Bell

nk is pivoted an End Bearing 12 fitted

with a \\
ff Rod and a Rod and Strip

Strip Connectors clear of the 1*X \"

Brackets, but on selecting a gear, the
appropriate arm is allowed to move forward.

a
contracts

ressingOn
Bracket raises thi

the band brake.

and releasing the
arm

lst-speed Gear Ring as shown. The 1st-

Pulley carries two 1* 2 also

rotating on §" Bolts, and these in turn mesh
with the 2nd-speed Gear Ring. Finally the
2nd-speed Pulley is fitted with J" Pinions 3.

Inside the reverse speed Gear Ring is a
casing 4 made from two Face Plates con-

Between them areby
carried five h ' Pinions meshing with each
other, four el the Pinions being mounted on
1* Rods and spaced from one Face Plate by

The fifth Pinion, which is the
central one, is fixed on the 8* Rod 5, which
passes through the boss of the 3" Pulley

one of the Face Plates,

halfway into the bore of the Pinion, Rod 6
is fixed in the boss of the remaining Face
Plate and projects into the unoccupied
half of the Pinion boss.

A 57-teeth Gear is next fixed on Rod 5

but spaced from Pulley R by three washers.
It is followed by the lst-speed Pulley, which
is free on the Rod. Next a V Pinion is fixed

in place and the 2nd-speed Pulley added,
then a 57-teeth Gear and
Pulley, washers being (1

3rd-speed

for spacing
purposes. Finally the boss of a 2" Pulley
fitted with a Rubber Tyre is grip in a
Socket Coupling and the complete unit is

passed on to the Rod. This forms a clutch
that provides fourth gear. It is held out of

i

Fig, 455a

.
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Fig, 1. The Mechanism of the model paddle steamer
described in this article.

simple described in

these articles are always realistic

and attractive in construction, and
most of them made
fascinating b\ ot:

motors to give them life and move-
ment. This month's models are ex-

cellent examples of this. Two of them
are specie

*

T

o. 2

for owners of

Outfit, while the others are
more ambitious efforts,

quire however
are in

respec

in

re-

thai

models driven

the

3 and 4 Outfits

All four are working
ano Motors

For three of them the Magic Motor is

used with excellent effect, while the
fourth

Electric

with the Enclosed
which mav be of

either the 6v. or 20v. type.
The simplest of the four models is

the horse and drav shown in pier 2.

This can be assembled from the con
tents of an Outfit No. 2 with the
addition of a few extra parts. The
dray is first constructed
on a 5V x 2

* 1 1

is based

flanges of which, two 5

anged Plate, to the
// Xli //

2£"xl|* Flexible Plates are
bolted, the bolts in the longer flanges
holding also two 5V Strips. The Flat
Trunnions that form bearings for the
rear axle are bolted direct to the
flanges, while Trunnions are attached
to the front by Angle Brackets.
Two2**xr ;le Strips

are then fixed to the bottom of the
ay and a ty" x 2|" Flexible Plate is

bolted between them. The ends of

the Double Angle Strips are joined
91"

~
by a w is in

ace by §" Bolts and lock-nuts as

structure form:̂ the
»

on the ends of d-.V

s

shown.
driver's seat. The wheels are 1

Pulleys

Rods, which pass through the en
of the Trunnions and Flat Trunnions.
The Magic Motor can now be fixed

to the underside o

the pulley is

arranged to drive the \" fast Pulley
on the rear axle through a short
Driving Band. At the front of the
dray is the shaft to which the horses
are harnessed. This consists of two

New eccano
*

Four Fine Motor-driven Subjects

5§* Strips, which are attached to the

Plate by a Double Bracket.

The two horses are constructed in

the same manner and the description

of one will suffice. The body is a

placed vertically. Bolt 4 and a
in a similar position on t

I J-Section Curved Plate, to

corners of which arc bolted four 2V
hold the 2-1"

opposite side of the model secure a
1 M.

Double Angle Strip and a 5}/ Strip

bent to form a semi-circle. The other
2V Strips form a support for a circle

of four Formed Slottedcom
Strips. The
Curved

s '

3S forming the neel

carry also Angle Brackets that join

the sides of the Flat Brackets
orm the and ears. A 2

//

through the 2}"

Curved Plates forming
couples

Strips and
horses

Strips, and two Semi-Circular Plates

3.

Rod 5 is 4" long and forms the
hoisting drum, It is journalled as

shown and car-

nes at its inner

end a 1" Pullcv.

e i 1

1

to

the shaft.

To al-

low the
horses to

travel
smoothly over

the ground
further 2"

1 s p u shed
through
their hind legs and

Rod

Fig. 2. A simple model of a dray
operated by a Magic Motor.

horses

is held in place by Spring Clips. The
* loose

This driven direct from

is given by
Rod carries at its centre a
Pulley. A finishing tou
the addition of the reins.

Parts required to build the horse and drav: 2 of
No. 2; 9 of No. 5; 4 of No. 10; 2 of No. 1 1; 8 of No, 12;

2 ot No. 16; 2 of No. 17; 4 of No. 22; 6 of No. 35; 37 of
No. 37a; 29 of No, 37 h; 1 of No. 40; 2 of No. 48a; 1 of
No. 52; 4 of No. 90a; 4 of No. 111c; 2 of No. 126;
2 of No. 1 26a; 1 of No. 191; 2 of No. 199: 1 Magic Motor.

shown in Fig. 3 is a
particularly fine one to build, and its

operation w
its builders

the
of the Motor by a

Two Road

is

ure

Driving
Wheels are fixed on the Rod 5
between them is a Cord Anchoring

ring, to which the hoisting Cord is

tied. The hoi

number of times around Rod 5 and
is a

com
fun.

•

give

a small

electric hoist built from the parts in

Out lit \'n. ;.{ mcor
line Electric Motor.

an

Construction is commenced bv
bolting two 2f and two 5£ Strips to

of the Motor, the ends of the
5|" Strips being joined by a 2£*xi*
Double Angle Strip 2. Trunnions are

then bolted to the 5V Strips, and are
a 2

bolted in the

" Strip

indicated by
bolt 1. A 5£" Strip is next fitted mid-
way between the first two 5

J

the bolt at

Double Bracket 2. These three S -I
*

Strips are

5
^

Strips arc now
es of

supports for rest

chanism. ICach bolt also

placed, and
ed to the

to form
me- Fig. 3, This fine

Electric Motor.
ekctiic hoist is driven
The model is built

in No. 3 Outfit.

by the Enclosed
from the parts

-
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•

after passing * through the pulley

is tied to a Flat Bracket as

centre supports

shown. The mechanism is enclosed

by 2|"x2£" Flexible

to the 51
ft

form i ng

bolted

the

sides of the hoist.

complete

two boats form-
ed from 2

the mo
are attached Angle

Brackets to the central 5V Strip at

Strips curved
JT

slightly and bolt-

ed together

of the hoist l" Pulleys

at

A
are fitted to them as shown.
run on rails made from 12§* Strips,

bywhich should be supported
suitably constructed posts,

Parts required to build the model electric hoist:

2 of No. 1; 6 of No. 2; 7 of No. 5; 1 of No. 10; 1 of No.
11; 4 of No. 12; I erf No. l&b; 3 of No. 22; 1 of No. 23;
1 of No. 24; 39 of No. 37: 1 of No. 37a: 5 of No. 38:

1 of No. 40; 2 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 57c; 4 of No. 11 lc;

2 of No. 126; 2 of No. 126a; 1 of No. lUx 1 of No. 1SH;

2 of No. 187; 2 of No. 19(1; 1 of No. 200; 2 of No. 214;
4 of No. 215; 2 of No. 217a; 1 EU6 or E020 Electric

Motor (not included in Outfit).

The model paddle steamer shown
in Fig. 4 can be built from the parts

contained in Outfit No, 4. It is fitted

each end
Trunnion is then
bolted to the for-

ward end of the

Flanged Plat

The bridge is

formed bv a
Trunnion

e.

W x i

Plate,

to a

Flanged
which is attach-

ed to the end of

the 5£" x 2\"
Flanged Plate by Fig.5. A single-decker tramcar buill from the contents of Outfit No. 2 and a few extra parts.

ren a

Magic Motor and therefore can be
made to move over the ground. In

a 2\"X¥ Double Angle Strip.

The paddle wheel covers are form-

ed of two 2\" Curved
building it the sides of the hull are

assembled first, The starboard side,
JT

m Fig.shown
5Vx2V and a
Plate forward of the

consists of a

2£
// x2£ /

' Flexible

wheel

,

the

are attached to the 5\" X 2
J" Flange

Plate bv Double Brackets. Funnels
U-Section Curved

Plates bent to form cvlinders

a Hinged
edges being together by

fc>

also forms the
Plate .

and a 4\" x 2£

Obtuse Angle Brackets. They are
if attached to the

Flexible Plate to complete it. The
port side consists of a 4£" X 2\" and a

Brackets, and
A.ngle

now

5¥x2\" Flexible Plate, and three

2rx2|//

Flexible Plates, which are

bolted

The sides are strengthened by
12V and 2\" Strips bolted to the

attached to the hull by Flat Brackets.

The fitting of the Magic Motor is

illustrated in 1, The Motor is

to the two 91" yV
2

and lower ederes of

e Plates
and are then

Angle Strips, and is arranged to

drive a 1" Pulley on the 4" Rod that

carries the paddle wheels. The
latter are formed by 3" Pulleys

Road Wheels. At the

stern a 3£" Rod is journal-

the sides of the
it carries at

its centre a 1
»

that holds the stern

clear of the
ground.

com-

Fig* 4, Owners of a No.
4 Outfit can build this realistic model
paddle steamer, which is driven by a Magic Motor.

together at the bows and
connected by a Flanged Sector Plate

at the stern. The Flanged Sector

pi et e the
model masts

fittings

are to be
and

ed.

Plate the after deck. The
Hin fifed Flat Plate 1 is connected to

side of the hull by Angle
Brackets, and the hull is strengthen-

ed underneath by 2£"x£" Double

foremast is a
4" Rod fixed by Spring Clips in two
Angle Brackets bolted to the

The Rod carries a 1" Pulley to form
the crow's nest. The aft mast is a

Rod stepped in the boss of a
to the Hinged

ngie Strips as shown
A Si""2 X2£

"

Flanged
the upper deck, and a 2

f/

xi

Bush Wheel
Flat Plate 1, while at the stern is a

Flat Trunnion fitted on a 2" Rod to

form a flag. Finally, a winch formed

by a Cranked Bent Strip, a l£* Rod,
ff

a a 1
n

Pulley is in

Double Angle Strip bolted across its front of the bridge.

Parts required to build the model paddle steamer:

4 of No. I; 7 of No. 2; 1 of No. 3; 9 of No. 5; 2 of No. 10;

2 of No, 11; 7 of No. 12; 4 of No. 12c; 2 of No. 15b;

2 of No, 16; 1 of No. 17; 1 of No, 18a; 2 of No. 19b;

4 of No, 22; I of No. 23; 1 of No. 24; 8 of No. 35; 72 of

No. 37a; 66 of No. 37b; 7 of No. 38; 1 of No. 40; 1 of

No. 44; 1 of No. 48; 5 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 51; 1 of No.
52; 1 of No. 54a; 4 of No. 90a; 6 of No. 1 lie; 2 of No.
125; 2 of No. 126; 1 of No. 126a; I of No. 176; 2 of No.
187; 4 of No, 190; 2 of No. 191; 2 of No. 192; 1 of

No. 19S; 2 of No. lyy; 1 Magic Motor (not included
in Outfit).

Our last is a small single-

deck tramcar. which can be built

Outfit No
parts. First 2J"xH

and a few extra
fr

Flanged Plates

Strips are clamped to the

long flanges of a 5£"x2J* Flanged

Plate. Two 2

Strips two

2

Double
21' TIpS are

to the Plate, and their

upper ends are joined bv further 5|"

The 2V X 1V Flexible Plates

upper CI"D 2 Strips are then con-

nected by 2V Strips. Flat Trunnions

and Trunnions are next bolted in

place to form the axlo bearings, and

54 xH"2 Flexible Plates are curved

round to form the front and rear ends

of the model. To these Plates are

fixed 3" Formed Slotted Strips and

f Discs to represent the bumpers
headlamps respectively. The

roof consists of two 2\" x 2h

Plates and a ty" X 2\
bolted end to end and attached to

of the model by Angle

Brackets. A 2{" Curved Strip rounds

off each end of the roof. The trolley

is a Crank Handle held in place by
a Spring Clip.

Two 3£" Rods carry the wheels on

which the model runs, and between

them is fastened the

that drives the rear

Motor
of wheels.

Parts required to build the model tramcar: 6 of

No. 2; 8 of No. 5; 2 of No. 10; 8 of No. 12; 2 of No. 16;

1 of No. I9g; 4 of No. 22; 1 of No. 35; 54 of No. 37a;

54 of No. 37b; 6 of No, 38; 1 of No. 40; 2 of No. 48a;

1 of No, 52; 2 of No. 90a; 2 of No. 126; 2 of No. 126a;

4 of No. 155a; 1 of No. 1 76; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No. 189;

2 of No. 190; I of No. 191; 2 of No, 215; 2 of No. 217b.

1 Magic Motor.
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e uiild in War Time
The outbreak of the war has brought

with it many disturbances, but there is a
determination among Meccano cluh
generally to carry on. This determination is

well expressed in the words of Mr, W. j.
Ellis, Leader of the Plymouth M.C., who

mm w

his club
have resolved that it will take more

than I litler to stop them/*
I

This is the tight spirit. Difficulties have

writes to me that the members

arisen in many cases, but these are being
overcome. For instance, some clubs in large
centres of population
because of the evacuation; but the officialsW

are continuing undaunted, looking for new
members among older boys, or re-arranging

programmes to make them specially
attractive to the members who are

m

to them.
In other cases there is a reluctance to

meetings at nights because of
lighting restrictions. There the situation is

being met by arranging meetings for after-
noon or early evenings, or by gathering in

small groups at the homes of different
officials or
building,

»

ers in for

unes
1 u

discussion. M
building competitions can be arranged with
little difficulty, for there should be ample

m --~ — — *

opportunity of bringin en tries to
somewhere for the spe

.
*

occasions
they are to be judged, and Leaders should
make every effort to keep the competitive
Spirit going, whatever the circumstances.

Emergency Meet i piLinmed
This reminds mc of an excellent instance

of foresight in planning for which the
Flymouth M.C; officials are responsible.
Club work was continued after the outbreak
of war, but prompt measures were taken to
meet any situation that would arise. For
instance, there was a prospect that it would
be impossible to continue meetings at head-
quarters, and arrangements therefore were
made dividing the club into three

ons. to meet in different parts of the
city. Emergency meetings of this kind were
carefull v rehearsed, and now every member
knows exactly what he will do if it becomes
impossible to continue at the usual meeting
place. Plymouth is one of the places where
the diliiculties due to darkness have been
avoided by holding afternoon meetings, and
so far this is the only change that has
been made.

Must Carry On
This is undoubtedly going to be an indoor

winter, Meccano can play a very great part
in keeping boys occupied in a very profit-
able manner during the dark davs and
clubs must take their share in promoting

this if they are to justify their existence. If

all
4 4

mem s me to carry on *

however low the flame of club life may be
burned, it will not be extinguished,'

1

to use
another phrase that exoresses the views
of the Plymouth M,C.

ccano aries

No. 50 H* Dubras

H- Dubras, secretary of the Beeches (Jersey)
M.C*, which was founded by the Rev, Brother
Stephen, Leader, for the boys of De La Salle
College. The club was affiliated in December
1936. Keen interest is taken in model-building.
Model railway working also is arranged, and
the programme is attractively varied by games
and outings. Several successful exhibitions
also have been held. A splendid club magazine

is published*

It is interesting to realise that good may
actually come of all this disturbance in

unex quarters. For in-
•

ce newr

clubs may spring up in districts where
evacuated schoolboys, are gathered to-
gether. In practically all these cases the
boys are in charge of a master who naturally
is eager to find occupation for them when
school work is impossible. 1 here are sure to
be Meccano boys among such groups, and
the formation of a club would be a solution
to many little troubles. I shall be glad to

urge ever}
such plans to write to me.

ji

in in

Write to the retary
-

M
is

running
already

brings me
Guild
in war

to the share of the
m M

in keeping things
conditions. As I have

Mem hers should I

I shall be as ready as

ever to give members advice and assistance

in pursuing their hobbies and in any of the
problems that they come up against.

this in mind and
should seize every opportunity of writing

to me, to tell me something of what they
are doing in the strange circumstances in

which we are all finding ourselves, as well

as to give me news of their model-building
and Guild and ler activities In
ticular I should like to hear from mem
who have not written to me since

received their badges and certificates.

not writing they are refusing
ad vantages

can gi v

e

mem
. for

the
not

sharing in the friendly exchanges that are
expression of the Guild spirit. Wea

must net
dimcult times such as these.

together, espe in

as
I have alreadv been asked such questions
"Will the "MM" e con

Will Meccano and Hornby
and
con-

tinue to be produced?" Members may be
everything will jjo oil, as

As the Editor explained in

last month's issue, the Magazine certainly

to the

will continue, and it will be as valuable and
attractive as ever, alt hough some
in size may be necessary, owing
difficulties of obtaining paper. Everything
will continue as far as possible as far

Meccano and Hornby Train products also

concerned, but the introduction of new

as

lines at present is doubtful. The reason for

it is not easy to obtain all thethis is

necessary materials has
accounted for the small rise in the price of

Dinky Toys, for which it is the sole reason.

Clubs

Attempts are being made to establish

Meccano clubs in the following

boys interested should communicate with
the promoters, whose names and addresses
are given

23, Vaudrey Lane,
ow.

5NTON
Denton, nr.

EXMOUTH P.

Manchester.
V i c k c iTi

,

50,

Road, Exmouth.
High \Vyc'.>mbs$==-R

Egremont

Rance,
JI
Ilona.

M

"I •

, High Wycombe.
jton—F. Violett, 34, Brancker Road,

Kenton, Middlesex.
Llandudno—W. Sweetenham, The Bal-

Park
moral, Trinitv Square, Llandudno.

toUGHTON—D." Elliott, 22,

Road, Loughton, Essex.
Malvern—E, F, Haines, Evendine House,

Col wall Green, Malvern.
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Meetings wen

Acton M*C*—At a n* *nt monthly business meeting
Special regulations wRff brought inio iavw in view of

the international situation. Tbcse invhi -It-rt ttic sus-

pension of subscriptions of membees evacuated and
on active service, and tlu* replacement of the original

programme with otk- more siiiled to fctie lighting

restrictions* The remaining members are employing
meetings for the purpose of thoroughly overhauling
model railway equipment ready for future use, and the

decorating of the club rooms b being continued. The
dub Magazine will continue to appear. Club roll: 13.

Sfcrt'ttiry: S. \\\ SimmoniS, 7 f Alfred, Road, Acton,
Loudon W,3.
Barnard Castle School MX,—Meetings were ocgtm

again after the sehobl holiday with iiiocU l-Uuilding ami
other preparations for the Autumn Exhibition*

Membera are Very enthusiastic. Ihey were delighted
with the appearance in the S-pteiiiber * *Af .Jtf

.

B
" of a

group photograph of the dub's offi< ials arid members.
Club roll; IS. Secretary: A. Coat«\s, 1 he School, Barnard
Castle,

Exeter M-C.—The Winter session promises to be an

enjoyable one, cjtespite numerous diihculltes. Four
football teams are being run, these being known
respectively as EluisUlt- Hangers A and B trams,

Rivertou Hangers and Klui*idu Ravers. 'I he I xcterclub

is now affiliated to the I
;ov>tbail Association t the first

to he So dtetinguWlfl. Several practice games have
teen beld^ and The various teams $m expected to give a

good account of themselves in their reaperthe 1 a fuses*

Recommendations for the session
f

s two Merit Me-
dallions have been forwarded to Headquarters. The
Corinthian Football League organised by the club has

been recommenced, and some exciting games have
already been played. Models built on Meccano model-
building evenings have included a realistic suspension
bridge and a swing bridge that reproduced all Lhe main
fea

been ..........
the nnurrnmuie until

tures of iU prototype. The Board of Directors has
m dissolved and a special M War-time Committee"

has been formed to supervise the programme
conditions return to normal. Attendances have bren
excellent and have improved each week- Club roll* 05.

Secretary: K. Kdworthy, 23, May St met. Elmsub ,

er, S, Devon.
Folkestone MX.—-Owing to lighting restrictions

meetings are being held during the afternoons, and
have been redun-d to three a month, a number that will

Plan*lu greatly increased as Christmas approa
have been made to curtail operations hi the event of

air raid warnings during a meeting, and numiUere are

being exercised in wearing gas masks. Mora Model-
building Contests than usual are being arranged fur the

present winter session. There has t>een a satis

increase in membership. Club roll: 9. Secretary: W. F.

Cotter, 68, Linden Crescent, Folkestone,

Islandmaaee MX.—Since the commencement of the

Winter Session pwsmbert? interests have been divided

between Model-feifllding and miniature railway

working. Alterations have been made in the design of

the club's Hornby tavout, and this has made po^iblr

more milistk track operations, L*ach member enjoy* a

spec i tied period of time at each of the major control

points, thus gaining practical albround **x

Darts has proved popular among members, and
occasional mecstin; - have beer? devoted to this game.
Merit Medallions for good, work during the Summer
Session have been presented to L Forsvthe and 1\

Hunter. The presentation was made at a special

meeting for light refreshments and games. A well-

icked library is now available ami is being well used.

Hallow'wm party has been held, when Vice-Presi-

dents of the cluii were prtienfc Several matches have
been played bv the Senior and Junior Football learns,

the latter acquitting themselves extremely well. Club
roll: 22. Secretary: S. McCready, "Hilluiount," Islnnd-

magec, Co. Antrim.
Islington MX.—Most club members have been

evacuated, but Mr* V. Miller, Leader, is keeping the

club room open for those still in the district. Improve-
ments ate being made to the club'* Hornby Train

layout Efforts are being made to recruit new members
toaid those who are left to keep the flat? Aying. Readers

Of the "MM." in the Islington district cart help in

this good work, and those who wish to do so

into touch with the Leader at 25, Bewdtey Street.

London N,L Club roll: 12, Secretary: F. Warren.
48, Leiph Road, High bun* N.5.
York MX.—Meetings during the present session

have been devoted to model railway working. I urther
i ntralisatifm Of control has been e feeted, several

points being connected to the main lever frame, Six

adrii nnual lights have been installed at various points.

and Signals also have been provided with lights and
connected to the lever frauife. Atitotnaiir switches
prevent a train passing a signal at daujjcr* A eousidrf-

aMe amount of stock tea* recently b«-eii added* a

» x tensions have been made to the track. Club r**ll: Ifi.

Nonjury: G. Hodgson, i, Sunnvside, 1 i c±. I ing tun Lane,
Kulfnrti, York,
Middlesbrough MX.— Reviewing t#c

months* work, there is room for congratulation on
re-establish merit of this club- Members have worked
well together, and Merit Mcuiiiious awarded for general

club work and model-builcUng have been thorouuhty
earned^ IhC prospeet^ U?r the present Winter Sessions
arc vnry bright, if war conditions allow the club tfc

Club roll: 34. Seculmy:
lleythrop Drive, Atklaiu,

the.

<eoiitiiioe its normal a
Mr. <J. Bnukhursl, 4S*,

Middlesbrough.
St* Oswalds MX.—A speeial meeting was held to

rfeeicie what steps to tak.? in the present conditions. It

was derided to hold meeting nt the house of Mr. j. F.

JaqueS( acting secretary t and members of the associated
Br.inch of the II.RX, are taking part in these, Modrl-
buddiug and other-activities are being pursued, Several

members of the club have been evacuated* and a
eircular letter is to be Sent to tin in once a mouth in

order to main tttin contaet. Club roll: 25. Sttutnry:
Mr. J. F. Jaques, El Molino t 5 T Ingram Ko.id, I horuton
Heath, Siinvv.

Htu'usea MX-—Prior to Un- outbreak of hostilities a
uumher of special outdoor meetings were held en*l

games were played, fbtise included bowls, crtrket,

ra&iiatu*D &a\i and hoekey. lhe woodwork ,sections
t

both Senior and Junior, met regularly, aufl among

are held in the afternoon instead of in the evening. In

emergency the club will be divided into three sections,

to nu-t t in different parts of the city, and rehearsals of

this arrant -ment have enstired that members know
exactly what thr-y wt 1 1 httve to do. Membership is now
higher than ever, .iml w<uk is even more varied than it

has Ueu in the past. Club roll: 95- Secretary: A* E.
Miliar. 21 P

H^Tniltcn Gardens, Mutley, PlymoJth.
Mount Senior School (Newark) MX.— The cost of

inn ki nil tlje two Huh mpms suitable fof use during the

blackout is beinjj defrayed by Mr. Wolle>% a grtu-ro-us

friend of the club, Imiiirdiatfly the work is completed
the club will start their winter program rue- Model-

ing and model railway operations will be. the

principal activities «»f the members. Club rolls 55-

airy: D. Aryto, 18, North Street, Newark, Notts.

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne MX.-

tievoted to track operations on
The regular meetings have been

- * f— - lhe club's realistic

electric inod«d railway. At one meeting a new metal
rectifier was demonstrated.. This was capable of

transmitting Sufficient power to run a Single per-

manent magnet type locomotive* Two new station

platforms have been built and placed in position,

On one evening the "Visitors
1
' schedule of train move-

im nU was run through, after whirh a member operated

a Meccano lathe that he had built from- a clockwork
motor. Regular tests have hctsh conducted with buzzer,

relay and telephone systems, whitrh make possible the

extensive automat i< and remote control now in use

€.iii the luvdtti A pariv of intmbers cycled to houth
* 4 it It I

Yarra, and there staw trains hauling the new steel atr-

4

Members of the Zagazig and Misr MX., Leader, A. M. Mangourie; secretary, A. S. Mangourte. This thriving Egyptian

club was affiliated in Octohtrr 1935, Meetings are devoted chiefly to model-building, stamp collecting and debates. Games
and compactions also are arranged, an J a feature is made of sport and outings*

conditioned buTet ears, L lub roll; 10; Secretary: L* IsoUj

8, Hayes Street, Northcote N*16 p
Victoriat, Australia.

-

artivlcs produced w^re useful accessories for tho model
railway and toothbrush ranks. A visit was paid to a
local L.N.E.R, engine sKedi where tnomLvrs enjoyed
rides on thrtr engines, Two very tnjoyablf picnics were

held, one to Skipsea and the other to ~

Several aftertif>*ri meetings have been held since the

blackout was iristituteil. Club roll: liJ, Secretary: P.

Richardson, Suxomerlctgh, K.splanade N*., Hornsea.
Ryford Hall MX.— Excel lent progress was being

mid<-' with general work, ami during the present

Winter Sessions a special room was to be set aside tor

the club's Hornby Railway. Unfortunately the coming
of war has made removal necessary. The Hornby Train
material was parked readv for transference and it is

hoped to continue work in the School's new quarters.

Club roii 20 Secretarv: Mr. G. G. V. Taylor, "Tin-

I

MALTA
Lasallian M.C.—In a very iflteresun^ motor car

biiiltliug comp^tiiion some excetteiit MEeocaao models
4 1 i i

were built in the two hours allotted for

This competition proved so popular that others are to

be helil shortly. Many creditable modtl^ are sfcownai
most meetttigs. Two Football Teams have been formed
and named '^crfewdrivers11 and "S^^wiei^!

1
F^pcpitye

ly T nnd several exciting matoh6S have been played
New officials have Ix^en elected, and further activities

introduced ate woodwork ami stamp collecting. A
Hanmmka Baud is being formed* An l.xhibition is to

hrtld short 1\\ and is expected to attract more

>im*r Sosthmp. I.n hlade, Glouwstcrali^,
Plvmoulh MX.—Meetings are bring ronttnttnd, bt tt

iiinmliotv. Club roll: 23. Secretary: A Caruana. "Floria,
Victory Str. -1, GHra, Malta.
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Smiles of success! G, Richards, Mitcham {left) and M,
Turner, Barnes, two prize-winners in recent MM.M."

modd-building competitions.

the
fhe complete list of prize-winners

'Engineering of the l'ast

petition is as follows:

1st Prize, Cheque for £5/5/-: L. \V. Ghittv, London
SAV.21K 2nd, Cheque foi £3/3/<-« P. R. Wickham,
Leicester, 3rd, Cheque for £2/2/-: J. Matthews,
HikmgU>>\

Meccano or Hornby [trothk :ts value 10/6: B. Stott,

Dunrlas, Ontario;" L. Masters, Bfetcfaleyj J, Usher,
Dundee; D. Holden, Read tug; K. Heathcote, Dordon;
L« Furmedgej Basingstoke; M. Orphan, Durban,
S. Africa; W. FinlaYSon, Edinburgh; K. Pritdmrd,
Brook's Gn:en; R- Fiulaysou, Edinburgh,

Meccano or Hornby products value 5/-: 1L Sausorae,
Nottingham; J. Pcmbcrton. Canterbury, New
Zealand; W. Williams, Dover; B. Friis, Johannes-
burg; J,. Alexander, Howden; V. Clarke, Walsall;

B. Thompson; Sheffield; R. Lowe, Stocksbridge;

C. Owen, Hale; 11. Coleman, Leicester; E* Barker,

Eastbourne.

The most outstanding entry submitted
for this competition was a yroup oi several

models ol e types of steam r-RglTK'N.

This was the work of L. \V. Chitty, Etfhdon
S.W.20, and readers wiLl be able to judge
the excellence of this .competitor's work-
manship from the illustration on the
ri_ht. which shows the complete group, x\ll

the models actually work, and are driven

from a single Electric Motor placed at the
right-hand end of the base. They include

models of I3o

gine? and
*

and Watt's rotative

M'Naught's compound
engine. These are shown on the back

row in the illustration. The others are

engines of various types that were used for

propelling early paddle and screw steamers.

On the extreme left at. the rear is a fine

model of trunk engine by
andJohn Perm and made by John

Sons, Greenwich, and in front of this is a
model of an oscillating engine also designed
by Penn. Next to the latter are examples of

the "steeple" and inver*— 1 •«»-*^« 1 **-«-—engines

of Maudslay, and at the end of the row is a

fine model of Bourne's return connecting
engine

engines had many interesting

Bui etition Result
By

w
Spanner

**

meerinq o
n

Contest Resu

features that make them excellent subjects
for Meccano models. The trunk engine was
ili'Si.ui'ii-;] to take up as little transverse
space as possible in the hull, and derived its

name a ge tube or

show the similarity of these two types. In
all the models Flexible Plates are used for

ers and the end covers are 3
.

Face Plates. Girders form thePulleys

atta

trunk" that
right through the cylinder and was

to the piston. The connecting rod

supporting frames and bedplates and give
that was so

was pivoted to the middle of the tube and
thus eliminated the necessity for a piston
rod. This system was patented by John
Penn in 1845 and engines based on "it were

massive
prom ineat a
en {fines.

a]>pea ranee
feature of these old-time

Second \ 'rize in this competition went to
JL~ . Leicester, for the fine

model of a saddle
ii in botli paddle and screw steamers

In the "steeple" engine, w

;ive

hich derived
its name from a tall framework or "ste e"

shown in the illustration at the foot of
page. The model is built to a scale of

to the foot, and represents a 0-4-2

A group of well-but) t working models of famous early steam engines. They were constructed by L. W. Chitty, London
S.W.20. who was awarded First Prize in the "Engineering of the Past' ' Competition.

above the crankshaft, the cylinder was set

vertically below the crank. The particular

engine of this type on which Chitty based
his model was designed by Joseph Maudsley
in 1 839. 1 1 had a divided piston rod connected
by rods to a crosshead sliding in vertical

gu ides in t he
A con-

necting rod coupled
the crosshead to the
crankshaft, which
was just above
top of the cylinder.

The Meccano model

locomotive built in 1885 for working on
the Kill in section of the Caledonian Rail-
way. The model has a length of 18 in. and
is 8£ in. high. It is driven by a Clockwork
Motor housed in the boiler, The contents of

an Outfit No. 8 and a few extra parts were
used in the construction of this model, and
a glance at the illustration wriil show several

good constructional features par-
in the construction of the safety

valve, chimney, bu iters and the cab.
An exceptionally tine model of Stephen-

son s Rocket
our old friend

is accu ra

built and includes a
pumpcircu

for

which

secured Third Prize for

_ . Matthews, Fillongley.

It is one of the/most realistic models of

that I have yet seen and I

shall

engine

nser,

seen

endeavour to illustrate it in next
's "M.M." The boiler is built from

Flexible Plates, and Strips bolted around
them at intervals represent the metal bands
that on the actual locomotive secured the
wooden insulation lagging in place. The
safety valve and steam dome are represent-
ed by a Sleeve Piece and Flanged Wheels

represented in this respectively. The cylinders are each made
group of models is

* '

rather like a steeple

on the riijht-hand

side of the model in

the illustration.

The return con-
necting rod engine

laid on its

from two Sleeve Pieces capped
Flange! Wheels, and are attached to the

This neat model 0-4-2 saddle-tank locomotive won Second
of the Past" Contest for P. R. Wickham,

Prize in the "Engineering
Leicester.

engine
side, and study of
the illustration

crosshead slides by !£* Strips. The same
attention to detail has also been given to the
construction of the tender.
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Simple Pri Codes ntest

all "

are interested in

cryptograms and secret

MM," readers

solving of

of

wi 11

kinds • we are sure

the we
give them this month of trying their

skill in this direction. This month
therefore we have arranged a simple
competition of a type that we intro-

duced in February 1937 and which
proved remarkably popular.

This is concerned with the use of

ce in :e

Codes of this kind are based on some
easily memorised word or phrase
consisting of 10 different letters,

which represent the numbers one to

nine and the cipher 0. The assistants

make themselves familiar with the
code and are to read oil the

letters as figures without delay.

Readers are asked to

that
ment

the

store

depart-

sthi

system is in use, and that t lie articles

named in the panel on this page are

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannnnn
n

D Television Receiver
n

Mains Rectifying Valve ...

Radiogram
n
n 5-valve, all wave Mains Set

ANW/
AU/L

r

DR/AW/

g Coil of Insulating Tape *

AD/AD/-

nections
j=j

Copper Earth, with con-

§ Two-way Plug

° High Tension

*

* *

ft. Aerial Wire

P
g Mains Transformern „

7

D Loudspeaker

Low Frequency Transformer S/T

* 4 4 * « #

n
n
n
D

n
p

p
D
P
P
n
p

n

p
n

p
PDPPPPPPP

N/L

ft
U/L
A E/-

A/D
A/ /

with cod< The
numerical values of some of

letters can be found quite easily, and
those of others can be discovered b\
suitable detective Thus
step the code word

*

is

revealed, and competitors are asked
to find this. When submitting solu-

tions, they should give also the

explain briefly

reached

prices of the articles and

interesting puzzle.

-There will be two sections in this

contest,

ers
*

prizes

Home and Overseas
sctively. in each
:ano products value

21/- 15/- 10/6 and 5/- respectively
will be awarded to the best solutions
in order of merit. In addition there
will be a number of consolation
prizes for the next best entries in

each section. In the event of a tie

for any of the prizes, the judges will

to competitors clis-

neatest or most novel
presentation,

Entries should
"Price

be
Meccano

Binns Road, Liverpool IS
Magazine,
" Those in

the Home Section should be posted
to reach this office later than
30th November. The closing date in
the Overseas Section is

ruary 1940.

November Drawing Contest
As announced in the October "MM.,"

w i
* arc again holding a Drawing Contest

each month throughout the winter. There
are no restrictions as to subject, size or
treatment. Readers may submit as many
entries as they wish, but each competitor
may receive only one prize in any one
contest. Paintings as well as drawings in

reader
or ink are

have
every

show his

abilities. It should be noted that the prizes

will be awarded solely on drawing merits,

however, so that those who for any reason
cannot submit entries need have

-

no hesitation in entering. Their efforts will

be given as much consideration as elaborate
paintings and will have every chance
of winning a prize.

Entries will be divided into the usual two
sections, "A" lor readers age 16 and over,

B" for readers under 16, and prizes ofand
Meccano products to the value of 21/- and
10/6 respectively will be awarded in

section. There will be special sections, with
the same aire for Overseasgroupings,
readers, and in thcee prizes of the same
value as in the Home sections will be

The entries in this month's contest must
be addressed "November Drawing Contest,

Meccano Magazine; Binns Road, Liverpool
13." Those submitted in the Home section

must arrive not later than November
and the Overseas
February 1940.

closing date is 9th

Intending competitors are reminded
each drawing submitted must bear the

competitor's name, age and address on
the back- Unsuccessful entries will be re-

turned if a suitable stamped addressed
cover is sent with the drawing, but success-

of theful entries become the pro
Editor and are not returnable.

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

l

I.

Competition Closing Dates

HOME
Price Codes ... b i «

November Drawing Contest . 4 . 30ih November

OVERSEAS

August*Crossword . Puzzle

August Photo Contest

p # 30th November

* * * .#-

October Drawing Contest

I SeptcmbeuiPhoto Contest
I

I Sports Voting Contest

i

I Price Codes
1

November Drawing Contest

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

. - ^

> - 31st January

31st January

* * -

Watch the Closing Dates:

Competitors, both Home and Overseas, are
particularly requested to make a Careful note
of the dosing dates of the competitions.

I divided into age groups, competitors should take

I
particular care to mark their ages clearly on the

I
back of the entry. It is not sufficient merely to

- indicate the age group.

i

i

i

I

i

i

30th November 1

I

I

I

I

I

1

30th November 1

I

i
September Sketchogram Contcsi 30th December |

30th December \

I

I

I

I

29th February I

2*ith February
(

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

In sending entries to competitions that are I

I

I

I

I

-I

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

August Photo Contest.—First Prizes: Section A
N. Thompson (Neston); Section B, J. C. NBEOHASf
(Kniteld, Middx.j. Second Frizes: Section A, R.
Pkrhy-Kbekh (liirmingbam); Section B, A. Stitbbs
(Sheffield). Consolation Prizes: K.- L. Coulthard
(Nuwca5tlc*on*Tyne 4); A. G. Dolton (Bedford); D,
Haufikld (Fambain); W. B. Hudson (Shrewsbury):
A, M. H. Luwin (Portsmouth); R. Naisbitt (Sunder-
land).

August Crossword Puzzle.—I. P. D. Edk (Calne
Wilts.). 2. T. D. Taskek (Barnsley). 3. F. Nf.wsos*
(Luton, Beds.), 4. D. Goodman (Hertford, Herts.).
Consolation Frizes: J. Adams (Seaford); P. L» Baldwin
(.V '.v Mald--ii).

September Sketchograms Contest.—First Prizes*
Section A. D. W. Gku-kiths (B<!xhill-on-Sca); Section
B, L. J. Johnston (Liverpool). Second Prizes: Section
A, S. Robertson (Manchester); Section B, L. Ouvkr
(Krdruth). Consolation Prizes: 1>. Bennett (J onclon
S.E.li)}; P. M. Kellond (Grantham).

September Photo Contest.—First Prizes: Section A
l\. dKEES (Leeds): SertiOn H. T. <\ Vtrmnu /!T«i;*i.n'

. _ .-
t.

- . ?n '^ J- Cs Neeijuam (Enl ,.

Second Prizes: Section A, F. L. Atkins (St. Leonards-
on-Sea); Section B, Miss A. Durnford (Kelso).
Consolation Prizes: Miss D. A- Attrill (Bristol}-
G. Balfour (Upiiiinsterh B. Bkamall (Manchester)'

OVERSEAS '

May Photo Contest.
Mandlca (SUVtna
(Wli

2. E

First Prize: Section A, J. S.

, ...-.„,,; Section B, K. Donaldson
ane, N.Z.). Second Prizes: Section A, F, H

Early <\'auclusc, N.SAV.); Section B
f
W, L. Tstnc

(Pottheistroom, S, Africa). Consolation Prize: K l

Milne (Hastiny.% N.Z.).

Mav Code Puzzle.—1 . J. R, Hurst (Olivos, Argentine).
A. Hamilton (Dunedin, N.Z.), 3. C. P. Barnard

(Johannesburg), 4. S. W. Toomatii (Petone, N.Z.).
Consolation Prize: E. RiSEiiORouciH (Capetown).
June Sketchograms Contest.—First Prizes: Section A,

S. V. Nilakanta (Madras); Section B, C. J, Frost
Mowbray, S. Africa). Second Prizes: Section A. G. W.
itMMONDS (Mellifiurae); Section B, G. AIilung
(Ontario). Consolation Prizes: C. S. Fook (Singapore);
E. P. Tapper (South Perth. Australia). * P Ji

June Photo Contest Prizest Section A, J. M.
Dkmanuele (MaJta); Section B, H, O, Salmon (Nairobi).
Second Prizes: Section A

f
E. Jones (Auckland)*

Section B, T\ Allen (Capetown). Consolation Prizes:
E- E. Delacrammaticas (Umtali, S.
S. M. Ghatak (Calcutta)*

*
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STAMP
COLLECTING

;t

Collecting finest

peace-time hobby—gains an added
war-time. Europe'sr -

Whether you arc a new collector or a .seasoned Philatelist* you will tind the content of this wonderful
ivcrtisiftg oiler of great use* They includes Ruled Duplicate Book, in which is incorporated a millimetre

perforation measurer, 34 all different stamps (no common Germans;), pki. of stamp mounts, metal
watermark fiticter. 100 Titles of Countries. Amongst the fine stamps- are nets of Colonials. Philippines.

Bohemia. Hungary, old Canadians (King George). U.S.A. and Australians, nnd Eire. Finally, two
splendid sets, 25 BELCH M f 2 BOHEMIA- Complete parcel, including 1939 Catalogue, absolutely

free. Just send 2d* postage requesting approvals and list df further gifts.

intercut

history wil shown new
stamps—war issues, provisionals,

etc There will be a new fas.cina*

collecting these epic

LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD. (Dept. M.M.) LIVERPOOL

tion

souvenirs. Stamp-
also ideal

evenings.

CO
"black

_

o u t

STANLEY GIBBONS are carrying
on. Read Gibbons* Stamp
Monthly for authoritative stamp
news, interest in artic

bargain stamp offers. Price 4d.

copy (please place a definite order
with your newsagent)
year direct from us.

You are strongly advised

any new Stanley Gibbons' Album
you want now, while prices re-

mam low and the quality un-
. Write to-day for

LISTS of ALBUMS, CATALOGUES
and BARGAIN STAMP SETS.

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD.
DEPT. S.15, 391 STRAND, LONDON W.C.2

: \ im *:,•

Wonderful 1939 Offer
20 New Issues and Novelties

Including new BELGIAN CONGO. CAYMAN ISLANDS (King George VI).

CEYLON (Pictorial). KENYA [King George VI), MONACO (new design}.

Set of DENMARK, SPAIN. STRAITS SETTLEMENTS (King George VI).

TURKEY, etc* I will send this collection absolutely free co alt stamp
collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 6d-)

i

G. P. KEEF, WILUNGDON, EASTBOURNE, ENGLAND.

JUBILEES, CORONATIONS, B.C. PICTS. FREE!
This grand packet of British Colonials contains JUBILEES trom
INDIA (as illustrated], CANADA and AUSTRALIA: CORONATIONS trom
NIGERIA, CEYLON. NEW ZEALAND, pictorials trom KENYA-UGANDA-
TANGAfJYtKA. GOLD COAST, BRIT. GUIANA, TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, etc.

K.G.VI issues from N. & S. RHODESIA, etc.; various obsolete British

Colonial*. IK.E.VI I iSt K.G.V). FREE only to those whoa .4; for approvals
and enclose 2 J. postage. (Overseas or without approvals l/- P.O.)

HELY. HUTCHINSON
(M.1.). HURROCK WOOD. KENTS BANK. GRANGE-OVER-SANDS. LANGS.

THE WONDER PACK
50 different stamps, including 24 Great Britain from 1854. British

Colonials, French Colonials, etc five to applicants for my famous

icf. stamps and cheap sets. Without approvals 9d.

S. H. FLEMING, 52. WHITCHURCH ROAD, CHESTER.

ipp

STAMPS FREE to a

7. Stoneleinh Park
id.

BARGAIN APPROVALS: id. each, 30 for
clors from Id. each—generous discoun
and sets. Ask for illustrated list. E. 6±

9, Rosemary Avenue, Hounslow.

Iso

N.

Better
packets
GREY;

contains 40 fine stamp*, the majority IRIANGULARS and AIRP03T. The triangular* alone are usually sold

ECUADOR
pictorials). Set oi

THE TBI -AIR PACKET « double the con of the packet: HOLLAND Itriiinglch

air, 2 huge stamp printed in four colours. COSTA RICA triangular (fish) and 2

12 HUNGARY pictorials including airpost, U.S.A. (wings). 3 PALESTIN
iiaue air. 6 BRAZIL airpost and aeroplane design, 4 new FRENCH COLONIALS. COSTA
new issue (two queens). Price 41lL Postage 2d, Abroad 3d* extra* Purchasers of above aikmg for

set of 10 PERSIA FREE or another triangular stamp different from those in packet. In addition senders of addresses

of stamp-collecting friends receive 6 POLAND FREE.

2 TANGANYIKA George VI piciqritli.

other exhibition triangulars. Set of

5 ROUMANIA (airpost). 2 fiERMAM 1st

RICA large air. GREEK (map), air andair.

approvals ive

Bargains: 1,000 varieties, 3/11. 100 British Colonials. 1/-.

packet
18 Georgia, lOd

WATKINS (M.M. Dept.), Stamp Importer, GRANVILLE RD •/ BARNET

THOUSANDS
of satisfied customers all over the world during the
last 18 years have expressed satisfaction with the
"DIAMOND" PACKET, which contains Approximately
1,000 UNS0RTED STAMPS trom Convents abroad.

fret!

OF
1 pkL 1J6. 3 pkts, 3i9. 5 pkts, 6/-. All post
inland. {Abroad l[* per pku extra.) BEWARE
IMITATIONS. Send for free price list of

packets.

0. (ifRUSH (Dept. AS, 68, Turnpike Lane, London N.B,

SC tji

COLOSSAL Canadian Visit Mystery Packet FREE!
equest approvals. Wilkinson, HI, Comely Bank
ond, Edinburgh.

f
000 UNASSORTED STAMPS 3'6

2,000 for 6'3

BARGAIN APPROVALS. No "Gifts" but *uper value.

P., Wisbey, 349, South Avenue, Southend-on-isca.

Post free in U.K. Cash with Order.

T. PERRY,
88. LEICESTER ST.. NORTHWICH. CHESHIRE.

HOSPITAL STAMPS

FR 50
DIFFERENT PS

75 Different Foreign and Colonial Stamps .selected
from

BRITISH COLONIALS
King George VI and other modern issues,

line selection of foreign picture stamps-
prices and £c ncrous discount*.

Also
Low

tidi stamp for 10-page approval book.

J. P. WHITMDRE. P.T.S.,

1S f WALLBRIDGE, FROME. SOMERSET.

FREE r GT BRITAIN K.G.V
This scares high vatuo stamp will b* fliven free to all

genuine applicants for our famous ONE PENNY Approval
BOOKLETS of BRITISH COLONIALS. These Booklets

abound with JUBILEES, CORONATIONS, large Bl-

COLOURED PICTORIALS and Hie latest KING GEORGE VF

stamps. The best value on the market and every stamp an

investment—no worthless foreign stamps, N.B— Enclose

Ijd, for Postage.

S. FENLEY LTD.. WPNT0N. BOURNEMOUTH.

etions presented to Hospital. Scud 6d.
and addressed envelope to:

SECRETARY,
Memorial Hospital Hall, Woolwich. LONDON
/In approval sheet /torn our iimirtd numtar

TO APPLICANTS FOR OUR
APPROVAL SERVICE

A. & R.

443, Cannock Rd,, Wolverhampton

S.E.18.

if beWl
sent on request.

YOU m»M net this wonderful SURPRISE PRIZE;
we offer vol- ABSOLUTELY FREE the first New War
Pkt. including GERMANY UJccupatiOnofSiiftr Terri-
tory): SWITZERLAND (League of Nations issue):

POLAND fFamousBcautvSpot);RUSSIA(Ba
TURKEYiMap);a BRITISH Lion stampanda'Tcacc
Oove and Olive Branch emission from FRANCE;
Royal Family issues from BELGIUM. HOLLAND and
SPAIN: ROUMANIA (Royal Coach in Bucharest):
JAPAN (Fuji); FRENCH AFRICA Mayumbel; MEXICO
IMosqutto Victim), and several Colonials; INDIA
and CANADA; the new K.G, issues and finally a

scarce and lovely Q. Victoria stamp of GRENADA.
Just send 2d. stamps and request approvals to «ct
alt these FREE to: WINDSOR STAMP CO.
(Deot. ROAD. BLACKHEATH. S.E.3.

*

10 BRIT. EMPIRE COMMEMORATIVES
To all appioval &h<*e! applicants tending 2d postage wo
this amazing packer including scarce Australian,

1911 Coronation, Eire Consiituiicn, Jamaica and ether interesting

Pictorial stamps* also out list of sots and special bargain offer?.

Offer is for 30 days, abroad 60 days,

Dept. 323, ERRINGTON & MARTIN,
South Hackney, London E;9. Established 1880.

BRILLIANT STAMP OUTFIT FREE!

Our Bargain "Discount" Approvals will be sent as usual during the War.
They're post free, and a postcard brings them. Our prices remain unaltered,

and you have the same wide 'choice of picked modern and new issues at

Id. to 66. per stamp. We give prompt and personal attention. Please

say whether you wish to see British Colonials, Foreign or both.

THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO.. P.T.S. (Dent, M). 104. LIVERPOOL ROAD, SOuTHPOAT.

Owing to the War, a dealer offered me 5,000 Stamp Outfits, containing fine

pair of plated tweezers, attractive stamp album, packet of hinges, 50 fine

superb pictorial set. The whole parcel is entirety free to Approval
Applicants, enclosing 2d. postage.

250 UNUSED STAMPS, V-BARGAINS ! !

1,000 FOREIGN
500 BRIT, COLS., 1'-.

Postage 2d.
i »

PRICE & CO., Stamp Industries, MOUINGTON, CHESHIRE.



THE

Postmarks an Slogans

JUST recently there have come into our

J possession fragments from envelopes, one
illustrated on page 6o"8, hearing postmarks
that showed the letters to have been among
the last to have lelt Poland and Germany
for Britain prior to

This led us to

wonder how

r

ion on a

outbreak of war.

stamp proved
equally undesirable, as it Wiis barely per-

ceptible, and thus it came about that the
famous "Pennv Black" went out of exist-

ence in favour of the "Pcnnv Red.
fi rst stain p in

i i

was M
ki

1

1

of our
readers collect
in a n v

e ires,
M which
complete

envelopes, and
pieces bearing
ostmarks.
robably the

number is not big,

for most young collectors concentrate upon
for air-

wealth of

interest that is to be found among post-

specimen stamps, except
covers, and over

T 1 ie

to meet the
need for a perfect
obliteration.

Ana m u sing
story is told

i he boys of Eton
College stout lv re-

fused to use post*

stamps when
were iutro-

It was the
postmark that

troubled them. To their minds, it smacked
to be parties to the deliberate

marks. The study of postmarks is a very
important branch of philately, which in-

the st of the s ere of

defacement of a portnut of their beloved
Queen!
About the same time, King Ferdinand II

of Sicily was strenuously refusing to permit
" introduction of cbeao oostaere, Ulti-

service as distinct from the mere
acquisition of stamps. It may therefore be
helpful to devote our space to the subject

this month.

ma
pressure of

he was obliged to give way under
ic opinion. But Ferdinand

their earliest days
long before postage

were
used to denote payment of the post office

fee for the carriage of letters, and recently

there was a long discussion in the philatelic

press concerning a claim to describe such
early postmarks as stamps. Those in favour
based their argument upon the fact that the
postmarks were stamped on the covers. We
need not deal with those marks, however,
since they are rare and few readers can hope
to acquire specimens. Our interest can be
limited to postmarks in the form we know
to-day.

The original objects of the postmark were
Jul J J

to obliterate the stamp, thus preventing its

further use, and to indicate the place and
time of posting at Hie departure office. To

was a man of dignity and he first banned
the use of red and green colours, because
Lhev were the Italian national colours. That
problem overcome, he flatly refused to

- _.
'

with the earlv was
retained and a second mark was used lor

obliterating. A red cross was the
lirst obliterator u^ed in Britain, but Sir

permit the defacement of his portrait on the
stamps. His Postmaster got over the di th-

an
actually formed a scroll-like frame on the
sides and bottom of the royal portrait, and
the King had the last word by insisting on
the dismissal of any postal employee who
was so careless as to misplace the frame.
The early British obliterators consisted of

a heavily barred oval with a
representing the town, in the centre. The
British Post Offices overseas

similar obliterators, and thus
it is worth while to look among
cancelled in this way for marks with
numbers preceded by the letters A to G and
M and S- For example, A25 represents
Malta. A complete index of such letters and

J.

numbers, with their offices of use, is given in

Gibbons' Catalogue, but we will

Rowland Hill, the origin,

ft • soon discovered
cheap

all trace of
the red colour could be removed easily from

e face of black A black

assist in an identification in case of doubt.
Dual markings continued in use for more

than 30 years, but gradually they tended to
be combined into one mark to serve all

, Almost every country adopted
the simple circle bearing the name of the
town or office, the date and, in most cases,

the time of posting, that is so well known
to us all.

The philatelist finds in the postmark the
evidence he desires as to the first use of a

the places where it was used, and
These points are of paramount

importance in the study of early stamps.
is not quite so important with modern

issues, which are usually so well heralded by
advance
thatthere lias grown
up a popular prac-
tice of collecting

ft rst daycovers ,that
covers

stamps postmarked
on the first day of

issue of the stamp.
T lie re is interest too

-

in such a postmark
as that on

-

re-Polish

produced on page 668, for the date shows
that this cover was despatched
Katowice only a few days before
storm of war burst over Poland.
The fashion of collecting first day covers,

which reached crazy heights at the time of
issue of the stamps commemorating the
Coronation of King George and Queen
Elizabeth, has in fact created an industry,
for there are many dealers specialising in
providing such covers for the issues of any
country as they are em At the time
of the Coronation, many of these dealers
found themselves unable to fulfil their

undertakings, because the demand was so
terrific. The smaller Colonial post ollices

were overwhelmed and even with the aid
of additional staff found themselves obliged
to go on stamping the first day's date for
four or five days! An interesting de
incut of the "first day" fashion is

observed in the United States, where the
first day sale of a commemorative stamp
usually is confined to the office of the town

VERZEIMOMETDE
^NACHTPOSTTREI

SAV/0NDSGEP0ST
SMORGENS BESTE'L

upon which the commemorated incident

The demands of modern methods in-
evitably have left their mark upon current
styles of obliteration. Thus we find such
interesting forms as the "precaneels/' or

cancelled stamps, issued by the
UnUcd States Post Office to business nouses
for use on printed matter, thus saving time
that would be involved in cancelling each
stamp individually on its packet and
wrapper. A specimen, issued in Brooklyn,
New York, is this page.
Actually this stamp was cancelled sub-
sequently in the ordinary course because
other stamps, not pre-cancehed, were used
on the wrapper. The ends of two bars on the
obliterator can be noted on the ri

Another modern development, one that
really deserves a complete article to itself,

is the meter mark. This takes the place of
the ordinary postage stamp, and is used by

K -. _ I . -a. > S m ^H amany business houses to avoid the heavy
I 1 ft I * 4 m *

clerical labour involved in stamping a big
daily mail and recording the amount
spent on stamps.
The mark is applied (Ctm. on p*g*
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O

Postmarks and Sloga from page 667

\

by a machine that has previously been >et

by the Post Office to print meter marks up
mm mm i^L.

to a certain pre-paid value. That is why the

name ''meter" is used. Each individual

firm is licensed to use such a machine bv the
j>

Post Ofiice, and in Britain separate registers

of machines are maintained at each Head
Post Office throughout the country. The
number on the register is

the franking device, and

Stamp ip
#

*

an on New Issu

in Centenary Exhibition Souvenirs

numbers
same

be found on franks from
different towns. For example, Liverpool

All collectors will be
handsome souvenir

mark for Meccano Ltd, is N6\ which is also

the mark of Messrs. Wickman of Coventry.
The L.M.S. Railway use N25 on the

London North-Western I strict register, as

in the

., illustrated here,

which has been issued in connection with
the Stamp Centenary Exhibition. Unlike

The War and Stamp Collecting

The outbreak of the last; war, in 1914.
came as a terrible

co in g, in common
'

can plainly be seen in the illustration on
page 667.

There are es of

machines commonly in use in Britain. These
are the Ncopost, identified by the symbol N,
the Universal (U), and
(P.B.).

Pitney-Bowes

in other countries varies

manner of maintaining th<

register, which is usually kept at the central

most labels of the sort, it has a
direct philatelic appeal.
• In the first place the head
and shoulders of the portrait

are familiar to ail collectors as
used on the early stamps

of many British colonies; and
in the second place the souve-

J

nirs are printed by the firm

produced, a century ago,

the penny black and twopenny
blue stamps whose centenary

er activity, was hit.

stamp
every

The values

EXHIBITION

Postal Adm inistration of
T

are available in black and blue,

the colours of the world's

adhesive postage stamps.
The souvenirs,

of stamps slumped almost to

g, and even rare stamps
be purchased for fan-

tastically small sums. The
recovery did not come until
1915 brought a whole series of

and*

from
i 1

4 I War y#

that
issues,

boomed.
point stamps

This new war has seemed
almost inevitable for many
months and its coming found

con calm and
There has been no
indeed prices at the big London
stamp sales have ruled amaz-

ire i

gummed but not perforated, are printed in

miniature sheets of four, bearing the
A

out,

ingly high.
n l

" which is

new
com

-

the

imprint of Perkins, Bacon and Co. at the

foot of each sheet. They can be obtained
dealers, or direct from

Stamp Centenary Exhibition, Executive
Committee, 41, Devonshire Place, London

at the price of 1 /.- per sheet of four in

:or is the "black
choice of

In-

ng the
the evenings.

2TCC If ordered direct remittances.

indoor occupations
evitably stamp cbllecting will benefit from
that because many thousands will become
collectors for the first time solely as a means
of filling in evenings that otherwise would
be tedious. Stamp collecting is a wonderful
tonic.

ether with the cost of postage, must
accompany the order.

Later on there will be
special taxation or for

"war" issues, for

charities

4,AIi-Up" Mails

The Postmaster-General lias announced
the suspension of the system under winch
all mail for places on the routes of the

such as the Ked Cross, and readers should
be for these. Almost all of the

ure air services carried by air

ordinary postal rates. The air mail
.m •• w. -> >m im m mi J* mf Tfc

services are still available, a fee of I /3
per half-ounce for letters (7d. for postcards)

must be pre-paid, instead of 1 £d, per half-

ounce, and a blue air mail "etiquette"ounce, ana a uuie air man enqueue special stam
It will be noticed that the meter can- must be placed on all covers. All other mail commemorate
mm M M « 4 * * m mmm, m. ft * * k* ' *

at ion also incorporates a simple ad
vertising message. The use of this idea is not

net! to business horn wever.
Almost every country in the world

mf -mf
•

uses postmark propaganda. There is indeed
a vast field for anyone who cares to under-?

take the collection of slogan postmarks, as
such pieces are termed. Most countries use a

will be carried by -urface transport.

No German Stamps for Enemy

British collectors will be unable to

ready
1914-18 war stamps have since increased

m m •

tremendously in value and among the
coming stamps there are certain to

be some that wi 11 be well worth preserving.

Netherlands Railway Centenary .

Commemoration

We illustrate on this page the two
special stamps issued in Holland to

thethe centenary of
Netherlands Railways. The 5c. value

s the "A rend/' one of the two first

locomotives used on Holland's first rail-

simple message in words, but others have
used pictorial devices such as the Swiss and
Netherlands specimens shown here. Our
illustration on page 667 of the Netherlands
postmark shows the artist's finished sketch.

The slogans
train* and "

read
,/ C"Send by the night mail

Posted at nighi

morning * For 1 1 vis

acquire specimens of new German
issues, even if they want them! Under the

Trading with the 'Enemy Act, introduced

immed iately on the outbreak of war, it is an
offence to purchase unused German
stamps, except of course from stocks

already in this country.

Used stamps can be purchased. The only

specimens available will be those used to

k mail from Germany to neutral

cred in the

ion we are
countries, however, since there is no

indebted to the Netherlands Post
In one recent morning's mail ue en-

countered specimensfrom no less than seven
different countries. Canada exhorted us to

Air Mail," the United

mail sen ice between
enemy state.

The
British

the

"Save time.

States urged "Buy U.S. Savings Bonds. Ask
your Postmaster. ' Newfoundland pleaded
for help for its fishing industry. South Africa
suggested

"
Post Ea rly for Quick Delivery .

'

*

France pressed the attractions of Rheims
Cathedral; Belgium stressed the advantages

money
Germany and
the war.

of the ban is to prevent
from finding its way to

assisting her to
t>

way; the 12 Ac. shows a "head-on
of a modern electric locomotive,

f

view

* * * *

Panama and the States

We are inde

Don lor, Jr.,

to our reader C.

am, for these e
i ill

VC

of from er tothe speedy crossing

Ostend, and Finkind strove to awaken
interest in the 12th Olympic Games, to be
held at Helsinki next summer.

issued stamps commemorating the 25th
anniversary of the opening of the Panama

The issues include postage and air

and* the majority of the de-

signs show views of the CanaL The Panama
50c, air mail stamp has a portrait of (.en.

Goethals, the engineer who completed the

specimens of this interesting issue.

* * * *

A set of live stamps has been issued in

Soviet Russia in connection w Aviation

Day. 1939. The designs are as follows: 10k.,

a glider in flight; 30k., a parachutist;

., a seaplane; 50k., a balloon in flight;

In, a transport aeroplane.
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A CHOICE OF TOOLS
Two navvies were enviously gazing at a g

display in a jeweller's window.
"Wouldn't you like to

fave yer pick among that

lot?" said Otoe*

*Td sooner fave tuo shovel/
1 was the reply.

* * .-«

**

«»

It was Bill's first morning as an apprentice in a

shipyard. Th^ foreman gave him a two loot rule and
told him to go and measure a kiryt* steel plate.

,lWeli;' said the foreman win n Bill returned, *

is the size of the plate?*'

"It's just the length of this rule,'
1

Bill replied, "and
two thumbs over, with this brick, the breadth of my
hand, and my arm from here to there, bar the finger."

* * -*; *

Caller (at farmer's house): "I want to see Fanner
wit/'

Farm Hand: M He's down among the pi^s* You'll

recognise him easily—he's Rot a hat on*
• * * *

Scot: "Do you know the difference between a
taxieah and a tranicar?"

Friend: VSNo."
Scot: "Goodl Then we'll take a trarncar/

1

* * * +
11The Forty Thieves" was being played at a small

theatre* The company numbered jonly eight, so tlv

robbers passed out at the back of the stage and entered

again at the front
Unfortunately one of the robbers walked with a

limp, and when he entered five times in succession a
voice from the gallery cried: "Stick it, Hoppy: last tap!

11

A famous boxer* fearing his coat might be stolen,

attached a ticket "Owned by a champion boxer/'
When he returned he found no coat and on his ticket

the added note: "'Taken by a champion sprinter/'
*

Can anyone tell mo what happened
after Craar mustered his army?"

Bov: "Yes, sir, he peppered the enemy and took
the citadel by assault.

Teacher; "Sit down, my
from you/ 1

I'll have no sauce

9 •

The following; notice was once shown on the screen

of a certain cinema: "A £5 Bute has been found in the

stalls- Will the owner please form a queue outside

the box-oflku to-morrow night,"

Groom: "Send up two sacks of oats.

Voice from Telephone: "Who for?"

Irish Groom: "The horse, ye fool!"

•*

* *

SAFETY FIRST!

A toagh-looking Italian was shaving a little cockney. J

The Italian leaned over his client, glared into his eyes

and asked: "What you t'ink of da international

seetuation, eh?"
as you, mate," said the. Londoner, cheerfully.

The Italian looked puzzled. "How do you know what
I t

fink?" he demanded.
"I don't," said the native, "but you've got the

razor.
ft

a m
Diner: "Look here, miss, I only had a portion of

trout, and hen I'm charged for the whole fish."

Waitress: "Sorry, sir, but it's the custom of the

establishment,"
Diner: "Then it's a good job 1 didn't order beef

steak,"
* * # *

Scoutmaster; "Have you done your good turn
to-dav?"

Scout: "Well, sir, there was one dose of castor oil left,

and 1 gave it to my younger brother-"
• *

PLEASE!

"And here, ladies," said the guid*% "we have the

famous falls* If vou will stop talking for a moment
vou will be able to hear th<s mighty roar."

* * • *

Father: "Have vou seen my shavinp-brush, Willie?"

Willie: "No, father; but Jimmv's wooden horse has

got a new tail this morning."
* * m *

They were on the barrack square, going -through
musketry drill*

"I iold you to take a fine si^hl," said the sergeant

to a new recruit, "Vou ought to know bv now what a

fine sight is. What is it?"

"A big boat full of sergeants sinking in mid -ocean,"

answered the recruit.

Tailor: "When your father sent you for samples of

cloth didn't he say what colour and material he

wanted?**
Small Bov: "1 don't think it matters, sir.

them for pen-wipers?
wants

?»

• *

"Your new overcoat is rather loud."

"It's all right when 1 put on a muffler,"

Mr, Jones (proudly): "They made mo foreman of

the jury to-day."
Mrs- Jones: "That's a bit of comedown, isn't itp

for a works manager?"
*

First Student (in aeroplane): "The plane's in a spin!

What do I do now, instructor?"

Second Ditto: "Good heavens! I thought you were
the instructor."

• * •
,5 1»"Whv are telephone girls called 'operators'?

"Because thev 'cut' you ofi in tlw middle of your

Ulk."
• • « .4

The teacher was testing the knowledge of her young
pupils. Clapping a coin on the desk, ^he said sharply,

" What is that?*
1

Voice from the back tow: "Tails!"
* • 9

Boy; "Have your chickens got wishbones?"
Farmer: "No, my lad. they're so happy thev've

to
* *

THIS MONTH'S HOWL
'Marquis is the French for a big tent."

A BIPED!
Sportsman: "What was the name of the animal

I just shot?"
(In I lie: "I've already investigated, sir, and he says

he's called Johnson."
* * m *

Professor's Son: "I say, mother* father is getting
more absent minded every day."

Mother: "Why do you say that?
Son: "Well, he slopped me on my way to school

yesterday, and said he thought he had seen me some-
where before and hoped my father was keeping well!"

* * *. *

Magistrate: "What induced vou to steal this thing
from the store?"

Accused: "'Well, your worship, there was a notice,
"No obligation to buy*/1

* # * *

Passenger in aeroplane (to pilot): "1 read in this

newspaper that there's a madman at large/*

Pilot; "Hee, hee, heel They'll never think of looking
for me up here!"

* * *

Customer; "Hut surely you don't sell these watches
for live shillings each?"

Jeweller: "Oh, ves, madam."
Customer: "But thev must cost that to make!"

1

Jeweller: "They do. madam*"
Customer: 'Then bow do vouyon make ;i profit?* 1

Jeweller: "By repairing theni.
*

Admirer; "Tell me all about your fight
t
Bruiser,"

Dud Boxen "Well, 1 led with mv left and missed*
Then I gave him another and missed again. After that
I pulled 'out a vicious right hook but he feinted. Then
he gave me one and I fainted."

Uncle (giving a shilling to his nephew): "Now,
Johnny, don't let this turn your head**

1

johnnv: **Oh t it won't do that. Uncle, I've got a
st it! neck."

* • * *

Insurance? Agent: "My dear sir, have you made
provision for those who come after you?"

Harriiippe: "Yes; I put the doer at'tbe door, and
the servant to sav Ira out of town."

any

told

i- *

The pld gentleman returned to the Lost Property
Office.

*

roe," he said, "but when 1 came to inquire
about the umbrella Vd lost did I happen to leave
my walking-stick?"

* •

"Whin- did you learn to sing?"
"'In- a correspondence school/*
"Wei!, some of your lessons must

in the post."r
* * * *

CITY STYLE

ve been lost

City Banker (visiting the farm): "I suppose that's
the hired man/'

Farmer (who has visited banks); "No, that's the first

viee-pr^dent in charge of the cows,"
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Bridge Built like a Meccano
Model

The busy scene shown in the illustration

Ships of British Navy

[Continued from page 627)

<m page occur ng a
be discharged either

Strange Facts about Metals

Although camphor is almost as
butter it can be used to

as

t-ion of bridge-building by a new method
that resembles on a larger scale the
construction of a

Meccano model. All the
parts used are standard
units, and bridges can
be built up in panels,

or sections, to give
varying

submerged or above-water

the hard
On the

The tubes of submarine are

metal known as Wood's
other hand, it cannot be employed for
polishing tin. The explanation seems to lie

in the fact that

-

according to

As
be seen frum the illus-

tration
p

alori

spaced
mem-

bers allow these to be
bolted together at the.

m .suitable

Krection work is simple
and can be carried out

• _

quickly, so that bridges
60 ft. or more in length

can be built in a few
weeks.

ge building of

is kind mav become
very mi if the
war proceeds, for this

mevi will mean
the destruction of im-

melting point of

phor, 178 deg.

cam-
V,'j

i
is

higher
Wood 's

melts in hot water, but
is lower than that of

tin. which becomes
liquid only when heat-
ed to a temperature of
232 deg. C

ness seems to

ha\ e nothing whatever
to do with the polishing
process. It is the tern-

A--W-WA

port at it railw lv av\ :

road bridges, especially

in the areas

Erecting a Meccano-wise, by the unit construction method, in which standard parts are used. Photograph

which actual fighting is

taking place. The erection of a unit con-
struction bridge would solve the problem of

providing the necessary communications.

by courtesy of "The London Evening News."

of course submerged, and
cruisers

can

peratures at which the
solids melt that are
concerned, because the
points where t hey rub
against each other be-
come very hot and the
polishing is due, not to
wearing away, but to
the actual melting or
softening of projecting

s of the surface. For
instance, a cl

called oxamide, which
melts at 417 deg, C,

tubes.

use of both kinds of tubes, whereas
c rs are fitted only wi

used for polishing tin, lead and
bismuth, all of which melt at lower tern
peratures than the oxamide^ but not for
polishing speculum metal, the melting
point of which is 745 deg. C.

Boo
above-water tubes. The measure u

fv

You're Wanting
ments in inches given in describing

Hobbies 1940 Handbook"

S j

ments.

refer to their

aircraft carrier is one of

recen t naval de v elo p-

earliest carriers .were
.

conversions
9

cruisers

other \

have been
ore recently

ned exclusively as

sliips

The 1940 edition of the well- known catalogue of
Hobbies Ltd, is as full as ever of invaluable guidance
to all handymen* Fretwork is covered fully, wJth
details of outfits and apparatus from the simplest sets
to elaborate motor-driven machinery used by workers
on a large scale. 1 here is a large gift design shc«t of a
model of Buckingham Palace, and by merely striding
up a coupon purchasers of the catalogue can obtain
ftul-sfec patterns of an electticalty-prop^lied miniature,
2 ft. 6 in. in length, of JLM S. "JM/ 1

The Handbook contains

carriers, and they are now marvels

of
type

anism

,

which
e.

% av;n

impossible in

to deal with
tin.- space

other types
organ

1

tl ic-

Mention must

a splendid new
articles on things to make and do in almost every
of woodwork. Instructions are given for cttostnicting;
old time ships, a model fort, a modem clock, a child's
pedal car and a waterline model of tb« "Maurctatiia."
Besides tllteM there are working models to be driven by
a steam engine, screens, tables, cabinets and fancy
boxes of all kinds, and details are given of every form
of tool and fitting needed for these and hundreds of
other models.
The price of the? Handbook, with its 2tf4 pages and

gift desigiiSj is 6cL It can be obtained from any news-
1
or Hobbies dealer, or direct frbin hobbies Ltd.,

made, ever
Dereham* Norfolk

P
for 9d. f post free.

of the high-speed motor torpedo
boats that came into

Phot
prominence

ogra pi*y in the Home

The Boy's Romance

of Aviation

during the last war, They were
then known as C.M.Bs, and they

Home photography is great fun, for to watch a
photograph growing mysteriously fr* m nothing on a
blank filiiL "s one of the most Us< mating bights imagin-
able. Developing and printing are e«t*y

f and any reader

A. o. I.A RD as

did very valuable work in many .
*h° w«h« to kuow>Jhn tinniest.ways of dealing with

r ,.
J «« , l

In* own films Ihrouehout, and so of filling the gnatisi

brought this book entire

up-to-date and has supplied a

number of new illustrations.

a new chapter on the

The most recent vessels

of this type are of enormous
and at the same time
to sea in very

satisfaction from his lutbUv, will find excellent advice
in a bonkjet entitled "Home 1 'holography'* that bus been

by Johnson and Sons, llendon, \\c
parti' iilarlv

pu
recommend

• an
to Secretaries

photographic SOCh tio, and of photographic sections
of Meccano Clubs or Hrawhes of the Ihk.C

*i he booklet is divided into five

R.A.R and descriptions of

Hurricanes

other k>nu- ranee

nes.

Spitfires and

From all

*'\

f SI HARRAP

A.R.P. Lamp Bulbs for Cyclists
Our advertisers Vitality Bulbs Ltd. have produced a

Splendid Hinge of bulbs for head and rear lamps that
will satisfy the special refinements of cvclists now that
bright lights are forbidden and supplies of (batteries

are scarce. These are the Vita Hattery-Saver Bulbs,
twi it is claimed that they give each battery the life of
It) large twin cells. Other economical bulbs have been
introduced for use in places where brighter lights
arc permitted.

m

Readers interested should write td Vitality Bulbs
Ltd,, Neville Place* Wood Green, London HM, B» a
leaflet giving particulars; mentioning the "i/f.S/t."

sections,
written by an expert on th© branch of photograp I tit

work with wbiiii ht 4^als. lh« iiret deiCribes dcvilMpini!
in the *iinph*>l but must efficient manner. Wxt comes
the making of gas-light prints, an entertaining way of
spending an evening at hotne as wrll as a fascinating
branch of photographic: work. Flashlight photography
ainl bromide prints arc the subjects of two further
article and finally rnlar^ing is dealt vvillu

Copies of the booklet ran he obtained on writing to
Johnson and Sous, Manufacturing Chemists Ltd.,
Henrton Way, Hendoii t London N.W.4. ScCntaaes of
photographic societies and sections should ask for
supplies of the booklets and price fists* Mention should
he made of the "MMJ* when writing.
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CHRISTMAS GETTING
Please order your Present early if you are wanting a

Model Aeroplane, Railway or Boat.
..

Send for Bond's 208 page 1939 Catalogue, Price 6d* It illustrates and lists

all types of j-oods suitable for Christmas Presents.

Ba ing Kits
Kits for 12 in. wing span Flying

Models of the AERONCA, BOEING
P12E, CURTISS PURSUIT,
DIVER. LOCKHEED VEGA. MONO-
COUPE. PUSS MOTH. STtNSON
IELIANT. TAYLOR CUB. VULTEE
VIA. WACO. GULF HAWK,
HORNET MOTH. MILES MAGISTER.

Price I Id. Postage 3d,

Kits for 24 in. wing span Flying Models
of the STINSON RELIANT, WACO
CUSTOM, MONOCOUPE. CONSOLI-
DATED P/30. FAIRCHILD, HAWKER
FIGHTER, CURTISS HAWK. RICHMAN

and MERRILL'S VULTEE.
Price 7, 6. Postage 6d.

Make the Perfect Model
Rai IwayTrack with Bond's
Parts. AN Hornby Models

will run on this.

PRICES. Standard Gauge "OO" and "O" Parts suitable for Hornby
mModels.

Steel Rail, sheradised finish.**

"OO I *

* + % • « V

I

Brass Rai V »* * + * * m r - *4 * *

Case Chairs, slide-on fit

Electric Raised Chair.**
Fishplates

Steepcrs, stained

Pins
Track Gauge

• * *

* »

• . .

i

* #

• m m

i a

*

I d. yd,

I /3 dor. yds.

3d. yd.

2/3 doi. yds.

1/4 100
S/4 1 00
3d. doz,
8d. 100
3d. pkt.

6d. each** * » ft ** ft* ft ««» VMl Vll^ll

All Track Prices plus 10% and carriage

,.p»i

2d, yd.

1/6 doz. yds.

4 id- y<**

4/3 doz. yds.

1/2 100
2/- 100
2d* doz,

2/3 100
6d, pkt,

9d. each

BOND'S O r USTON ROAD LTD.
357, Euston Road, London N.W.I

Telephone: EUSton 5441-2, Est. 1887.

Now ve a
\*DARK ROOM

in your house why not do some HOME
PHOTOGRAPHY is great fun for

you and the family?
Making and developing your own prints on Gaslight or

Bromide Paper is very simple with Johnson's 3d. MQ.
Packets, each of which will develop 3 dozen pieces of

Gaslight Paper 3£" x 2f".
Some of chose HOLIDAY SNAPS will make interesting

records ton Red, Blue, Green or ta

JOHNSON'S PACTUM TONERS; 6d. each

some indoor snaps with

using

WHY
FLASHPOWDER. You can make them with

box gives sufficient for 8 to 12 exposures

Send at once for our Free Booklet

'S

camera.

uHOW TO DO DEVELOPING
PRINTING * FLASHLIGHT

#

r Etc."

Also for particulars of our

HOM
comprising

OUTFIT
mp Dishes, Printing Measure,

Thermometer, Chemicals a

Price

fu

me,
instructions.

10

E/M Dept.

Chemists

i
JOHNSON SONS

i

Ltd. Hendon »
London N.W.4

>»i

»

march into your regular er's and see the

amazing se ion of Lott's s he has to s ow you

Winter's coming on and you'll want plenty to do in

_ — *

th e

Ion dark evenings.

; look at these new
Lott/s Bricks! Aren't they

topping fn

Silver Boxes
their new
and shiny

transparent wrappings?
With a set like that you
could build really fine

modern type

with Sun Trap
and French doors.

buildings

what's this? Oh,
good. Lett's Chemistry is

at youve always
I \A/#*II whv notWell.

hobbystart this excitin

now? There's plenty of

oice. and even the
givesmallest set will

you hours and hours of

fascinating amusement and

whet your appetite for

larger scope
more amazing experi-
ents. Yes, Lott's

Chemistry is certainly the

even

hobby of this ern age i

Now here's something fi game Lott

ch have already become tremendously pop
ems ts chosen. Wh

•

Everyone has

puzzle and one of the 105 ..........

in the shortest time is the winner. Try it—it's great fun! Price 1/

it

h from all Toy Shops or through W. H. Smith S

wri to eAsk your dealer for full particulars or

Manufacturers (Dept. M.M.) for name of nearest agent and

illustrated lists of all products. (Id. stamp on p.c, l|d. stamp

on letters, please.
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gineermg

some

Actual
make

covered

Night-light nojcier

most useful and
effective.

.P. Rack for gas-

matches, etc, with
disc.

s t keys,
luminous

You can easily make this and
many other realistic models

ee the Juneero Design
Sheets- Price Id. each,

No. 1,12/6. No. 2, 25/-
and are obtainable from Juneero Dealer* only. If owing to war conditions
you have any difficulty send your order with remittance direct, adding 1/-

for carriage and packing, and we will arrange for a set to be sent.

JUNEERO LTD., 25, White Street, Moorfields, London E.G.2

An eacavitor with reif caterpillar

wheels, which you ofl mak*
entirely yourself.

TO ADDRESS ABOVE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

My Name .... ... ...

My Address

I
1

.

. m m .* frf * « *****» fHMMM-M-<-->- .....* ***+**« i * • m * * * m « « «*«*«#*«*#»**•*««#*###

«» J
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THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to

make a WORKING SCALE MODEL
of the well wn

STEAM MOGUL in

IMS
Gauge

6-0
1iO f r

»«With this Set of Parts," says a well-known

a 'liveEngineering Expert, "a beginner can build

steam' model in under 30 hours with the simplest

of Tools."

MAKE IT YOURSELF THIS WINTER!

The set comple 50 parts

with vital components, such as boiler and
ers, in finished condition costs £3.1 T.O

be purchased separately. For details

write for "Hogul Leaflet

*

m
*

:

REPAIRS...
Wc have an efficient and prompt repair

service for every make of locomotive.

Estimates on request. Please enclose name
address in parcel.

*
-

#
*

;

17 free.
*#*•*»*»#»«*»* *«* •••l#iMi*»**i"**OiiM*Mil»M

*-

1*HIGH SPOTS" from this Season's ues
Finished L.M.S. MOGUL, and set of
parts {gauge "0M

) . , , small scale

permanent way parts (samp!? parts 3d.)

. # . first-class electric merits. \ . < road
tractor parts.

in

AD < ^ New list entitled '"Steam Loco-
*^»* ' * motives, Stationary En lines and
Everything for the Model Constructor.'* 160
pages.

Gauge i-0" locomotives in clockwork
steam > . . rotting stock m m

track m . . signals . . • stations . . *

ettgine sheds . . . tunnel mouths . . ,

bridges . . . equipmetd of every kiwi
in fact.

^D *! Latest
VJlV. I # LOWKE
.

auge
**

catalogue of BASSETT-
Scale Model Railways

Price 3d/ post free

"06" scale model locomotives,

rolling stock, wagotis, etc, < . . scenery

blueprint layouts* . the "L<n*ft»"
gradients for high and tow level tracks*

* * i

^^ Latest catalogu' LOWKE Gauge

Price

BASSETT-
"00" Railways.

SHIP LOVERS

Here is the "Britannia"
pioneer of Cunarders!

50 ft. to 1 inch seate* the
w

set, complete with tools,

plans and instructions,

costs 1 3 - post free-
Glass Show-case parts to

build up for housing the
model cost only Sfi,

Details of this

and others
are to be found in

BUILD THIS SPLENDID

LITTLE

nfkWi

I

- post free

post

LONDON: 112, Holborn, W.C.1
JW- *4. AiV

S.I 7 Complete Catalogue

MANCHESTER Corporation Street

THIS IS THE STANDARD MODEL

WEMBLEY MINIATURE FOOTBALL is e finest

indoor game in the world and transfers the thrill of

the open air game right into your home. The players,

consisting o u teams or moulde metal men,

actually play with the ball, run, swerve, pass and kick

goal and are individually controlled. The models,

wnic bea u ully coloure

orange are compl wiith

bright green and

ull instructions.

The Junior model comprises teams of seven a side.

STANDARD MODEL Post and Packing
1'3 Extra

SIZE 28" x 15 t ¥

JUNIOR MODEL 10 Post and Packing
1'- Extra

SIZE 22*" x 11"

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL DEALER OR FROM

SOUTH HUNTER ST•/ LIVERPOOL
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This is the Horn/?? E22Q
Special Electric Locomotive JL.N.E.R,
**Thc Brarnham hii>or" hauling a train
composed of No. 2 Corrida* Co0ch«,

1 m

HORNBY
\

k

i

EVERY ATURE
Boys! Everything you see on I railway you'll find, in perfect miniature

in the Hornby Train System. That is why there is nothing to touch Hornby mode!

realism and thrills. You can start your Hornby Railway with a passenger locomotive,

goods train made up of al!few coach guard's van. You can

kinds of wagons and vans. You can then put on a crack passenger service with a

del of famous express, such as "The Flying Scotsman" or 'The

Bournemouth Limited." To make the realism of your railway complete you can

keep adding Hornby signals, stations, engine sheds, level crossings, turntables

and many other wonderful accessories that are included in the

the most perfect miniature railway system in the world.

If you would like to see these wonderful

* And while you are there.visit your

catalogue contains etails

Meccano Products.

Hornby Trains and Accessories, just

ask him for a copy of the 193 8^9

Hornby Railway System and other

PRICE LIST

t*>*

CLOCKWORK TRAIN SETS

Ml Passenger Tram Sol (reversing). Price 9'11

NM Tank Gooct TriinSet [f&Vers ^ rtg)< I flee 16'6

No. Passenger Train Set (reversing}.

Price T7'3
No. I Tank Goods Train See (reversing],

22'6
No/1 Special Passenger Train Set ( reversing].

Price 32'

6

No. 2 Tank Miked Goods Train 5©! (reversing).

Price 3 2'

6

No. 2 Special Passenger Train Sei (reversing).

55'-

ELECTRIC TRAIN SETS
E020 Passenger Train Set (20-volt) reversing.

Price 2 8'

6

E120 Tank Goods Train Set (20*vo!t) reversing.

Price 32'6
E120 Special Passenger

automatic reversing .

£220 Tank
»

Tram Set (20*volt)

Price a 5'-

ixed

automatic reversing

Train

»•

E220 Special Passenger

automatic reversing .

(20-volt)

Price 45'-

(20-volt)

Price 75'-

E320 Riviera "Blue" Passenger Train S<n (2r>volt}

automatic reversing price 67'6

W

m I

-*

fel H

t

«* _

£*

m

» *.

* IJl

41

1 _

« A sturdy tank engine
with admixed gavds'*
train of fascinating

variety Qnd realhrn.

^H
Jb

i_i

- - i

i i^

i> •*

* j TL*"?

Manufactured by

MECCANO LTD., LIVERPOOL 13
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eccano

splendid

aircraft

can be built with

instruction

manuals included

outfits show clearly how
to construct a

interesting

..

PRICES OF OUTFITS
No. 00 Outfit. Price 3'6

No.

No. 1

No. 2

M

ft

4*9

7'6

T2'6

f t Special Outfit,

Price T3'6

No. 2 Special Outfit.

Price 22'6
Rtiti&cd prices

MECCANO LTD BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13

Cr:*

Cob
Magn

9/9

f

eac
(post free)

An mtiictric

motor built
from one of

tets

and a f £ w
M c c c a n u
pampas Jei*

cr ihdd u n
page to6*

Build

Electric otors!

We have a limited supply of surplus

permanent magnets suitable for use in

building up small dynamos, electric

motors and other experimental electric

apparatus. These magnets are made from

high-grade cobalt steel and are excep-

tionally powerful for their size.

can be obtained only from Meccano

Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13.

ine

is offer cannot be repeated when

stock is disposed of, and

dersreaders should send in their or
-

immediately.

.* > ' *"**"* I h# -1 -'* W .v r « - . r. y

Uak
from

e your oice
thi 5 splendid

range of quality toys

MECCANO OUTFITS

HORNBY TRAINS (0 Gauge}

AEROPLANE OUTFITS

MOTOR CAR OUTFITS
-

HORNBY-DUBLO TRAINS

(00 Gauge)

DINKY TOYS

DINKY BUILDER OUTFITS

HORNBY SPEED BOATS & RACERS

Meccano Christmas

now if you wish to make certain

of being the proud possessor of

the Meccano Outfit Hornby Train

or other Meccano Product that

you are so keen on. All you have

to do is to visit your local dealer

and ask him to enrol you in his

Club. Nearly every Meccano deal-

er runs a Christmas Club Scheme,

•± .#v>

so that you are not likely to meet

with difficulty in this direction.

You pay a small sum weekly, and

this is entered by your dealer on

a special Christmas Club Card

that he gives you,

1
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EXCEPTIONAL

QUALITY

15* X |
"

Th

BAILEY'S "SUPER" PUMP. Steel Lined; Celluloi overe

e are solid drawn; cartridge as

an t

on; each pump eing rawn trom its own m etal

ererore there are no_ soldenngs or loose pieces to

CANNOT WARP NOR LEAK
-

APEX SUPERLITE
The World's Best Seller

15" X tr

APEX 11

Ma e o best

SUPERLITE rt CELLULOID PUMP
qua lity cenuio

4

APEX INFLATOR CO • LTD '

; strongly constructed an

Mann factitred hy;

Thapex Works, Aldridge Road

utifully po lish e

Barr, Birmingham
*

MECCANO
LUBRICATING OIL

The Ideal Power
Small

Before commencing to operate
Meccano model, or to run

ft Hornby Train, all geart and
beirmgs should be oiled
thoroughly with Meccano Lubri-
cating Oil. This oil |i specially
prepared and Is of the right
consistency for the
Price per bottle 6d.

purpose.

M Ltd;,o L.ca, ( Binni
Liverpool 13.

Road,

This is the Meccano
Clockwork Magic
Motor - a sturdy,

efficient mechanism
specially designed
for driving smaller

Meccano Models,
N on -reversing.

OIL CAN No. 2 ("K" Type)

In

Polished

Copper

Every Meccano »nd Hornby Train
"K" type oilihould add a miniature

Price 2 £

Meccano Ltd.. Liverpool 13

enthusiast
can to his

equipment for the purpose of oiling Meccano
models, Hornby Trains, etc. The oil Is ejected
drop by drop by depressing the valve, as lit tbe
fulf*sized model, and In all other respects the

Price 3/6
Meccano Ltd-, Binna Road, Liverpool 13.

oiler Is perfect.

i

CONSOLATION .'

U)X
Until further

notice, open

from 9-0 a.m,

until 7-0 p.m.
*

Gas-proof your room
with

HA ROUTT'S A.R.P.
PLASTICINE

Koep out noise with
Fibrous

"PLASTICINE" EAR
PLUGS

A few deft touches with ^Plasticine'

Telephone:

COLmore
A 1 25

More and more Model Enthusiasts are turning to- their

hobbies during "black-out" hours, thereby finding re-

laxation in these trying times.

We are, in spite of many difficulties, maintaining our
very comprehensive stocks, and if you have not already

approached us for your requirements, we suggest that

you get in touch with us without delay. Our Showrooms
are open to ail for inspection without obligation and we
shall be happy to place our services at your disposal.

AGENTS & STOCKISTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS

AIRCRAFT SHIPS RAILWAYS

!

THE MIDLAND MODEL CO. (Retail)
2. Queens Hotel Buildings, NAVIGATION ST.. BIRMINGHAM 2

and your "Flying Scot' has coal in its

tender, roa
ild your

em
Complete Modeller 5#-

post free 5'6

merit It's amazing

engine
ow Only a few hand tools required

Designer 5'6 and 12'6
Post free 6'1 and 13'5

pliant lourf material ring Stuart No. 10*
Completely machined set with full

*

Other outfits 6d, and 2/6
Post free rates for Great

Britain, abroad extra*

Write for illustrated price
liar*

life to your Meccano! Made in sixteen

colours in several fascinati

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD., 99, BATHAMPTON. BATH

instructions:

from 18'6 post free

All our teu from 5/- upwards, illustrated and
described In our No. 2 catalogue, id. post free.

72 pages fully illustrated*

London Office and Showroom: 56 Hill, E.C STUART TURNER LTD
Henley-on-Thames



SOMETHING
IN THE

DO

YOU CAN STILL GET

Solid and Flying Model

Aeroplanes and Accessories

I ALL BRITISH MADE
Prices advanced

owing to War conditions.

BUY NOW
whilst you can obtain

ar

reasonable prices

We keep in step with the times!

SKYBIRDS
ofthnew moaei is one e latest

FRENCH FIGHTERS

MORANE 406
present price

/

Every accessory to make the complete Hobby

THESE MODELS HAVE ACHIEVED

WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION

Send stamps lid. for Free 4-page illus-

trated Price List and specimen copy

the SKYBIRD
BULLETIN. Address:

THE MECCANO MAGAZINE XI

CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS
FOR BLACK-OUT EVENINGS

Post Free OFFER ol

SAMPLE PARCEL
containing many
useful oieccs ol

j

Write also for PRICE
LIST of other Sets

(Scientific Deot. G) 60. High St.,

Stoke Newlngton. London N.I 6.

Booklet, "Experiments in Chemistry," 6d\ P.O.

PERFECT USED MODELS
Send 4lci* for out train catalogue and save money.

Georges', 11, Friars Street Ipswich.

ABOVE OTHERS!

SKYBIRDS {Desk B.)

3, Aldermanbury Avenue, LONDON E.G.

2

AN "ELITE" PRODUCT
Wingspan 30 ins. Length 24 ins.

Average Duration 90-120 sees.

A COMPLETE KIT FOR BUILDING THIS FINE MODEL
Contains: Finished Prop, Free-wheeling Shaft,

Balloon Wheels, Rib Outlines clearly printed

Rubber, UNBEATABLE VALUE.
Only 5 '6, post free.

THE FAMOUS « BURD If KITS
30 in, wingspan - Mr. Mulligan; Boeing

P.26.A; Aeronca C70; 1936 Stinson, etc.,

3'3 each, post free.
• m

25 in. wingspan -Waco Military D; West-
land Co-op.; Grumman Fighter, etc., 2*3 each,

post free.

16 in. wingspan Ryan ST.; Fokker D7; Mr.

Mulligan, Curtiss Hawk; Hawker Fury,1'3 each,

post free.

"SKEETER"-Three in one! Land-, Sea- and
Iceplane. Suits every need. Easy to

36 in, span. 7/6, post free.

5ELLEY*TEX-The Wonder Kits, Ask for Full particulars.

Send 2d. for our large J939 catatagua, illusifatinpa full rang©
of Kits from 1 f3 \o 21 /*. Every type of accessory is also listed.

Elite Model Airplane

14, Bury New Road, Manchester 8

f-

This Space is set to i inch s.c. and costs 8/-

per month. The sum is the 50th of
£20, the price of a whole page advertisement. Over
200,000 boys and parents read the "Meccano Magazine"
each month. You can therefore teach this exclusive
public for less than a half-penny a thousand.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
Read are erve the following

writing to kdv*Ti\B*n

L Mention Ihc
JIM.M»" and any special reference

number quoted In the advertisement This helps

pt attention.rhscrft

2* See that the full amount of the price and any
postage Is Included, It is unfair to expect adver-

lifers to fulfil their undertaking* promptly if short

remittance* are sent.

3. GIVE YOUR FULL ADDRESS.

THE ADVERTIS

MXCCANO MAGAZINE, Blnna Rd.. LIVERPOOL 13

GOLD
LEVER

SUPERIOR

Post Fr

DE LUXE MODEL

YOUR NAME ENGRAVED 9d. EXTRA

LEEDS ?tH CENTRE, Royal Exchange, Leeds 1

TAYLOR & COLBRIDGE, St. Sepulchre Gate
Doncaster

JOWETT & SOWRY LTD,, Cathedral St., M'chester

JOWETT & SOWRY LTD., Soulhgate, Halifax

on M.A.T.A. Balsa, Balsa Strip, Wire, Tissue,

Brass Brush, Cement, Dope, Tissue-paste, semi-

finished Nose Block, FULL SIZE PLAN Instruction

Sheet, Aluminium Tube, Washers, 8 strands

IS

You're Lazy you wonVread
far in this talk. If you if vou h
the courage to face facts—you will want

know what special effort on y
will enabl

You're a Shirker you»

ii

always wish for success but never do any-

thing about it. The earth is cluttered with

that kind of man.

You're a Fighter
You'llyou will set about doing some

get the special necessary training that fits

you for a good position and good pay.

The I.C.S.—Intematio ence

Schools—offers you that training. There is

none better, none more convenient for the

student. Let us tell you all about it. Just

fill in the coupon below or write to us In

any other way.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET-

international
rrespondence schools ltd

Dept. 218, Internatlo Buildings

Klngsway, London W.C.2
PIcmc send me free booklet describing l.C.S. Courw
in the subject 1 have marked X. I is»um« rio obligation.

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENB.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.
FRENCH AND SPANISH
GENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE

EXAMINATIONS:

Tteaalcal, Professional. Civil Serv

JOURNALISM
LETTERING
MARINE ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENG.
MINING
MOTOR ENGINEERING
RADIO
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SCIENTIFIC M'G'MENT
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT-STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TELEVISION
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

Matrlculatloa.

Stttte your Exam, here .............

Maine....... ......:...Age

* *J - fa I ll***» * » 4. ». . .*+••#*** Ail «*«•»% I -**"•#

'"*#*"*¥ # * * « >»•# » T

Qreatest, largest and most

famous of all institutions <ie-

voted tosparC'time training^

ihc postal method. Branches

in 30 countries, students in 50.

I
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READERS' SALES
AND WANTS

Headers should note that alt advertisements of Hornby
Trams and other Meccano products included in this
column relate to items no longer featured in the catalogue.
Advertisements of current products cannot be accepted
for this column.

10 Years" "Meccano Magazine?." 1928 :ls. complete!
and perfect (toatip bound); must sell, iyonhl rrqnsidefc
exchange. Particulars—McKnight, 6t

Greta Green,
4.

For Sale ox will exchange Red Oiren Meccano
I '.-ins: Model Railway Accessories; B< 's B««>ks; 5.000

i paretic Cards; "Meccano 3lfara^ihcs
<,

; B.O.-PV:
Microscope—Wri fe for li>t.—taule, fcoval
Pocklingtoji, Yorkshire.

Oak,

Stuftft Turner Compound Reversing I.aumli Engine,
with extras (cost t3S>. brand new: exchange for M»h!i 1

fraction engine or best Miniature Camera offered, <>r
«vdJ sdl for £15.— 17, Lingfield Grove, Broadgrcen,

K JO I

.

Billows (PrjstcaJjd Camera), Suit Copying; Makitu
Bttlargor; small 16 nan. ami y.5 mm. Films, List.—
\lox No. hoi.

16 mm. Unexposed Colour Film (Sealed); quantity
Wireless Valves; Particulars.—II ohlw, 83, Gurlin*
Crescent, King's Park, Glasgow.

Sale. Wireless Set and3 -Valve Short Wave
Components; Lott's No. 6 Chemistry Set, complete,
tittlt mod, 1 5/-; Cnemicals. Apparatus; also Stamps;

instruments Electrical Set, cheap.—Gilchrist, 30,
.IwcarthilJ, Kutlierglen.

Wanted. Clean, perfect copies of September and
October 1935, September, October and November
1936 AUK's.5

' State price to—Box No. 1103.

I For Sale. Complete Trix Twin Raihvav, t<*t over
<,UI new. Good condition. Going for %$. Apply

—

Ucburiatte, Glenimmr, Beach Road, Eimsworth, Hants.
Sale. 2,500 Stamps (tat. over £"17), -in . Parti, ulars— Balfour, 13, Ashburtiham Gardens, t'pmiitstrr, Esse,*.

Sale. "AUl.V August 1924 to Decemiwr I93S
inclusive. 40/- or nearest. Burton, 10. St. Barnabas
Street, WeBingborough , Northauts

Ready to print Christinas Cards. Adaua 8
Printing Machine as new, suitable types
furniture, etc. Value oyer £3. Offers!

i
"

Si

.< 5*

ypcjs, chase,
P. Wist

ive Lam,-, Word. Kssex.
?man.

Home Cinematographs and Standard Films cheap. Lists
". Pictures," 13, Rcnmuir St., Tooting, London,

ENGINE NAMES AND NUMBERS. Complete list of
names, numbers, types and classes of locomotives of
Great Britain and Ireland, with alterations to stock
during 1935, All in "Locomotive Stock Book 1939"—
70 pages, 55 illustrations. Price 1(6 from R. Pollock,
102, Disraeli Road. Putney, London.

SPEED BOAT s

MECCANO MODEL
DRIVING. Use this lino

moior,very powerful, works
off pocket lamp bailor/.

Base plate drilled for bole

ma to Meccano Kodols.eic.

Gearedand other medals in

stock Slate' requirements. Posr 4d

L. WILKINSON
»

204. LOWER ADDISCOMBE
CROYDON. SURREY

R0

NEW GAME FOR WINTER EVENINGS
Play football by your fireside with. Cup-tic.
The most ingenious foorhall game invented
(22 men and ball}. You can pass the bull from
man to mnn until u goal is scored. We ape
earing out this same at 3f6 instead of the

ordinal price of 7/6 post free. So take the
opportunity now ana net yours whil

stock lusts*

the

K. W. Stead, 1 24 f Chancery Lane
f W.C.2

nMECCANO MAGAZINE
SPRING BACK BINDER

rr

There Is no better way of keeping your (Maga-
zines clean and tidy

by binding them
In one of the special
binders we supply.

These binders have
strong stiff backi,
covered with black
imitation leather, taite-

fullv cooled, and are
In gold. The

Ur£c binder holds 12
Magazines — price 3/6
esc free. The sma
Inder holds 6

Ma cs — price
pent free.

2/6

Meccano Ltd., Binns Rd., Liverpool 1

3

This Month's Special Articles
i

i

I Air News
I Hooks to Read * * *

i j m *

* - - a

"I

1

I

Past? I

m-i |

6\'I8 I

I

Centcuarv of William mm* $24
. i. ompetiLiriii t orner
I . . .

'

* —

i

KiiKiiuvririg NVws ...

l-insjilo Fun • 1 f * » * •

•*
fr* I

« *

* » -Ilomlty DuMo Pa^s
J Ii >rnt jy Railway Company Pages
How l.rad Pencils are Made

f *

I From Our Readers
I Guild Pages
I

i

i

t Meccano Motors
1

( Miilel-V>iTt!rling Contest Results *.

I Mod* 'I-biiiM ri^ Otiti nts ,..

I Xature's Puz/le Pictures ,..

i

i

m *

l»l

* » •

* •

633

ti42

650 4

I

1

I

I

I

n * -*

i

I

I

664 |

65rt

*.-

New MecCtUlQ Moilels

Out with the Wftldiiig Repair S.jnad

* *

* • t

* -•*'.

[055 |

'545 r

6611

I

I'Vrfcct Lawns in the Making

| Railway Xcu?
I Ships of the British Navy...

I Stamp Coll. irtfitg ...

I

1

I

* -

»

* * -

t *

• * I

634

6;to

I

I

1

t

I

fr * *!

626 )

Iili7 I

!

I

Stump Gossip

SurgestioiiB Section

The Life-boat in Wur
Tunaelliim SingJc-handed for 32 ytAts

Vaalshiiig topsails

. -

.

• V

4 ft*

«

ft * «

* -

m- *

I

I

1

«6S
658

622

631

644 |

I

I

LATEST BOMBERS FIGHTERS!
Send 4di for our Now Lbr of Photographs
and Specimen Card. Over 1,500 tiiles.

Real Photographs (MM), Cooper's Buildings, Liverpool 1

Pathe Film & Nome Movie Lists now ready. Apply
Royal Sutcliffe, 305. K.llm«hall Road. Bradford,

FOR TRIX RAILWAYS. Special 4-4-OT locos and
coaches. List lid. Georges*. II, Frurs St.. Ipswich.

CASTING MOULDS for Lead
Animals, etc. Sample
industries, 2, Waldc

mould 2/9.

Pa rk
w

Soldiers, Indians
Catalogue

enham.

*

VISI INK FOUNTAIN PEN
with new Dual-Ttppcd Nib for 1/6 post paid. Worth
If*. Fine, Medium or Broad Nib*. For thia special

. offer send crossed P.O. to:
GENNERS, 19. Oakleigh Avenue, EoVware, Middlesex.

HORNBY DU
G.W.R. & S.R, ENTHUSIASTS-CONVERT YOUR
COACHES TO G.W.R, OR S.R. withT. & H's. Litlio

Papers, Slight cutting only ncce^ary, 1 Spersct
for 3 coaches. Also your own P.O. Wagons.

4 on sheet, 6d. Postage ltd. extra.
Hundreds of Parts and Models in Stock.

Send for Free 22-page Games* & Model List.

Tvldeslcy # Holbrook. 1 09, Deaitsgate. Manchester 3

OYLE5 FOR BOOK
We can supply at ortce almost any book you want, new
or second-hand. Books on Engineering. Model-making,
Handicrafts, Stamps* Sports, and all boys' Interests.

113-125. CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON W.C2
Telephone: Gerrard 5660 (16 lines)

MAGAZINE
Registered at G.P.O.^ London, for transmission

Canadian Magazine Post
!>v

EDITORIAL OFFICE:

Ltverpool 13. England.
IVlcgrams; "Meccano, UvcrpOoU 11

Publication Date. The HMMP is published on
the 1st of each month and may Ut» ordered Irani any
Meccano dealer, or from .my liookstall or newsagent,
price 6d, per copy. It will be mailed dirt-ot from
this office. A/- lor six

ff r W

ntribu
and 8/- for twelve issues.

Lultloc will ctmsidef artit lesTo Coulributors. Tlw
and phDtoBTaphs of general interest nnd payment will

be rnnde for tho^e published Whilst <*v» rv care will

he taken uf articles* ctc. # siibjnittexi, the llditor cannot
for anv loss or damairf, Aicpt responsibility for any loss or damage,

stamped addressed envelope of tlie requisite sixe should
be scut where the contribution is to he returned if

miacTeptabh%
Readers* Sales and Wants. Private* advwu^rnents

(i.e., not trade) ire charged Id, pt r word, minimuin 1/-.

Cash with order, Editorial and Advertising matters
should i t be dealt with on tl^* same sheet of paper-

Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average srven
words to the line), or 18/- por inch (average Vl lines

to the inch). Cash with order.
Display. Quotations for space bookings, and

latest net sale figures* will be sent on request.
Press Day, etc. Copy should be sent as early in

the month as passible for fesertion in following issue.

We usually close tor press on or before 6th of each
month for fallowing issue. Half- tone blocks up to
100 screen.

Proofs of advertisements will be sent when possible
for spare bookings of not less than half-an-inclu
Voucher copies, Sent free to advertisers booking

nnc inch nr ovc*. Other advertisers desiring voudiftfs
should add Bdi to their remittance and should order
voucher eopv at same time.

Remittances. I'ostal Orders and Cheques should be
maile pavalile to Meccano Ltd,

Ordering the^M.M/'Overseas
Readers Overseas may order the "Mtccafto Magasitit"

from regular Meccano dealers or direct from this office.

1 he price and subscription rates are as above, except
in the cases of Australia, \vherc the price is 1/2 per
copy (postage extra), and the subscription rates 8/

and

mr

..

16/ for 12 months (post free),

10c. per couv. and the
for six months
Canada, where the price is inc. per copy f

subscription rates 65c. for six months* and $1-25 for

12 mouths (post
"I he LLS.A, prioe is l5'c. per copy, and the subscription

rates SI and $2 for 6 and 12 months respectively
(post free).

Overseas * are reminded that the prices
shown throughout the **M.M" are those relating to
the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland- Cunent
Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be mailed
free on request to any of the undermentioned agencies.
Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained
direct from the firms concerned.

CANADA: Meccano Ltd., 187-189, Church St., Toronto,
UNiilvD STA1ES: Meccano Co, of Ameriia Inc..

New Haven, Conn,, Meccano Co. of America
Inc., 200, Fifth Av. ( New York.

AUSTRALIA: Messrs, E. G. Page & Co,,
*\ Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

NEW ZEALAND: Models Limited. Third Floor,imited. Third
An^ac Avenue (P.O.Pavkel's Buildiiigs, 9,

Box 129), Auckland. C.l.

SOUTH AFRICA: Mr. A. E- Harris (P.Oi Box 1 199),
142, Market Street, Johannesburg.

INDIA: Karachi- Darvanamal and Bros., Elpbinstone
Street. Bombay; Bombay Sports Depot,
Dhobi 'lalao. Calcutta: Doinljay Sports
Depot, 2. Lindsay Street. Madras: Bom-
bay Sports Depot, 162, Mount Road*

l"

I

I

i

i

i

- Cut along here

HORNBY LOCOMOTIVE PART-EXCHANGE
Complcrc this Coupon, and hand it. with vour old Locomotor to vour Meccano dealer, who will alio

you ttorn the price of new Hornby Locomotive, or Homby-Dublo Locomotive and
amount »hown in the oilJcml Usr published \n the June "Meccano Magatme.*'

I

I

I

Type of Hornby Locomotive Returned: New Hornby Locomotive Purchased;

• * • * »«*«*«»«.« • liln«4l ._
m mm m Mf m mm m. m Ah ** — * ^

Z*
c
_£
«

Ple»»e rciiiitcr mv mme to receive dctaili of future Hornby and Hornby-Dublo development

iJCnecf).

1

Address

\

i

i

CERTIFICATE

er, the 1

I

I

»

I

I

I

I

I

I

The above exchange has been effected tn accordance with the terms of the Hombi Part.fixchange Scheme. 1

I (Sipned)

I Address

a- -w m « m * if « 4 * « «V« **» # w 1 m m m m 1

• + •

1

m<

l

...Meccano Dealer J

\

i«*# f ib - •
j

*-* - mm* . m « F% »..»...p...»
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e 9-40 issue o e "Horn

ready,

th
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Book
The contents of the book include articles, illustrated by splendid

[^ most attractive yet produced
Trains/' now photographs, dealing with

e coloure cover shows a striking picture specially painted names, and specia

standard

ds,

ocomotives o e LM.S., e
development of British train speeds, British express trains and their

f s o Britis

by the well-known artist Bryan de Grmeau. It depicts an LM.S. express,

hauled by the "Duchess of Atholl," hurtling through the night in

main line railways.

H
In addition the book forms a complete catalogue of Hornby and

ornby-Dublo Trains for electric an clockworK railways. The
a storm of ram. It is a unique picture that will thrill every railway Locomotives, Rolling Stock and Accessories are beautifully illustrated

enthusiast. in full colour

ow to obtain e Boo

3d,, or direct from Meccano
The Hornby Book of Trains may be obtained from any Meccano dealer, price

Limited (Dept. A.MJ, Binns Road, Liverpool 13,

price 4§d. post Free. In the latter case a remittance in stamps should be sent and
the name and address of the sender should be clearly written.

Readers living in Australia, New Zealand or South Africa who require copies

Street, SydAUSTRALIAN AGENTS: E. G. Page and Co., 52, Clarence
(P.O. Box 1832k).

NEW ZEALAND AGENTS: Models Limited, Paykef's Buildings, Anzac Avenue,

should send their postal orders for 8d. (which includes postage] to the addresses

given below The Meccano Branch at Toronto will deal with Canadian orders
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CANTO

ECHANISED
OUTFIT

ARMY

The rapid development of tanks, anti-aircra

guru,, an mech nical transport o a mas as

revolutionised the Army to-day.

The above illustration shows the new Siezcant)
SWchit'used Arrnv Ourfii. 77ii< Limn is «r purit

jpci'ici/fa cirtigufJ t« ronjlruct modd.% of the /Mush
M<vJwini**r<i Aftoy, 77i*» jmrt» arc rncimWifJ in

Srrvice gr?en w-.J hltui u*i.f «« inref?fumf«itliJ<-.

All

Mech

oys are interested

I

in e British

anised Units, an ey win welcome the

new Meccano Mechanised Army Outfit, wi

hichw can e built magnificent models of tan

anti-aircra an le nuns, reMight s an

transport vehic les /
WIith a greater degree o

real ism an has ever efore been possible.

The Outfit consists of a big assortment

pecially designed parts, including Gun Barrels

of different lameters, whic can e use e ither

singly or in combination.

Typical Light TVin^t »ur/i suwetting turret The fine models shown in
j accom-

panying illustrations are two o

Pimu-iii i ii us \\\ \J\SO Ln»., Binsis U:"M'i. Livrrpoth. in. (i^CLrvn
f*nni&l jv fi/hn \i iiiin- >n Lt.i., Lett* nnt Ijtnfoit


